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Introduction and overview
This thesis comprises complementary experimental and theoretical studies of
the transition metal oxides (TMOs), which exhibit various structural, elec-
tronic, and magnetic properties arising from the nontrivial coupling between
the charge, spin, orbital, and lattice degrees of freedom. The TMOs constitute
probably one of the most interesting classes of solids and have been in the lime-
light of the condensed-matter research for the past decades. The main theme
of my Ph.D. work is to study this wide variety of properties in a few archetyp-
ical TMOs using x-ray scattering and spectroscopic techniques. Some of the
projects in which I was directly involved as a main investigator are presented
as part of this thesis. Projects not directly related to the discussed topic are
left out, some of which can be found in the List of Publications appended at
the end of this thesis, along with other publications from our group that I
contributed to.
This thesis consists of two parts. The first part (chapters 1 to 3) gives
a brief introduction to the correlated TMOs and the core-level x-ray spec-
troscopic techniques. Chapter 1 discusses the properties of the correlated-
electron systems starting from a general many-particle Hamiltonian. Several
theoretical methods are introduced for describing systems with different corre-
lation strength, emphasizing especially on the calculation of spectral functions.
These methods will reappear when discussing the experimental results in later
chapters. Chapter 2 discusses several key aspects of the TMOs, with a focus
on their symmetry-derived properties rather than the detailed properties of the
specific systems studied in the thesis. The purpose of such a relatively abstract
discussion is twofold. One is to provide a general guideline for understanding
some common observations in a wide range of TMOs, and the other is to con-
nect to chapter 3, in which we discuss the basics of core-level spectroscopies
that are heavily dependent on the local symmetry of the transition-metal ions
that we are interested in. In addition to a general introduction of spectroscopy
in chapter 3, we also discuss in detail the processes of x-ray absorption and res-
onant x-ray scattering, which are the main experimental techniques employed
in this thesis. The corresponding instrumentation is also briefly reviewed.
The second part (chapters 4 to 6) presents spectroscopic studies on three
different oxide materials, namely the rare-earth nickelates, high-temperature
v
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superconducting cuprates, and vanadium dioxide. The basic properties of
each material system are discussed at the beginning of each chapter. The
presentation is not arranged chronologically but rather following loosely a line
“from itinerant to localized”, where the problems we aimed to tackle in each
material were understood from a viewpoint shifting progressively from a more
itinerant one in nickelates to a more localized one in vanadium dioxide by
passing through the intermediate case of doped cuprates. Some of the results
have appeared in a published form, or have been summarized in manuscripts
planned for publication. The content of each chapter and its relation to the
publications or manuscripts are detailed below.
Chapter 4 – Ordering phenomena in rare-earth nickelates
RNiO3
This chapter discusses the lattice, charge, and spin ordering in RNiO3. After a
short review in section 4.1, we report in section 4.2 a resonant x-ray scattering
study at the Ni K edge where the bond order of a NdNiO3 thin film and
a LaNiO3-LaAlO3 superlattice was probed and quantified. A spin-density-
wave ground state without bond order in the superlattice was confirmed. This
section was published in Phys. Rev. B 93, 165121 (2016) (item J5 in the List of
Publications). Section 4.3 presents a theoretical study of the charge- and spin-
response functions using a two-band Hubbard model within the random-phase
approximation. The analysis leads to a unified description of the ordering
phenomena in both the bulk RNiO3 and their heterostructures. The results
were published in Phys. Rev. B 95, 195117 (2017) (item J2 in the List of
Publications).
Chapter 5 – Spin and charge excitations in doped cuprates
In this chapter, we used resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) to probe the
spin and charge excitations in hole-doped high-temperature superconducting
cuprates. The study was motivated by an ongoing debate regarding the nature
of a low-energy excitation observed in cross-polarized RIXS at the Cu L edge
in doped cuprates, which was interpreted either as a collective magnetic excita-
tion arising from the remnant antiferromagnetic correlation, or as incoherent
Stoner excitations of itinerant quasiparticles. After a short introduction of
the topic in section 5.1, we present two consecutive experiments in section 5.2
where the dependence of the low-energy excitation on the incident photon en-
ergy was examined for cuprates with a wide range of doping levels. While
a significant increase of the incoherent contribution was observed at dopings
higher than optimal doping, the collective nature of the said low-energy ex-
vi
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citation remains dominant at doping levels across the whole superconducting
dome. The first part of the results was published in Minola et al., Phys. Rev.
Lett. 114, 217003 (2015) (J6 in the List of Publications). The second part
is summarized in Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 097001 (2017) (J1 in the List of
Publications). Section 5.3 presents a theoretical study where we show how the
complex RIXS operator can be expanded into a series of local spin, density,
and current operators. Such an expansion allows for a direct comparison be-
tween spectral functions of RIXS and various elementary excitations, thereby
providing a quantitative understanding of the experimental results in terms
of, e.g., spin-spin correlation functions. The results are summarized in P1 in
the List of Publications.
Chapter 6 – Control of metal-insulator transition in VO2
In this chapter, we used x-ray absorption and resonant x-ray reflectivity to
characterize the electronic structure of a vanadium dioxide thin film, whose
temperature-driven metal-insulator transition was suppressed after applying
electrolyte gating. Analysis and simulations of the measured spectra at differ-
ent temperatures point to an oxygen-vacancy origin of the gate-induced low-
temperature metallicity, in contrast to early interpretation as an electrostatic
effect. The results are summarized in P2 in the List of Publications.
vii

Chapter1
Itinerant and localized
electrons in solids
The study of solids constitutes a great part of condensed matter physics. An
ideal solid consists of oppositely charged nuclei and electrons condensed in a
crystalline structure. The properties of such a quantum many-body system
are governed by a microscopic Hamiltonian—sometimes termed as “the theory
of everything” [1] in condensed matter—in a general form H = He +Hi with
He =
∑
i
[− ℏ
2
2m
∇2ri + V (ri)]︸ ︷︷ ︸
H0
+
1
2
∑
i ̸=j
Vee(ri − rj)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hint
, (1.1a)
Hi =
∑
i
− ℏ
2
2M
∇2Ri +
1
2
∑
i̸=j
Vii(Ri −Rj). (1.1b)
Here ri (Ri) denotes the coordinates of an electron (ion), and m (M) its mass.
The relativistic effects have been neglected here for simplicity. He and Hi
describe the dynamics of electrons and ions, respectively, which are coupled
by their mutual Coulomb interaction V (ri) =
∑
j Vei(ri − Rj). Since the
ions are much heavier than the electrons (M/m ∼ 104), the wave functions
of the system can often be factorized into independent electronic and ionic
parts [2]. While the study of lattice vibrations is an important field on its
own, we will focus on the electronic degrees of freedom throughout this thesis
and treat the ions as a static periodic lattice with Ri fixed at their equilib-
rium positions. Under such assumption, V (ri) adopts the periodicity of the
lattice and Eq. (1.1b) becomes a constant. The remaining Hamiltonian (1.1a)
then describes electrons moving in a periodic potential (first term, H0) in the
presence of their mutual repulsion (second term, Hint).
The eigenfunctions of the single-particle term H0 are straightforwardly given
by Bloch functions ψak(r) = eik·ruak(r) where uak(r) assumes the periodicity
1
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of the lattice, k the quasi-momentum and a the band index. The corresponding
eigenvalues εak form a discrete excitation spectrum in the momentum space,
or the band structure. Being the eigenfunctions of H0, the Bloch functions
constitute a basis where the itinerant nature of the electrons is stressed. In
the limit of V (r) = 0 or uak = 1, the Bloch functions reduce to plain waves.
An equivalent single-particle basis of H0 can be alternatively expressed in
more localized Wannier functions, which are given by a Fourier transform of the
Bloch functions defined as φaRi(r)= (1/
√
N)
∑BZ
k e
−ik·Ri∑
a′Uaa′(k)ψa′k(r),
where N is the number of lattice sites. The summation runs over all momenta k
in the first Brilloin zone (BZ). Here we have also included an arbitrary unitary
matrix with k-dependent matrix elements Uaa′(k), which can be chosen such
that the resulting Wannier functions satisfy specific symmetry or localization
considerations [3, 4]. These Wannier functions are centered around the lattice
sites Ri and can be seen as lattice analogues of the atomic orbital states. In
this basis, both the H0 and Hint can be expressed in the second-quantized
form as
H0 =
∑
ii′
∑
a
taa
′
ii′ c
†
iaci′a′ , (1.2a)
Hint =
1
2
∑
ii′jj′
∑
aa′bb′
Uaa
′bb′
ii′jj′ c
†
iac
†
i′a′cj′b′cjb, (1.2b)
where c† and c are the fermionic creation and annihilation operators defined
on the Wannier basis. The indices a = (τa, σ) include both the orbital τ and
spin indices σ =↑, ↓. The hopping (taa′ii′ ) and interaction (Uaa
′bb′
ii′jj′ ) parameters
are defined as
taa
′
ii′ =
∫
d3r φ∗aRi(r)[−
ℏ2
2m
∇2r + V (r)]φa′Ri′ (r), (1.3a)
Uaa
′bb′
ii′jj′ =
∫
d3r d3r′ φ∗aRi(r)φ∗a′Ri′ (r
′)Vee(r− r′)φb′Rj′ (r
′)φbRj (r). (1.3b)
Hamiltonian (1.2) is the tight-binding representation of (1.1), which is nothing
else than a generalization of the celebrated Hubbard model [5]. This seemingly
innocuous Hamiltonian, as we shall see later, generates a plethora of interesting
phenomena. And despite its simple form, it has proven to be highly difficult
to solve.
The difficulty of a full solution to Eq. (1.2) lies in the fact that the wave
functions of such an interacting system cannot be factorized into independent
single-particle ones without further assumptions, and the number of determi-
nants, or the size of Hilbert space, required for a complete description of the
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system grows exponentially with the number of degrees of freedom. For a sys-
tem with in total N orbitals, the Hilbert space is of size 4N , with each orbital
having 4 possibilities of being empty, a singly occupied doublet or a doubly
occupied singlet. One immediately notices that an exact solution of the Hamil-
tonian becomes difficult for a few tens of orbitals, let alone for macroscopic
systems with N ∼ 1023. However, we should note that for the understanding
of particular properties of an interacting system at some specific energy scale,
a complete tabulation of the wave functions is not necessary. A key subsystem
can usually be identified, where the observables can be obtained exactly or,
for most of the cases, under certain approximations.
In section 1.1, we first discuss in general the properties of the Hamilto-
nian (1.2). Section 1.2 to 1.4 discuss a few approaches for solving the Hamil-
tonian and how to obtain desired observables under different circumstances,
which will be helpful for understanding the experimental results in later chap-
ters.
1.1 Two energy scales and the Mott transition
We start our discussion on Eq. (1.2) in a single-band scenario
H = −t
∑
〈i,j〉
c†iσcjσ + U
∑
i
ni↑ni↓, (1.4)
where niσ = c†iσciσ. For simplicity the hoppings beyond nearest neighbors
(denoted by 〈, 〉) are truncated and the interaction is restricted to a local form.
The single-particle term H0 can be diagonalized by a Fourier transform which
gives
H0 =
∑
kσ
ε(k)c†kσckσ (1.5)
with c†kσ = 1/
√
N
∑
i e
ik·Ric†iσ. The band structure ε(k) is then given as
ε(k) = −2t
d∑
i
cos ki (1.6)
assuming a simple d-dimensional lattice (i.e. a chain, square, and cubic lattice
for d = 1, 2, 3) with lattice constant a = 1. If a system is partially filled, it
gains kinetic energy when electrons (or holes) move through the lattice. The
characteristic energy scale associated to H0 is the bandwidth W = 4dt. On the
other hand, the interacting term Hint = U
∑
i ni↑ni↓ disfavors the movement
of electrons, as putting two electrons on the same site would cost energy U due
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Figure 1.1 | Single-particle spectra of a half-filled single-band Hubbard model with
different ratios between interaction U and bandwidth W. The results are exact solu-
tions of Eq. (1.4) obtained on a Bethe lattice with infinite coordination number [6].
The numerical method used is described in Ref. [7].
to their mutual repulsion. The relative size of the terms H0 and Hint, therefore
describes the tendency of electrons to be either itinerant or localized.
For a qualitative understanding of the itinerant and localized aspects of an
electronic system, let us consider a half-filled single band where the average
site occupation n = 1. Suppose we can tune the repulsion U with respect to
the bandwidth W and measure the corresponding electronic structure, or to be
more specific, the occupied and unoccupied electron states. When U/W = 0,
the electrons are fully independent and itinerant, with large density of states at
the Fermi level (zero-temperature chemical potential), as shown in Fig. 1.1(a).
When U > W , the kinetic energy gain of an electron moving around in the
lattice is not enough to compensate for the cost of putting two electrons at
the same site. Therefore the electrons tend to be localized, resulting in an
insulating ground state, with an energy gap of Eg ∼ U − W . Such insu-
lating phases—called Mott or Mott-Hubbard insulators [8, 9]—are caused by
electron-electron interactions and therefore have distinctly different nature
than the normal band insulators which are the result of integer band filling.
One important difference is represented by a splitting of the half-filled non-
interacting band in Fig. 1.1(a) into two (lower and upper) Hubbard subbands
due to interaction, which are located Eg apart in energy, as shown in the single-
particle spectrum in Fig. 1.1(c). A metal-insulator transition (MIT) happens
between the two limits when U ∼ W . Figure 1.1(b) shows the system on the
verge of such a Mott transition, which clearly manifests both the itinerant and
localized features.
In systems where either the kinetic (W ) or interaction (U) energy scale
dominates, the effect of the other can usually be neglected or incorporated via
perturbation theory, which may greatly reduce the complexity of the problem.
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In the local limit where U/W (∝ U/t) ≫ 1, for example, Eq. (1.4) becomes,
within second-order perturbation, the Heisenberg model H = 1
2
∑
ij JijSiSj
with Jij = 4t2ij/U and Si the spin operators. In more general scenarios where
both energy scales are important, depending on the observables we are inter-
ested in, further approximations and/or assumptions are usually indispensable
to make the many-body problem tractable. Many fruitful approaches have
been proposed to tackle with specific or more general many-body problems
over the past decades, and even the briefest survey of which will be far beyond
the scope of this thesis. In the following sections 1.2 to 1.4, we will restrict the
discussion to a few (numerical) methods that are essential for understanding
our experimental results in the later part of this thesis.
1.2 Auxiliary system and density functional theory
The interacting many-body systems are often referred to as “strongly corre-
lated systems”. Correlation between two observables A and B, in the simplest
terms, exists when the expectation value 〈AB〉 ̸= 〈A〉〈B〉. In the existence of
electron-electron interaction, the correlation is reflected by the electron den-
sities. For the half-filled single-band Hubbard model (1.4), for example, the
system is uncorrelated when U/W = 0, as each lattice site has an independent
1
2
probability being occupied by electrons of either spin, therefore 〈ni↑ni↓〉 =
〈ni↑〉〈ni↓〉 = 14 . In the limit of U/W →∞, on the other hand, the probability
of a site being doubly occupied by electrons of both spins is prohibited due to
their mutual interaction (〈ni↑ni↓〉 = 0), while 〈ni↑〉〈ni↓〉 remains 14 . Therefore
in general, correlation increases with increasing interaction. However, there
is a subtle difference between the two definitions. A correlated many-body
system can nonetheless be approximated by an uncorrelated, yet interacting
single-particle system, for instance, by mean-field-type of approaches. The
interaction term in Eq. (1.4), for example, can be written as
U
∑
i
ni↑ni↓ = U
∑
i
[〈ni↑〉ni↓ + ni↑〈ni↓〉 − 〈ni↑〉〈ni↓〉+
(ni↑ − 〈ni↑〉)(ni↓ − 〈ni↓〉)].
(1.7)
In a mean-field approximation the last term (thereby the correlation) can be ne-
glected, rendering the original Hamiltonian to a single-particle problem. This
is the Hartree-Fock approximation [10, 11] in the lattice model context [12,
13]. Alternatively, one can also construct an auxiliary system where the corre-
lation is effectively replaced by a single-particle potential, which we will briefly
discuss in this section.
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1.2.1 The Hohenberg–Kohn theorems
The total energy of the interacting-electron system can be obtained by evalu-
ating the expectation value of Eq. (1.1) with a given state |Φ〉 of the system
E = 〈Φ|H|Φ〉 = 〈Φ|T + V |Φ〉+
∫
d3r vext(r)n(r), (1.8)
where T = −∑i ℏ22m∇2ri is the kinetic energy and V = 12 ∑i ̸=j Vee(ri − rj)
the Coulomb interaction. vext is the external potential including the nuclei
contribution V (ri) and other sources, and n(r) is the electron density.
Hohenberg and Kohn showed [14] that
(a) the external potential vext, and therefore the Hamiltonian, is determined
uniquely (up to a constant) by the ground state electron density n0(r),
and
(b) there is a universal functional for the energy in terms of the density n(r),
EHK[n] = FHK[n] +
∫
d3r vext(r)n(r), (1.9)
where the functional FHK[n] = 〈T 〉+ 〈V 〉. This can also be viewed as a
Legendre transformation [15] realizing (a).
It then follows that if FHK[n] is known, the ground state energy of the system
E0 = E[n0] can be determined through the variational principle using n(r)
as the basic variable. Note that although the functional provides no direct
information for the excited states, since the Hamiltonian is fully determined
by n0(r), the wave functions and all properties of the many-body system can
be in principle inferred from n0(r).
The above result is appealing, since as long as the ground state properties
are concerned, it shows that the many-body system can be mapped exactly to
an effective single-particle one. However, it does not provide a practical sim-
plification to the many-body problem because the exact form of the functional
EHK[n] still requires the knowledge of the many-body wave function.
1.2.2 The Kohn-Sham auxiliary system
Kohn and Sham [16] ingeniously proposed to replace the original many-body
system by a fictitious single-particle one which is assumed to have the same
ground state density. The energy functional Eq. (1.9) can then be written as
EKS[n] = Ts[n] + VH[n] +
∫
d3r vext(r)n(r) + Exc[n], (1.10)
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where Ts[n] = −∑i ℏ22m 〈∇2i 〉 is the sum of the kinetic energy of all independent
particles and VH[n] = 12
∫ d3rd3r′ n(r)n(r′)|r−r′| the Hartree potential energy. The
exchange-correlation functional reads
Exc[n] = FHK[n]− (Ts[n] + VH[n]) = 〈T 〉 − Ts[n] + 〈V 〉 − VH[n]. (1.11)
Since the above energy functional is stationary with respect to the density for
the ground state, one can define the Kohn-Sham potential by
vKS[n](r) = vext(r) +
∫
d3r′ n(r
′)
|r− r′| + vxc[n] (1.12)
where the exchange-correlation potential is
vxc[n](r) = δExc[n]
δn(r) . (1.13)
The many-body Hamiltonian is finally reduced to an effective single-particle
one
HKS[n](r) = − ℏ
2
2m
∇2 + vKS[n](r). (1.14)
Once the choice for vxc[n](r) is made, the resulting set of single-particle Schrö-
dinger equations (HKS[n](r) − ϵi) |φi(r)〉 = 0 can be solved self-consistently,
and the density can be obtained by n(r) =∑i |φi(r)|2.
It is important to note that in the above density functional theory (DFT),
although the original many-body problem is substituted by a less sophisticated
single-particle one, the only thing they have in common is, by construction,
the ground state density. Therefore in principle the eigenstates and excita-
tion spectra of the auxiliary system do not correspond to the original problem
and thus are devoid of physical meanings with few exceptions [17]. However,
empirically, with appropriate choices for the exchange-correlation functionals,
DFT provides a remarkably accurate description for the ground state prop-
erties of many systems and has thus received great popularity in condensed
matter physics.
1.2.3 Approximations of exchange-correlation functionals
The remaining task to make the in-principle-exact DFT practicable is to con-
struct the yet unknown functional for the exchange and correlation. Kohn and
Sham proposed in their original paper that solids can often be approximated by
a homogeneous electron gas (HEG) and the effects of exchange and correlation
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are determined by the local density. This is the local density approximation
(LDA) (or LSDA, if the spin is considered explicitly),
ELSDAxc =
∫
d3r n(r)ϵHEGxc [n↑(r), n↓(r)] (1.15)
where ϵHEGxc [n↑, n↓] = ϵHEGx [n↑, n↓] + ϵHEGc [n↑, n↓] contains both the exchange
and correlation energy density of HEG. The former can be derived explic-
itly [18] and the latter can be parametrized from numerical data [19]. A
natural extension of the L(S)DA is to include partially the nonlocal effect of
the density by including its gradient, i.e., by extending the functional ϵxc[nσ]
to ϵxc[nσ, |∇nσ|]. Such approach led to various generalized-gradient approxi-
mations (GGAs) [20].
For systems with highly localized orbitals, such as transition metal oxides
(chapter 2) and rare-earth compounds, the HEG approximation often breaks
down and additional remedies are needed for a more appropriate treatment of
these atomic-like orbitals. This can be partially realized by coupling an addi-
tional orbital-dependent interaction to the LDA or GGA functionals. These
approaches are termed in general as “DFT+U” [21], where the additional U
term is essentially an orbital dependent potential of the localized orbitals that
are originated from their local interactions. The values of U are usually empir-
ically chosen to reproduce the experimentally observed band gap or magnetic
ground states. Admittedly, being single-particle methods, these DFT+U ap-
proaches fail to reproduce many other correlation-induced phenomena in these
correlated systems, such as entanglement [22]. However, they do provide a
good starting point for further calculations, which we briefly discuss in the
following.
1.2.4 From DFT to effective Hamiltonians
The breakdown of the DFT for the strongly correlated systems, especially the
d and f electrons in the transition metal and rare-earth compounds, calls for a
more sophisticated treatment of the correlation/interaction. As we have seen,
treating the correlations of all electrons exactly is a formidable task, this is usu-
ally done instead by constructing model Hamiltonians in the form of Eq. (1.2)
(with a small number of orbitals) which describe only certain subsystems that
are believed to host the phenomena of interest. Take the transition metal ox-
ides (chapter 2) for example, most of their interesting properties are attributed
to the strong correlations of the d electrons. A low-energy model (i.e. energy
close to the Fermi level) is therefore usually constructed by including only the
d-manifold or its symmetry derived subgroup such as the eg or t2g states in
cubic symmetry. The other high-energy degrees of freedom are projected out
1.2 Auxiliary system and density functional theory 9
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Figure 1.2 | (a) The SrVO3 band structure close to the Fermi level. The colors
blue, red, and green correspond to the V-eg , V-t2g and O-p characters, respectively.
(b) The xy-like Wannier orbital shown in the SrVO3 crystal structure. The contour
contains 90% of the electron density. The red and blue indicate the phases.
or “downfolded”, whose effects are included implicitly in the low-energy model
via a renormalization of the parameters (e.g. the interaction U).
In practice, “atomic-like” Wannier orbitals in the energy window of interest
can be constructed from DFT calculations [3, 4], serving as a basis on which
the low-energy Hamiltonian can be defined. As an example, the DFT band
structure for the perovskite SrVO3 is shown in Fig. 1.2(a), where the V-d eg,
t2g and O 2p characters are indicated by blue, red and green, respectively.
A minimal model can be constructed by including only the V-t2g degrees of
freedom and downfolding the V-eg and O-p (and other higher energy) ones.
The Wannier orbital of xy-symmetry obtained using the Stuttgart-NMTO
package [4, 23] is plotted in Fig. 1.2(b). Note that unlike the original localized
3d orbitals, the Wannier orbitals here are more extended objects resulting
from hybridization-combinations of the V-d and O-p orbitals, evidenced by
the substantial weight on the neighboring O sites. The hopping parameters t
for the low-energy model can then be directly obtained by the computing the
matrix elements on the Wannier basis. The interaction parameters U , on the
other hand, are subjected to a more extensive discussion and different schemes
have been proposed for their calculation [24, 25].
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1.3 Green’s function and perturbation theory
While DFT provides an accurate description of the ground state energy and
electron density of the solids (although with many exceptions), these are hardly
the most common observables measured in experiments. In practice, we (ex-
perimentalists) usually study the properties of a physical system by measuring
its response to an external probe (in the form of small perturbations). Such
quantities can be conveniently expressed in terms of response functions, or
more generally, the Green’s functions.
1.3.1 Linear response and Green’s functions
To be more specific, let us assume a system coupled to a time-dependent
external field described by the Hamiltonian
HP (t) = H + V (t)P, (1.16)
where H is the Hamiltonian describing the original system and V (t) the time
dependence of perturbing operator P . Note that the spatial r dependence is
implied. Assume the external field is turned on at t = t0, the time evolution
of an eigenstate is then given as
|φ(t, t0)〉 = U(t, t0) |φ(t0)〉 , (1.17)
where U(t, t0) = T
[
exp
{
−i ∫ t
t0
HP (t
′)dt′
}]
(ℏ = 1) and T the time-ordering
operator. It is easy to check that U(t, t0) satisfies the equation of motion and
has the boundary condition U(t0, t0) = 1.
The response of the original eigenstate |φ(t0)〉 to an infinitesimal external
field is then expressed up to the linear order of the perturbation as
δ |ψ(t)〉 =
∫ t
t0
dt′δV (t′) δU(t, t0)
δV (t′)
∣∣∣∣
V=0
|φ(t0)〉
= −i
∫ t
t0
dt′ δV (t′) e−iH(t−t′)Pe−iH(t′−t0) |φ(t0)〉
= −i
∫ t
t0
dt′ δV (t′) e−iHtP h(t′) |φh(t0)〉 ,
(1.18)
where in the last line the superscript denotes the Heisenberg representation,
i.e.,
P h(t) ≡ eiHtPe−iHt (1.19)
and
|φh(t)〉 ≡ eiHt |φ(t)〉 . (1.20)
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Now consider the response of the expectation value of a measuring operator
M in the state |φ(t)〉,
δ 〈φ(t)|M |φ(t)〉 = −i
∫ t
t0
dt′ δV (t′) 〈φh(t0)|[Mh(t), P h(t′)] |φh(t0)〉
= −i
∫ ∞
−∞
dt′ δV (t′) θ(t− t′) 〈φh(t0)|[Mh(t), P h(t′)] |φh(t0)〉
(1.21)
where the Heaviside step function θ is inserted to enforce the causality. The
linear response function, or linear susceptibility, with respect to the perturba-
tion P is then
χ(r, t; r′, t′) ≡ δ 〈M(r, t)〉
δV (t′)
= −i θ(t− t′) 〈[Mh(r, t), P h(r′, t′)] 〉 , (1.22)
where the spatial dependence has been written explicitly. Here 〈. . .〉 denotes
the expectation value of the ground state at zero temperature or thermal aver-
age over all states at finite temperature in the absence of the perturbation. In
most of the following discussions zero temperature is assumed unless otherwise
noted. Nonetheless, most of the finite-temperature expressions can be given
analogously.
Equivalently, the expression can be Fourier transformed into the momentum
space (assuming translational symmetry) and frequency domain,
χ(q, ω) = −i
∫ ∞
−∞
dt eiωt 〈[M(q, t), P (−q, 0)] 〉 θ(t). (1.23)
Note that the operators are still Heisenberg ones and the superscript h will
be stripped. The above response functions are expressed in terms of the cor-
relation function of two operators 〈O1O2〉. They are special forms of a more
general many-body Green’s function,
G(1, . . . n; 1′, . . . , n′) = (−i )n 〈T [ψ(1′) · · ·ψ(n′)ψ†(1) · · ·ψ†(n)]〉 , (1.24)
where the labels i = (ri, ti). ψ(†)(i) =
∑
l φ
(∗)
l (i)c
(†)
l are the Heisenberg field
operators, which is a convenient notation for linear combinations of the cre-
ation and annihilation operators weighted by the single-particle wave functions
φl, where l denotes the set of quantum numbers. The Green’s function has
a very straightforward interpretation: it describes the propagation of excita-
tions of a system by creating n particles at the space-time points (r1, t1), . . . ,
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(rn, tn) and annihilating them at (r′1, t′1), . . . , (r′n, t′n). A one-particle Green’s
function is then
G(1; 1′) = −i θ(t1 − t′1) 〈ψ(1)ψ†(1′)〉 − i ζθ(t′1 − t1) 〈ψ†(1′)ψ(1)〉
= θ(t1 − t′1)G>(1; 1′) + θ(t′1 − t1)G<(1; 1′).
(1.25)
from which the retarded and advanced Green’s functions (whose meanings are
clear from the time ordering) can be defined as
GR(1; 1′) = (G>(1; 1′)−G<(1; 1′))θ(t1 − t′1)
= −i 〈[ψ(1), ψ†(1′)]−ζ〉 θ(t1 − t′1),
(1.26a)
GA(1; 1′) = (G<(1; 1′)−G>(1; 1′))θ(t′1 − t1)
= i 〈[ψ(1), ψ†(1′)]−ζ〉 θ(t′1 − t1),
(1.26b)
which describe the propagation of a particle or hole created in the ground
state, respectively. ζ denotes -1 (1) for fermions (bosons), and [. . . ]−ζ is
the anticommutator {. . . } (commutator [. . . ]). Hereafter we will only be
concerned about the fermions unless otherwise noted. The single-particle
Green’s function contains some of the most important observable properties
of the system. The expectation value of a general single-particle operator
O = ∫ dxdx′ ψ†(x′)O(x′, x)ψ(x) can be directly evaluated as
〈O〉 = −i
∫
dx dx′O(x′, x)G(x, t;x′, t+), (1.27)
where t+ denotes a time infinitesimally later than t. Therefore the ground
state density, for example, has a simple expression 〈n(x)〉 = −iG(x, t;x′, t+).
Similarly, a two-particle Green’s function, or the correlation function, can be
given for the density operators n(i) = ψ†(i)ψ(i) or their fluctuations around
the equilibrium expectation values δn(i) = n(i)− 〈n(i)〉 as
C(1, 2) = iG(1, 2; 1, 2) = −i 〈T [ψ†(1)ψ(1)ψ†(2)ψ(2)]〉 , (1.28a)
C(1, 2) = −i 〈T [δ
(
ψ†(1)ψ(1)
)
δ
(
ψ†(2)ψ(2)
)
]〉
= C(1, 2) + i 〈ψ†(1)ψ(1)〉 〈ψ†(2)ψ(2)〉 .
(1.28b)
In particular, their retarded counterparts read
CR(1, 2) = −i θ(t1 − t2) 〈[ψ†(1)ψ(1), ψ†(2)ψ(2)] 〉 , (1.29a)
CR(1, 2) = −i θ(t1 − t2) 〈[δ
(
ψ†(1)ψ(1)
)
, δ
(
ψ†(2)ψ(2)
)
] 〉
= CR(1, 2).
(1.29b)
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The last line holds since 〈ψ†(i)ψ(i)〉 does not contribute to the commutator.
Note the equivalency between the retarded correlation function (Eq. (1.29b))
and the response function (Eq. (1.22)). This is the essence of the fluctuation-
dissipation theorem which states that the spontaneous fluctuations at equilib-
rium determines the energy dissipation or relaxation of a system.
1.3.2 Perturbation theory and random phase approximation
The preceding section shows that the ground state properties and their re-
sponses to external perturbations can be evaluated in the form of single- and
two-particle Green’s functions. However, this by no means simplifies the many-
body problem at hand. The Green’s functions still need to be calculated, which
remains a highly nontrivial problem, and can only be solved, more often than
not, via certain approximation schemes.
Consider for example the retarded correlation function Eq. (1.29b) which is
of great interest for experimental measurements. For simplicity we discuss the
density-density correlation in the single-band form of the many-body Hamil-
tonian (1.2). Note that different than the Hubbard model (1.4), the general
form of interaction is preserved here. Since the translation symmetry is usu-
ally satisfied in solids, we will work in the momentum space. This yields the
Hamiltonian
Hk =
∑
kσ
εkc
†
kσckσ +
1
2
∑
kk′q,σ,σ′
U(q)c†k+qσc†k′−qσ′ck′σ′ckσ
= H0 +Hint,
(1.30)
where the subscript k is neglected in the last line for brevity. ∑k = 1V ∫ dk(2pi)3
is shorthand for the volume-normalized k-integration. Similarly, the retarded
correlation function is given as
CR(q, t− t′) =
∑
kσσ′
CR(kq, t− t′), (1.31)
CR(kq, t− t′) = −i θ(t− t′) 〈[(c†kσck+qσ)(t), n−qσ′(t′)] 〉 , (1.32)
where the density operator nqσ =
∑
k c
†
kσck+qσ. For each k, one finds the
equation of motion
i ∂tCR(kq, t− t′) =δ(t− t′) 〈[(c†kσck+qσ)(t), n−qσ′(t′)] 〉
− i θ(t− t′) 〈[−[Hk, c†kσck+qσ] (t), n−qσ′(t′)] 〉 ,
(1.33)
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where δ(t− t′) is the Dirac delta function. The commutators can be expanded
as
[c†kck+q, n−q] =c
†
kck − c†k+qck+q, (1.34)
[H0, c
†
kck+q] =(εk − εk+q)c†kck+q (1.35)
and
[Hint, c
†
kck+q] =−
1
2
∑
k′k′′q′
U(q′)[c†kc†k′′−q′ck′ck′′δk+q,k′+q′
− c†kc†k′+q′ck′ck′′δk+q,k′′−q′ + c†k′′−q′c†k′+q′ck′ck+qδk,k′′
− c†k′′−q′c†k′+q′ck′′ck+qδk,k′ ]
=− 1
2
∑
k′q′
U(q′)[c†kc†k′−q′ck+q−q′ck′ − c†kc†k′+q′ck′ck+q+q′
+ c†k−q′c
†
k′+q′ck′ck+q − c†k′−q′c†k+q′ck′ck+q]
(1.36)
where the spin indices are further omitted since the commutators are zero
when σ ̸= σ′. One notices that by inserting Eq. (1.36) back into Eq. (1.33),
each level of the equation of motion generates a Green’s function with two
more operators. To make the problem tractable, here we truncate the se-
ries by applying the random phase approximation (RPA), which approximate
Eq. (1.36) by approximating pairs of creation and annihilation operators by
their expectation values, e.g.
c†kc
†
k′−q′ck+q−q′ck′ → 〈c†kck′〉 c†k′−q′ck+q−q′ + c†kck′ 〈c†k′−q′ck+q−q′〉+ const.
(1.37)
Note this process is closely related to the mean-field approximation applied to
Eq. (1.7), and RPA can be understood essentially as the leading fluctuation
correction to the static mean-field approximation. Under such approximation,
Eq. (1.36) simplifies into
[Hint, c
†
kck+q] ≈ −U(q)(〈nk+q〉 − 〈nk〉)
∑
k′
c†k′ck′+q, (1.38)
where 〈c†kck′〉 = 〈nk〉 δk,k′ . Since most of the response functions in experi-
ments are measured in the frequency domain (see chapter 3), it is more conve-
nient to work in the Fourier transformed form, where the time derivative i ∂t
becomes ω. Equation (1.33) then becomes
(ω+ i η+ εk− εk+q)CR(kq, ω) = −( 〈nk+q〉− 〈nk〉)(1−U(q))
∑
k′
CR(k′q, ω),
(1.39)
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with η = 0+ a infinitesimal positive number. Summing over k one gets
CRRPA(q, ω) =
CR0 (q, ω)
1− U(q)CR0 (q, ω)
, (1.40)
where
CR0 (q, ω) =
∑
k
〈nk+q〉 − 〈nk〉
ω + i η − (εk+q − εk) (1.41)
is the correlation function of the noninteracting particles, also known as the
Lindhard function. The denominator in Eq. 1.40 defines the excitations, or
collective modes of the system when 1− U(q)CR(q, ω) = 0.
The RPA (Eq. (1.40)) provides a simple means for calculating correlation
functions of an interacting system by evaluating their noninteracting counter-
parts (Eq. (1.41)). We will encounter a multi-orbital form of it in chapter 4.
Note that as RPA is a perturbative method, and while its resulting correlation
functions may provide valuable insights into the excitations and instabilities of
weakly (to moderately) correlated systems, it is usually not valid for systems
with stronger correlations (chapter 5).
1.4 Spectral functions and exact diagonalization
We have so far discussed how the interactions/correlations of a system can
be approximated in a mean-field-like fashion (section 1.2) or included pertur-
batively (section 1.3) to make the original many-body problem tractable and
obtain the observables of interest. However, these methods fall short in the
strongly correlated regime, which is a main topic of this thesis.
One alternative method is to solve the (downfolded) Hamiltonian (1.2) ex-
actly. Such an approach in principle involves no simplification or approxi-
mation and is therefore valid over the whole parameter space. However, as
discussed at the beginning of this chapter, the system size is limited to only
a few tens of orbitals due to the exponentially growing Hilbert space. The
smallness of the system size imposes limitations for an accurate calculation of
many properties, especially in the critical regime where long range correlation
becomes important. Nonetheless, exact diagonalization (ED) of a finite-size
cluster can provide correct (semi-)quantitative results for many interesting
properties of a system, especially in strongly correlated ones where no well-
controlled approximations are available. In addition, for certain observables,
the finite-size effect can be (partially) countered by appropriate corrections
and their values in the thermodynamic limit can be recovered [26]. The ED-
based methods have been employed intensively to many systems/models, most
notably those in connection to high-temperature superconductors [27], largely
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due to their physical transparency and versatility in obtaining variable static
and dynamical properties.
This section discusses the Lanczos-based ED method [28]. It is an itera-
tive method particularly suited for obtaining extreme eigenstates (such as the
ground state or a few low-lying states) of Hamiltonians with short range in-
teractions, which are usually represented by sparse matrices. Here we mainly
discuss how it can be employed to obtain dynamical properties (spectra), while
its technical details are covered in Appendix A.
1.4.1 Spectral representation of Green’s functions
Let us first start with a spectral representation [29] of the zero-temperature
single-particle Green’s function G(x, t;x′, t′), which can be achieved by insert-
ing a complete set of Heisenberg states {|Ψn〉} (∑n |Ψn〉〈Ψn| = 1) between
the field operators, which gives
G(x, t;x′, t′) =−i
∑
n
[θ(t− t′)e−i (En−E0)(t−t′)〈Ψ0|ψ(x)|Ψn〉〈Ψn|ψ†(x′)|Ψ0〉
− θ(t′ − t)ei (En−E0)(t−t′)〈Ψ0|ψ†(x′)|Ψn(x)〉〈Ψn|ψ(x)|Ψ0〉]
(1.42)
after writing out the time dependence explicitly. As before, we apply a Fourier
transform such that
G(k, ω) =
∑
n
[
| 〈Ψn|c†k|Ψ0〉|
2
ω − µ− ϵ(N+1)nk + i η
+
| 〈Ψn|ck|Ψ0〉| 2
ω − µ+ ϵ(N−1)nk − i η
]
, (1.43)
where ϵ(N±1)n = En(N ± 1) − E0(N ± 1) the excitation energy of the N ± 1
particle system. µ is the chemical potential, which in the thermodynamic limit
is µ = E(N+1)−E(N) = E(N)−E(N−1). Similar expressions can be given
for the retarded and advanced Green’s functions, and one finds
G(k, ω) = GR(k, ω)θ(ω − µ) +GA(k, ω)θ(µ− ω), (1.44)
and in addition GR(k, ω)∗ = GA(k, ω).
We further define the spectral weight function
A(k, ω) = θ(ω)A+(k, ω) + θ(−ω)A−(k,−ω) (1.45)
where
A+(k, ω) = 2pi
∑
n
| 〈Ψn|c†k|Ψ0〉|
2
δ(ϵ(N+1)n − ω),
A−(k, ω) = 2pi
∑
n
| 〈Ψn|ck|Ψ0〉| 2δ(ϵ(N−1)n − ω).
(1.46)
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Note A+(−)(k, ω) is exactly the (inverse) photoemission spectrum that can be
measured in experiments (up to a shift of chemical potential). In terms of the
spectral functions, the Green’s function can be expressed
G(k, ω) =
∫ ∞
0
dω′
2pi
[
A+(k, ω)
ω − µ− ω′ + i η +
A−(k, ω)
ω − µ+ ω′ − i η
]
. (1.47)
It then follows that
ReG(k, ω) = P
∫ ∞
−∞
dω′ 2pi A(k, ω)
ω − µ− ω′ ,
ImG(k, ω) = −1
2
sgn(ω − µ)A(k, ω),
(1.48)
where P ∫ is the principle integral. It is easy to check that the real and imag-
inary parts of G(k, ω) satisfy the Kramers-Kronig relation. Equation (1.48)
provides a direct path for calculating experimentally measurable spectra by
evaluating Green’s functions (see chapter 3 for more details).
1.4.2 Photoemission and inverse-photoemission spectra from
a Hubbard model
As detailed in Appendix A, the Green’s functions can be expressed in a
continued-fraction form as a natural product of the Lanczos iterations. In this
section we show the photoemission (PES) and inverse photoemission spectra
(IPES) for the single-band Hubbard model (Eq. (1.4)) on a two-dimensional
(2D) square lattice. Such a model has been studied extensively in the con-
text of cuprates superconductors [27] and will be discussed again in detail in
chapter 5.
Figure 1.3 shows the k-integrated results for a half-filled 12-site square lattice
with lattice vector A = x^+3y^ and B = 4x^ [30] (the lattice constant of the unit
cell is set to unity). The spectra are calculated using the Quanty package [7,
31, 32]. The parameters are chosen as U/|t| = 5. The energy definition for the
PES is inverted (ω → −ω) compared to experiments so that the sum of PES
and IPES recovers the full spectral function in Eq. (1.45). Several truncations
with respect to the number of Lanczos steps L are used when generating
the spectral function. Note that the spectral function is well converged with
L ≥ 50, much smaller than the size of the Hilbert space ∼ 106. This suggests
that the full summation ∑n in Eq. (1.43) can be approximated by summing
over a small number of Krylov states, which will be very helpful for practical
calculation of spectral functions.
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Figure 1.3 | PES (ω − µ < 0) and IPES (ω − µ > 0) of the single-band Hubbard
model on a 2D square lattice with different truncations in the Lanczos steps L.
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Chapter2
Transition metal oxides and
their heterostructures
In this chapter we further discuss the complexity (and beauty) of the many-
body system in a more concrete setting—the transition metal oxides (TMOs),
compounds mostly essentially of transition metal ions embedded in an oxy-
gen network. These compounds form a unique class of materials which show
extremely diverse properties mostly derived from the partially filled d shells.
Examples include the metal-insulator transition (MIT) [1] as well as various
spin, charge, and orbital ordering phenomena [2–4], which can further gives rise
to e.g. colossal magnetoresistance [5] and multiferroicity [6]. Another celebrity
TMO group is the family of high-temperature superconductors. These special
copper oxides [7, 8] have triggered a huge amount of research activity ever
since their first discovery and remained at the center stage of current solid-
state research.
Given the large variety of properties that can be found in different TMOs,
we will not attempt to provide a detailed survey here. A detailed account
of review of these properties can be found in e.g. Ref. [9, 10]. Instead, we
will focus on the general properties of the basic “building blocks”, i.e. the
transition metal ions1, and their interaction with the ligand oxygens. We will
also discuss how these properties can be affected or controlled by the lattice
structure and geometry. Such a general discussion can provide guidelines for
understanding the specific systems considered in chapters 4–5, for which we
will give a more detailed introduction in their respective chapters. Many other
properties of the TMOs, albeit interesting, are not studied in this thesis and
therefore omitted here. They can be found in more dedicated monographs
such as Ref. [10].
1Note that the internal atomic multiplet structures are left out here and will be discussed
in chapter 3.
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Figure 2.1 | (a) A cubic perovskite unit cell ABO3 and its rotational symmetry
operations. (b) Real d-orbital basis functions for the eg and t2g irreducible repre-
sentations of the Oh point group. The red and blue colors denote the positive and
negative phases, respectively.
2.1 Transition metal ions in a solid
2.1.1 Symmetry and crystal field
When an atom or ion is placed in a solid, its spherical symmetry (O(3)) is re-
placed by the symmetry defined by the crystal structure. A typical structure
found in many TMOs is the perovskite ABO3 [Fig. 2.1(a)], where a transition
metal ion B is centered inside—in the ideal case—a regular oxygen octahedron
hosted by a cubic lattice of A (e.g. rare-earth ions). Such a cubic structure
can be described by the Oh point group (in Schönflies notation, or m3m in
Hermann-Mauguin notation) [9, 11], where the symmetry operators are re-
duced to a finite number h = 48, including the identity Eˆ, 8×Cˆ3, 3×Cˆ2, 6×Cˆ4,
and 6×Cˆ′2 rotation operators, each can be further coupled to an inversion op-
erator iˆ. One of each kind of the rotation axes are shown in Fig. 2.1(a). The
symmetry operators can be represented by matrices of different dimensions.
(Refer to e.g. Ref. [9, 11] for a more detailed description of the representation
theory of point groups.) The traces, or characters, of all possible irreducible
representations for the Oh point group are tabulated in Table 2.1 [9], where
A, E, and T denote one-, two-, and three-dimensional representations. For
operators coupled with inversion iˆ, the values can remain unaltered or change
sign for even (denoted by subscript g, which stands for the German word ger-
ade) or odd (u, ungerade) representations, respectively. A comprehensive list
of character tables for all 32 crystallographic point groups can be found in e.g.
Ref. [11].
For an electron at site B, the symmetry of its Hamiltonian and wave func-
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Oh E 8C3 3C2 6C4 6C′2
A1 1 1 1 1 1
A2 1 1 1 -1 -1
E 2 -1 2 0 0
T1 3 0 -1 1 -1
T2 3 0 -1 -1 1
Table 2.1 | Character table for the Oh point group.
tions are determined by the potential of the site B as well as the neighboring
ligands (can be seen as point charges when neglecting the covalency), which
should conform to that of the crystal. For a d electron, its wave functions
Ψ ∝ eimlψ with the magnetic quantum numbers |ml| ≤ l = 2. A rotation of
angle φ of the wave functions around an arbitrary quantization axis can be
represented by a diagonal matrix Γl(φ)=diag(ei lφ, ei (l−1)φ, . . . , e−i lφ), whose
character is given as χ(φ) = TrΓl(φ) = sin(l + 1/2)φ/ sin(φ/2). The character
for each symmetry operation in Oh is then given as
E 8C3 3C2 6C4 6C′2
χΓ2 = 5 -1 1 -1 1
The number n of its irreducible components can be computed by ni = 1h
∑
R χi·
χΓ2 , with χi the characters of the irreducible representations (Table 2.1). The
representation for a d electron is then Γ2 =E ⊕ T2, i.e. the original five-fold
degeneracy is removed in the Oh point group, and the orbitals are split into
two levels eg and t2g, each with two- and three-fold degeneracy. The subscript
g is added because that d orbitals are even under inversion.
A conventionally used set of real basis functions for d electrons comply-
ing with the Oh symmetry is shown in Fig. 2.1(b), each can be expressed in
the spherical harmonics Y ml as dx2−y2 = 1√2 (Y
2
2 + Y
−2
2 ), dz2 = Y 02 , dxy =
1
i
√
2
(Y 22 − Y −22 ), dyz = 1i√2 (Y 12 + Y
−1
2 ), and dzx = 1√2 (Y
−1
2 − Y 12 ), where the
radial part is dropped for brevity. The lifting of degeneracy can be immedi-
ately seen from the shape of the orbitals—the eg orbitals point directly to the
neighboring negatively-charged ligand oxygens, therefore experience stronger
Coulomb repulsion compared to the t2g ones and are thus energetically less
stable. The resulting energy difference is termed as crystal field splitting ∆CF,
also commonly denoted as 10Dq [12] in literature. The energies of the eg and
t2g orbitals are thus E(eg) = 35∆CF = 6Dq and E(t2g) = − 25∆CF = −4Dq by
setting their center of gravity to zero.
In nature, an ideal cubic structure is less common and often structural
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Figure 2.2 | Energy level diagram for d orbitals under the trigonal (D3d), cubic
(Oh), tetragonal (D4h) and orthorhombic (D2h) symmetries.
deformations that further reduce the symmetry are observed. This will lead to
additional crystal field splitting. Figure 2.2 shows a schematic diagram for the
energy levels of the d orbitals under different symmetries descending from the
Oh. Note that so far we have assumed that the energy levels are dominated
by a “strong” crystal field while effects such as the spin-orbit coupling are
neglected or considered as higher-order perturbations. This is in general valid
for 3d TMOs where the crystal field is about one order of magnitude larger
than the spin-orbit coupling. It does not necessarily hold, however, for 5d
transition-metal or 4f rare-earth compounds where the latter is comparable
to the former [9].
2.1.2 Covalency and molecular orbitals
While the point-charge assumption (ionic picture) is sufficient for the symme-
try analysis above, in reality the ligand oxygens hybridize with the transition
metal ions and form bonds. In an octahedral complex, there can be the so-
called σ- and pi-bonds, each denoting the scenario where the bonding orbitals
are symmetric about or perpendicular to the line joining the ligand and the
central transition metal ion, respectively. We can deduce the irreducible repre-
sentations for the two kinds of bonds following the previous procedure, which
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4
1
2
3
5
6
Symmetry Ligand orbitals
eg
x2 − y2 1
2
(−p1x + p2y + p3x − p4y)
z2 1
2
√
3
(p1x + p2y − p3x − p4y − 2p5z + 2p6z)
t2g
xy 1
2
(p1y + p2x − p3y − p4x)
yz 1
2
(p2z − p4z + p5y − p6y)
zx 1
2
(p1z − p3z + p5x − p6x)
Table 2.2 | Possible σ and pi ligand molecular-orbital combinations in Oh symmetry.
gives Γσ = A1g⊕Eg⊕T1u and Γpi = T1g⊕T1u⊕T2g⊕T2u. It is thus possible to
construct linear combinations of the oxygen p orbitals that transform as these
irreducible representations. Note that among all the resulting ligand molecular
orbitals, only those of eg and t2g symmetry will hybridize with the transition
metal d orbitals and form σ- and pi-bond, respectively. These orbitals are
summarized in Table 2.2.
The hybridization strength between the ligand molecular orbitals and the
transition metal d orbitals depends on the hoppings as well as the energy
difference between them. Consider a simplified scenario with a d orbital of
energy ϵd and the oxygen molecular orbital with same symmetry of energy
ϵp, coupled by the hopping tpd (<0) between them. The Hamiltonian simply
reads
Hpd =
(
ϵd tpd
tpd ϵp
)
. (2.1)
Diagonalizing the Hamiltonian gives two eigenstates of energy
ϵ± =
ϵd + ϵp
2
±
√
(
ϵd − ϵp
2
)2 + t2pd, (2.2)
with their respective eigenvectors ψ+ = α |d〉 + β |p〉 and ψ− = β |d〉 − α |p〉.
The ration between the coefficients reads
α/β =
ϵd − ϵp
2tpd
−
√
(
ϵd − ϵp
2tpd
)2 + 1. (2.3)
In the most covalent case ϵd − ϵp = 0, ψ± = 1/
√
2(|d〉 ∓ |p〉), i.e. both the
higher-energy antibonding (+) and the lower-energy bonding (−) states are of
equally mixed d and p character. For the majority of TMOs, ϵd − ϵp > 0,
which means that the antibonding state is of mostly d character (|α/β| > 1),
and the bonding one of mostly p character. This becomes more evident when
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(a) (b)
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tpd = -pdπtpd =     pdσ√32
Figure 2.3 | Covalency between the transition metal d and oxygen p orbitals in TMOs
within Oh (or D4h) symmetry. The d orbitals hybridize with the linear combinations
of p orbitals of (a) eg (x2 − y2) and (b) t2g (xy) symmetry.
considering the extreme case ϵd − ϵp ≫ |tpd|, where ϵ+ = ϵd + t
2
pd
ϵd−ϵp and
ϵ− = ϵp − t
2
pd
ϵd−ϵp , with α → 1 and β → 0. We note that in such a case the
hybridization is almost turned off and we are back to the ionic scenario. In
reality, the ratio between ϵd−ϵp and tpd usually interpolates between these two
extremes. Figure 2.3 shows an example for the σ (dx2−y2–px/y) and pi (dxy–
px/y) bonding between the d and oxygen molecular orbitals with α/β = 2.
The hopping parameters tpd follow the Slater-Koster form [13]. Note that
these planar orbitals have the same form in both Oh and D4h symmetry. The
antibonding form of Fig. 2.3(a) is essentially the Zhang-Rice singlet state [14]
that has been widely employed as an effective single d-band model for high-
temperature superconducting cuprates (see chapter 5).
The p− d hybridization will have additional effects on the crystal field split-
ting ∆CF. Consider again the two types of bondings in Fig. 2.3. The total hop-
pings in the two cases are tpdσ = 2
√
3pdσ and tpdpi = −4pdpi by summing over
all four d − p bonds. A typical ratio pdσ/pdpi ≈ −2.17 is given by Harrison’s
prescription [15], which leads to tpdσ ≈ 1.88tpdpi. A larger bonding-antibonding
splitting is thus expected for the eg orbitals (Eq. (2.2)), as schematically shown
in Fig. 2.4. In the case where d orbitals lie higher than the p orbitals, the crys-
tal field splitting between the d-like (i.e. of predominantly d character) eg and
t2g antibonding states are increased compared to the ionic case. Such an effect
can be also seen in Fig. 1.2, where the splitting between (the energy centroid
of) the eg and t2g bands is increased by ∼ 0.4 eV compared to the d − p on-
site energy difference ϵd − ϵp calculated by DFT. As the d orbitals become
more extended from 3d to 5d transition metal ions, the covalency effect is also
expected to become more dominant.
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Figure 2.4 | Energy levels with d − p covalency. Following convention [9], the
antibonding and bonding states are denoted by ∗ and superscript b, respectively. The
crystal field splitting with covalency (denoted by superscript c) is increased compared
to the ionic case (i).
2.2 Mott and charge-transfer insulators
In addition to the possible effects on the crystal field splitting, taking the oxy-
gens explicitly into account has a more profound effect when considering the
Coulomb interactions. We have discussed in chapter 1 the Mott (-Hubbard)
insulators, whose gap is caused by the strong repulsions U between the elec-
trons. When considering only the transition metal d shells with occupation n,
the lowest-energy charge fluctuation is of the type
dndn → dn+1dn−1, (2.4)
which costs energy
∆E = E(dn+1) + E(dn−1)− 2E(dn) = Udd, (2.5)
where Udd is the Coulomb repulsion between the d electrons. Note that for
simplicity we have only included the monopole (“spherical”) part of the in-
teraction that does not depend on detailed electronic configurations of the d
(or p) shell. The effects of the multipole part will be discussed in detail in
chapter 3. When including the oxygen p states, there exists another type of
excitation
dnp6 → dn+1p5, (2.6)
where a charge transfer happens between the p and d shells. Here we have
assumed a filled oxygen p shell in the ground state as the valence of oxygens
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Figure 2.5 | Schematic electron removal and addition spectra for (a) Mott-Hubbard
and (b) charge-transfer insulators. The d (ligand) states are shown dark (light) grey.
The charge-transfer energy is effectively reduced to a much smaller value ∆eff due to
the relative wide ligand band.
is nominally O2− in most cases. The charge-transfer energy
∆CT = E(d
n+1p5)− E(dnp6)
= (ϵ˜d − ϵ˜p) + n(Udd − Upd)− 5(Upp − Upd)
≈ (ϵ˜d − ϵ˜p) + nUdd,
(2.7)
where Upp and Upd are the Coulomb interaction of the p states or between the p
and d states, respectively. In general, Upp is smaller than Udd due to the more
extended oxygen p orbitals, and Upd is even less as it arises from interactions
of electrons on different sites. Therefore, the Upp and Upd contributions are
sometimes neglected, which gives rise to the last line of Eq. (2.7). The “bare”
onsite energies ϵ˜d and ϵ˜p here should not be confused with the effective single-
particle ones in section 2.1.2. In a crude approximation, one can regard ϵd and
ϵp as renormalized energies ϵd = ϵ˜d + nUdd and ϵp = ϵ˜p by neglecting the Upp
and Upd. In such a case ∆CT reduces to an effective single-particle crystal-field
splitting ∆CF.
If either Udd or ∆CT is larger than the bandwidth W , the system becomes
an insulator. The ratio between Udd and ∆CT defines the nature of lowest-
energy charge excitation in the system, and therefore the resulting insula-
tor can be categorized accordingly into the Mott-Hubbard type (Udd<∆CT)
or charge-transfer type (Udd>∆CT) in the so-called Zaanen-Sawatzky-Allen
(ZSA) scheme [16]. Their electron removal and addition spectra (c.f. Fig. 1.1
and 1.3) are schematically shown in Fig. 2.5. Note that these are many-body
states and should not be confused with single-particle density of states.
While it is usually difficult to determine the Udd and ∆CF values ab initio, a
general trend can nonetheless be expected. From early to late transition metal
ions, the d electrons are progressively more closely confined to the nuclei due
to increasing nuclear charge Z, which on one hand increases the U values
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Figure 2.6 | The charge-transfer energy ∆CF (filled symbols) and onsite Coulomb
repulsion Udd (open symbols) for 3d transition-metal ions. Reproduced from Ref. [18].
and on the other hand reduces the d onsite energy ϵ˜d (due to the increased
binding energy) and thus the ∆ values. For the same transition metal ion
with increasing valence, ∆ is also expected to decrease simply because of the
fact that there are fewer d electrons in the d shell (Eq. (2.7)). The values of
Udd and ∆CF can be obtained by fitting experimental observables such as the
photoemission spectra [17]. For the 3d transition metal ions, both Udd and
∆CT are usually on the order of a few electronvolts. The characteristic ∆CF
and Udd values are shown in Fig. 2.6.
For the late 3d ions with high valence such as Fe4+, Co4+ or Ni3+, one
notices in Fig. 2.6 that ∆CF can become quite small or even negative. In such
cases, the charge transfer Eq. (2.6) can happen spontaneously as it gains energy,
and gives rise to a “self-doped” ground state with ligand holes. As a result,
the nominal valence state of such an ion, e.g. Fe4+ (d4), will become Fe3+L
(d5L, where L denotes a ligand hole). This has been shown to be the case
for many high-oxidation TMOs including CrO2 [19], SrFeO3 [20], SrCoO3 [20],
and rare-earth nickelates RNiO3 [21]. An interesting phenomenon associated
with these “negative charge-transfer” materials is the occurrence of a possible
spontaneous charge disproportionation in the form
2Fe3+L→ Fe3+ + Fe3+L2 (2.8)
for Fe4+ (Fe3+L), which is usually accompanied by a structural transition,
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ions are omitted for clarity.
as seen in CaFeO3 [22]. We will encounter a similar scenario for RNiO3 in
chapter 4.
2.3 Structure and geometry
2.3.1 An incomplete survey of crystal structures
Until now we have discussed the symmetry related properties of TMOs using a
regular or slightly distorted BO6 octahedron in the perovskite unit cell ABO3.
In a solid, these basic building blocks interconnect with each other by e.g.
sharing a corner oxygen and form complex crystal structures which strongly
affects the properties of TMOs. A comprehensive review as well as a general
guideline for understanding their structures can be found in Ref. [23]. Here
we only briefly survey a few structures that can be seen as built from BO6
octahedra.
Perovskites. — In an ionic model, a cubic perovskite ABO3 (Fig. 2.1(a))
requires ideal close packing of cations (A, B) and anions (O). Their radii R
should then satisfy the relation 2(RA+RO) =
√
2a and 2(RB +RO) = a with
the lattice constant a. One can thus define a tolerance factor [24]
t =
RA +RO√
2(RB +RO)
. (2.9)
The perovskite structure can be found for 0.8 < t < 1.1 [23]. For smaller t
values, a more closely packed structure is preferred such as ilmenite FeTiO3.
Larger t values, on the other hand, usually lead to hexagonal structures such
as YMnO3. While the perovskite remains cubic for t close to 1, it lowers its
symmetry to rhombohedral or orthorhombic with decreasing t by tilting and
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Figure 2.8 | Structures of (a) La2CuO4 and (b) YBa2Cu3O7.
rotating the BO6 octahedra. Such distortion patterns can usually be catego-
rized using Glazer’s notation [25, 26] of the form a+b−c0, where the letters a,
b, and c denote rotations of the octahedra around the [100], [010], [001] axes,
with the superscripts +, −, and 0 indicating in-phase, out-of-phase, and no ro-
tation of consecutive octahedra along each axis, respectively. Figure 2.7 shows
a perovskite structure with the typical GdFeO3-type Pbnm distortion [27]. In
Glazer’s notation this is denoted as a−a−c+, where the second a means the
rotation around b-axis is equal to that around a-axis. Another common dis-
tortion is the rhombohedral R3¯c with a−a−a−. Both kinds of distortions are
seen in rare-earth nickelates RNiO3, which have a fascinating phase diagram
with metal-insulator and magnetic transition temperatures largely controlled
by these distortions (see chapter 4).
Layered cuprates. — One can insert additional rock-salt AO layers between
the BO2 planes in perovskites, which gives rise to structures described by the
general form (ABO3)m(A′O)n. For n = 1 this is the so-called Ruddlesden-
Popper [28, 29] series. Some well-known examples include (the parent com-
pounds of) high-temperature superconducting cuprates such as La2CuO4 (m =
n = 1) [30], as shown in Fig. 2.8(a). For some transition metal ions—including
copper—there can be ordered oxygen vacancies in these compounds. The re-
sulting structures usually have B-O polyhedra with less faces such as pyra-
mids or tetrahedra. Figure 2.8(b) shows the structure for another cuprate
YBa2Cu3O7 [31], which can be seen as a result of eliminating oxygen chains
along the crystal [010] direction in the perovskite structure. One can see that
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V O
Figure 2.9 | Structure (3 unit
cells) of the rutile VO2, with
edge-sharing VO6 octahedra.
both structures share a common structural element—the CuO2 planes. They
are believed to be the key element hosting the high-temperature superconduc-
tivity in cuprates. We will see more examples of them in chapter 5.
Rutile. — In the above two cases, the BO6 octahedra are interconnected
by sharing a corner oxygen. There are also structures with edge-sharing octa-
hedra, such as the rutile (TiO2) family. Figure 2.9 shows another compound
VO2 [32] in its rutile metallic phase. There is strong orbital-lattice coupling in
this compound. Upon cooling, VO2 goes into an insulating monoclinic phase
with a “Peierls-like” gap formed by the dimerization of V chains along c. We
will discuss this more in chapter 6.
2.3.2 Interfaces and heterostructures
As we have seen now that the properties of the TMOs are strongly connected to
their symmetry, one would naturally ask if these properties can be controlled
by changing the symmetry of the crystal. In this regard, the interfaces and
heterostructures of TMOs offer a unique and intriguing playground [33–35].
One immediate result of an interface is the breaking of inversion symmetry,
which can give rise to a multitude of phenomena such as electric polarization
and electronic reconstruction [36] or Rashba spin-orbit coupling [37]. The
imbalance between the chemical potentials of the two interfacing materials
can also lead to charge transfer across the interface [38, 39] similar to that in
semiconductor heterojunctions. Such an effective “doping” process can further
induce nontrivial magnetic behavior [40]. In addition, the magnetic properties
can also be engineered by geometric control of exchange paths in heterostruc-
tures [41]. The spatial confinement and geometric constraints imposed by the
interfaces or heterostructures can also modify the kinetics of the constituents.
For example, electron hopping in a metal can be selectively suppressed for
specific orbitals by heterostructuring with insulators in a carefully designed
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geometry [42], resulting in a largely reduced bandwidth. Another interesting
effect of such “quantum-well” heterostructures is the lifting of orbital degen-
eracy. For example, in the (001)-oriented LaNiO3/LaAlO3 superlattices, the
degeneracy of eg orbitals are lifted [43, 44] largely due to the asymmetric in-
and out-of-plane hybridizations with the ligand oxygen (c.f. Fig. 2.4). Based
on this reasoning, it was proposed that cuprate-like physics can be possibly
realized [45, 46] (see chapter 4).
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Chapter3
Core-level x-ray spectroscopy
The term core-level x-ray spectroscopy refers to a class of spectroscopic tech-
niques that probe the properties of a system by exciting the core electrons of
its constituent atoms using high-energy x-ray photons which are usually gener-
ated by modern synchrotron sources (see section 3.6). If the photon energy is
high enough, the core electrons are excited into the vacuum continuum and can
be detected directly as photoelectrons, which corresponds to the case of pho-
toemission spectroscopy. On the other hand, if the photon energy matches the
energy difference between the core and certain shallower energy state, the ex-
citation can be also made between these two states, which gives rise to various
absorption spectra and their derivatives. The created core holes are unstable
and interact with other core states and/or valence states, which eventually
decay after certain lifetime with the system dissipating the absorbed energy
by emission of electrons or photons. Measuring the energy and momentum
of the emitted particles allows one to deduce various properties of the sys-
tem in its ground or excited states. The photon energies to make excitations
in a specific shell should be comparable to its electron binding energy which
can be qualitatively estimated from the energy levels of a hydrogen-like atom
En = −Z2R0n2 with n the principal quantum number and R0 = −13.6 eV the
Rydberg constant. Z is the atomic number and should usually be renormalized
considering the screening effect by other bound electrons. Starting from the
light 2p elements such as C and O, the binding energies of the 1s core states
are found experimentally to be on the order of a few hundred electronvolts,
which are already in the energy range of x-rays (102∼5 eV). For the 3d tran-
sition metals, one can either excite the 2s/p states with photon energy E ∼
400–1000 eV, or the 1s states with E ∼ 4–10 keV [1]. The two energy ranges
fall into the category of soft and hard x-rays, respectively, where the empirical
terms “soft” and “hard” describe the penetrating ability (and therefore the
energy) of the photons, with only a vague distinction between them at around
2∼3 keV. The excitations at different core levels are conventionally labelled
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(a) (b) (c) (d)
ω, k ω’, k’
XAS REXS/RIXS
2p
3d
initial state
Figure 3.1 | Schematic representation of XAS [(a)–(b)] and REXS/RIXS [(a)–(d)].
The scattering process is either elastic if the final state in (d) remains the same as
the initial state (a) by emitting a photon of energy ω′ = ω, or inelastic if ω′ ̸= ω.
In the latter case the final state has low-energy excitations such an the electron-hole
pair as in (d).
after the core states as K, L, and M for n = 1, 2, and 3, respectively, where
different angular momenta are further differentiated by subscripts 1, 2, 3, etc.
from high to low binding energies. For example, the 2s excitation is labeled
as L1, 2p1/2 as L2, and 2p3/2 as L3.
There are various kinds of core-level spectroscopy, which can be roughly
divided into subgroups by their “orders”, i.e. how many steps are involved
in their respective process. Figure 3.1 shows schematically the processes for
the L-edge (core-2p→ 3d) x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and resonant
elastic (REXS, or RXS) or inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS). Here the word
“resonant” simply means the incident photon energy is tuned to certain absorp-
tion edge, as opposite to non-resonant processes. XAS is a first-order process
in which a 2p core electron in the ground state (Fig. 3.1(a)) is excited into
the 3d conduction band by absorbing a photon of energy-momentum (ω,k)
(Fig. 3.1(b)). This leaves the system in a highly excited state with disturbed
Fermi sea due to the polarization of the 2p core hole as well as the strong
interactions within the 3d states (Fig. 3.1(c)). The excitation propagates for
some characteristic lifetime (∼10−15 s for L edge), after which another elec-
tron fills the core hole. The energy can then be released either by emitting
Auger electrons (which further create scattered secondary electrons), or radia-
tively as photons (Fig. 3.1(d)). Experimentally, XAS is usually measured via
these two decay processes, which are termed as electron yield or fluorescence
yield, respectively. For the scattering processes, the scattered photon can ei-
ther have the same energy as the incident one as in REXS, or have different
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energies as in RIXS. In the latter case, the system is left with low-energy ex-
citations whose energy and momentum can be deduced by analyzing those of
the emitted photons [2]. We see that the XAS and REXS/RIXS are closely
related processes and their relations will be discussed in more detail later in
this chapter. For now we should note that there are several key components
involved for an accurate description of the core-level spectroscopic processes,
including how the core electron is promoted into the conduction band, and
how the excitations propagate and finally decay. As XAS and REXS/RIXS
are the main methods used in this thesis, we will focus the discussion on them.
3.1 Light-matter interaction and dipole approximation
The essence of these core-level spectroscopy techniques is the interaction of
electrons with an external photon field, whose coupling to the many-body
Hamiltonian H (c.f. Eq.(1.2)) enters via a generalization of the momentum
p → p + eA (with electron charge −e) by including the vector potential (in
the Schrödinger picture)
A(ri) = 1√
V
∑
k,ε
√
ℏ
2ϵω
(
εakεe
ik·ri + h.c.
)
(3.1)
with V the system volume, ϵ the permittivity, and ε the polarization vec-
tor of the light. a(†)kε annihilates (creates) a photon with momentum k and
polarization ε. The light-matter interaction is then the difference
H ′ =
∑
i
[
(pi + eA(ri))2
2m
− p
2
i
2m
]
=
∑
i
[
e
m
pi ·A(ri) + e
2
2m
A2(ri)
]
, (3.2)
by taking the Coulomb gauge ∇·A = 0. The full Hamiltonian is then Hfull =
H+H ′+Hph with Hph =
∑
kε ℏω
(
nkε + 12
)
and nkε = a†kεakε. Note that this
non-relativistic form poses an upper limit e|A| ≪ mc on the field strength [2],
which is satisfied for most conventional synchrotron radiation sources (see
section 3.6). There is an additional magnetic part of the interaction eℏ
2m
σ ·
(∇×A) (with σ the Pauli matrices) when including the spin [3], which is left
out here since it is much smaller than the above non-magnetic one1. In the
following we assume the interaction is weak when comparing to the original
1For localized core electrons, we adopt the dipole limit where k · δr → 0. Here δr =
R− r→ 0 with R the position of its central ion. The ratio between the magnetic term
and the linear A term can thus be estimated as |ℏk(k · δr)|/2|p| ∼ (|k||δr|)2/2 with
|p||δr| ∼ ℏ. Assuming |δr| ∼ na0/Z with a0 the bohr radius, the ratios for e.g. the
Ni-K edge and Cu-L edge are estimated to be 0.4× 10−2 and 1.4× 10−4, respectively.
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Hamiltonian Eq.(1.1) (i.e. the external field is weaker than the internal one)
and can be treated perturbatively.
Let us first consider the transition rate of the first-order XAS process given
by Fermi’s golden rule as [2, 3]
w1 =
2pi
ℏ
∑
f
∣∣ 〈f |H ′|i〉∣∣2δ(Ef − Ei) (3.3)
where the initial state |i〉 = |i〉 ⊗ |kε〉 is the product state of the electronic
initial state |i〉 and incident photon state |kε〉, and the final state |f〉 is purely
electronic. The Dirac delta function enforces the energy conservation. We
notice that the quadratic term A2 in Eq. (3.2) drops out in Eq. (3.3) as it
corresponds to changes of 0 (e.g. a†k′ε′akε) or ±2 (e.g. a†k′ε′a†kε) photons.
They can in fact contribute to non-resonant scattering processes [2, 3] such as
Thomson scattering that gives rise to the Bragg peaks in normal x-ray scatter-
ing experiments. We will neglect these processes in the following. By taking
the dipole limit eik·ri → eik·Ri , we can then evaluate the matrix element in
Eq. (3.3)
〈f |H ′|i〉 = e
m
√
ℏnkε
2ϵωV
eik·R 〈f |ε · p|i〉
= i e
√
nkε
2ℏϵωV
eik·R 〈f |ε · [H, r]|i〉
= i e
√
nkε
2ℏϵωV
(Ef − Ei)eik·R 〈f |ε · r|i〉
= i e
√
nkεℏω
2ϵV
eik·Rε · 〈f |r|i〉 ,
(3.4)
where we have used the fact that Ef = Ei = Ei + ℏω. The XAS process is
thus approximated by a dipole transition with operator T =∑l eik·RlTl where
Tl = ε · r acts on lattice site l. The summation over different electrons are
omitted here as a single absorption event only involves one electron. Higher-
order processes such as quadrupole transition can arise from the first-order
term in the expansion of eik·r = eik·R(1 + ik · δr) [3]. They can be important
in cases where the dipole transition is forbidden (see section 3.2.1). The XAS
intensity is then
IXAS(Ω) ∝ | 〈f |T |i〉|2δ(Ef − Ei − ℏω), (3.5)
where Ω = {ω,k, ε}. Recalling section 1.4.1, we can also calculate the absorp-
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tion intensity using Green’s function
IXAS(Ω)∝ 1
2pi
A(Ω) = − 1
pi
ImGR(Ω) = − 1
pi
Im 〈i|T † 1
ℏω + Ei −H + iΓ/2T |i〉 .
(3.6)
Note that the infinitesimal positive number η → 0 is replaced here by a finite
inverse core-hole lifetime Γ. This finite value phenomenologically takes into
account decay channels that are not included in H, which is usually defined
only on subspaces that are directly involved in the XAS (e.g. 2p and 3d
states for the L edge) in practical calculations. Equation (3.6) is equivalent to
Eq. (3.5) when expanding over the final states ∑f |f〉〈f | ≡ 1 and taking the
limit limΓ→0+ .
The REXS/RIXS intensity is determined by the transition rate [2, 3]
w2 =
2pi
ℏ
∑
f
∣∣∣∣∣ 〈f|H ′|i〉+∑
n
〈f|H ′|n〉〈n|H ′|i〉
Ef − En
∣∣∣∣∣
2
δ(Ef − Ei), (3.7)
which include the matrix element expanded up to second order. Note that the
final state for REXS/RIXS is |f〉 = |f〉⊗|k′ε′〉 with the constraint ω′ = ω (and
therefore |f〉 = |i〉) for REXS. We again neglect the non-resonant contribution
of A2 which leaves the first-order term 〈f|H ′|i〉 = 0. Similar to Eq. (3.4), the
second-order term can be evaluated in the dipole approximation as
∑
n
〈f|H ′|n〉〈n|H ′|i〉
Ef − En
δ(··· )
= lim
Γ→0+
∑
n
〈f |T ′†|n〉〈n|T |i〉
ℏω + Ei − En + iΓ/2
= lim
Γ→0+
〈f |T ′† 1
ℏω + Ei −H + iΓ/2T |i〉 .
= lim
Γ→0+
∑
l
eiq·Rl 〈f |T ′†l
1
ℏω + Ei −H + iΓ/2Tl|i〉 .
(3.8)
with q = k−k′. We have made a common approximation in the last line that
the core states at each lattice site are purely local without overlapping with
the neighboring sites, which means 〈|T ′†m 1... Tl|〉 = 0 for l ̸= m. As before, Γ
is usually taken as a finite number in practice. Note the similarity between
Eq. (3.8) and (3.6), which means for REXS with |f〉 = |i〉, its intensity is
approximately the square of the XAS intensity (up to a Fourier transform).
It is only an approximation due to the finite lifetime 1/Γ. The scattering
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intensity is then
IRIXS(Ω,Ω
′)∝ lim
Γ→0+
∑
f
∣∣∣∣〈f |T ′† 1ℏω + Ei −H + iΓ/2T |i〉
∣∣∣∣2δ(ℏω−ℏω′+Ei−Ef ),
(3.9)
which is known as the Kramers-Heisenberg formula [2, 3]. Similar to the case
of XAS, the intensity can also be equivalently given using Green’s function as
IRIXS(Ω,Ω
′) ∝ lim
η→0+
− 1
pi
Im 〈i|R†ΩΩ′
1
ℏ(ω − ω′) + Ei −H + i ηRΩΩ′ |i〉
(3.10a)
where
RΩΩ′ =
∑
l
eiq·RlT ′†l
1
ℏω + Ei −H + iΓ/2Tl. (3.10b)
3.2 X-ray absorption
In the previous section, a general formula was given for calculating the tran-
sition amplitudes of XAS and RIXS/REXS processes without much concern
about the underlying symmetry. In reality, the symmetry imposes several
restrictions on the possibility of dipole transitions. Transitions that do not
satisfy these “selection rules” are forbidden with vanishing transition matrix
elements.
3.2.1 Matrix elements and selection rules
The explicit form of the dipole matrix elements for the absorption process
is ε · 〈n′l′m′|r|nlm〉, where the left- and right-hand states are expressed in
spherical harmonics since we are dealing with a central-field problem. The
vector operator r behave like angular momentum with l = 1 and can be as
well expressed by spherical tensor operators of rank one as [4]
rq = rC
(1)
q , with q = 0,±1, (3.11)
where
C(k)q ≡
√
4pi
[k]
Y m=ql=k (r^) (3.12)
are the normalized spherical harmonics with r^ = r/r the directional unit vector.
[k] is the shorthand for 2k + 1. The Cartesian components can be simply
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recovered by expanding the spherical harmonics
r±1 = ∓(x± i y)/
√
2 and r0 = z. (3.13)
The dipole matrix elements are then different linear combinations of the com-
ponent 〈n′l′m′|rC(1)q |nlm〉, which can be further separated into the radial and
angular parts (|nlm〉 = Rnl(r) |lm〉)〈
n′l′m′
∣∣rC(1)q ∣∣nlm〉 = P (1)n′l′nl 〈l′m′∣∣C(1)q ∣∣lm〉 . (3.14)
The radial part
P
(k)
n′l′nl =
∫ ∞
0
dr rk+2Rn′l′(r)Rnl(r) (3.15)
only contributes to an overall scaling and will be simply set to unit. The
angular part is then given by the Wigner-Eckart theorem [4]
〈
l′m′
∣∣C(k)q ∣∣lm〉 = (−1)l′−m′( l′ k l−m′ q m
)
〈l′‖C(k)‖ l〉. (3.16)
with the reduced matrix element being a constant independent of q and m
〈l′‖C(k)‖ l〉 = (−1)l′
√
[l, l′]
(
l′ k l
0 0 0
)
. (3.17)
The selection rules of a dipole transition are then given by those of the above
3-j symbols (see Ref. [4] or Appendix B for details). The triangle relations
between l, l′, and k = 1 in Eq. (3.16) give ∆l = l′−l = ±1 with ∆l = 0 excluded
by Eq. (3.17). Physically it is the result of angular momentum conservation.
This means that a core s electron can only reach final p states, and a core p
electron can reach s or d. The magnetic quantum number is changed according
to q such that ∆m = m′ −m = q. This gives the polarization dependence of
the XAS. At the L edge for Cu2+ (d9) with half-occupied dx2−y2 orbital [5],
for example, XAS for z-polarized light with q = 0 will have vanishing intensity
as dx2−y2 comprises spherical harmonics with m = ±2. In addition, as the
spherical tensors do not act on the spin part (photons do not carry a magnetic
moment), the spin should be conserved with ∆s = 0.
For isolated atoms one can also deduce the selection rules for the spin-orbit
coupled state |JM〉 as ∆J = 0, ±1 for the total angular momentum J and
∆M = q for the total magnetic quantum number [4]. However, for extended
final states these rules do not necessarily hold as other energy scales (e.g.
covalency and bandwidth) may be much higher than the spin-orbit coupling
and J will not be a good quantum number anymore.
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3.2.2 Absorption sum rules
In addition to the above selection rules, the Wigner-Eckart theorem and the
properties of 3-j symbols also give rise to a set of sum rules that relate the
integrated intensities of polarized XAS spectra to a number of ground state
properties of the system. This is of course desirable as the latter are usually
what we are interested in. To see this, let us consider a specific absorption
edge from nccmσ to nllm′σ′ . In the second-quantized form, we can expand the
dipole operator as (c.f. Eq. (3.14) to (3.17))
rC(1)q = P
(1)
nllncc
∑
mσm′σ′
l†m′σ′cmσ 〈lm′σ′ |C(1)q |cmσ〉
= P
(1)
nllncc
√
[l, c]
(
l 1 c
0 0 0
) ∑
mσm′σ′
l†m′σ′cmσ(−1)m
′
(
l 1 c
−m′ q m
)
δσσ′
= Plc
∑
mσm′σ′
l†m′σ′cmσ(−1)m
′
(
l 1 c
−m′ q m
)
δσσ′ .
(3.18)
The radial part associated with principal quantum number nl/c as well as the
reduced matrix element only contribute a scaling factor at a given edge and
are absorbed into a constant Plc. Let us now consider the energy-integrated
absorption intensity
Iq =
∑
f
〈i|rC(1)−q |f〉〈f |rC(1)q |i〉
=P 2lc
∑
mσ
m′σ′
∑
m′′σ′′
m′′′σ′′′
(−1)m′+m′′
[
〈i|c†m′′′σ′′′ lm′′σ′′ l†m′σ′cmσ|i〉×
(
l 1 c
−m′′ q m′′′
)(
l 1 c
−m′ q m
)
δσσ′δσ′′σ′′′δmm′′′δσσ′′′
]
=P 2lc
∑
mm′σ
〈nm′σ〉
(
l 1 c
−m′ q m
)2
(3.19)
where we have inserted δmm′′′δσσ′′′ in the second line using the fact that
the core-hole has to be created and annihilated in the same state. Therefore
the ground-state expectation value 〈i|· · ·|i〉 becomes 〈nm′σ〉 where nm′σ =
lm′σl
†
m′σ = 1−nm′σ is the hole number operator. The operators acting on the
core states are dropped given that c†mσcmσ = ncmσ satisfies ncmσ |i〉 = |i〉 in the
ground state with fully filled core states. For the common case where c = l−1
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(e.g. 2p→3d, 1s→4p), the XAS intensity for q = 1, 0,−1 is given as
I1 =P
2
cl
∑
mσ
(l +m)(l +m− 1)
2l(2l − 1)(2l + 1) 〈nmσ〉 ,
I0 =P
2
cl
∑
mσ
(l −m)(l +m)
l(2l − 1)(2l + 1) 〈nmσ〉 ,
I−1 =P
2
cl
∑
mσ
(l −m)(l −m− 1)
2l(2l − 1)(2l + 1) 〈nmσ〉 .
(3.20)
The summation in Eq. (3.20) can be simplified by making linear combinations
such as [6]
Iiso =
∑
q
Iq = P
2
cl
∑
mσ
1
[l]
〈nmσ〉 =
P 2cl
[l]
〈nl〉 ,
IXMCD =I−1 − I1 = P 2cl
∑
mσ
−m
l[l]
〈nmσ〉 =
P 2cl
l[l]
〈Lz〉 , and
IXMLD =2I0 − (I−1 + I1) = P 2cl
∑
mσ
l(l + 1)− 3m2
l[l − 1, l] 〈nmσ〉
=
P 2cl
l[l − 1, l] ( 〈L
2〉 − 3 〈Lz〉2).
(3.21)
The isotropic spectrum Iiso sums over all polarization components and is pro-
portional to the total number of holes in the l shell. The circular dichroic term
IXMCD is the intensity difference between spectra measured with left- (q = −1)
and right-circular-polarized (q = 1) light, usually known under the acronym
XMCD (x-ray magnetic circular dichroism) as it scales with the orbital mo-
mentum. The last term IXMLD is linear dichroic, known as the x-ray magnetic
linear dichroism, or XMLD, which scales with the quadrupolar moment of the
hole. Similarly, one can deduce the sum rules for polarized spectra intensity in
Cartesian coordinates with x = 1√
2
r(C
(1)
−1 − C(1)1 ), y = i√2r(C
(1)
−1 + C
(1)
1 ), and
z = rC
(1)
0 (see Eq. (3.13)) following the same procedure above. Iz is equivalent
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to I0, and
Ix,y =
1
2
(I−1 + I1)∓ 1
2
P 2cl
∑
mm′m′′σ
(−1)m′+m′′ 〈lm′′σl†m′σ〉×[(
l 1 c
−m′′ 1 m
)(
l 1 c
−m′ −1 m
)
+
(
l 1 c
−m′′ −1 m
)(
l 1 c
−m′ 1 m
)]
c=l−1
=
1
2
(I−1 + I1)∓ 1
2
P 2cl
∑
mσ
〈l(m+2)σl†mσ + lmσl†(m+2)σ〉×
[(l −m− 1)(l −m)(l +m+ 1)(l +m+ 2)]
2l(2l − 1)(2l + 1)
1/2
.
(3.22)
For the K edge (s→ p), working out the summation in Eq. (3.22) gives
Ixi =
Ixi
Iiso
=
〈nxi〉
〈np〉
with xi ∈ {x, y, z}, (3.23)
where we have defined operators in the real basis in accordance with the def-
inition of the light polarization, e.g. nx = pxp†x where px = 1√2 (l−1 − l1).The spectra are now normalized by the isotropic spectra such that the scaling
factor cancels out. For the L edge (p→ d), we obtain [7]
Ix = 1〈np〉
[
〈nxy〉
2
+
〈nzx〉
2
+
〈nz2〉
6
+
〈nx2−y2〉
2
−
〈dz2d†x2−y2 + d†z2dx2−y2〉
2
√
3
],
Iy = 1〈np〉
[
〈nxy〉
2
+
〈nyz〉
2
+
〈nz2〉
6
+
〈nx2−y2〉
2
+
〈dz2d†x2−y2 + d†z2dx2−y2〉
2
√
3
],
Iz = 1〈np〉
[
〈nzx〉
2
+
〈nyz〉
2
+
2 〈nz2〉
3
]. (3.24)
Many absorption edges involve core states with large spin-orbit coupling,
and their XAS spectra are separated into two parts (e.g. L2 and L3). Sum
rules can also be derived separately for each spin-orbit edge [7–9]. One of
the important results is the “isotropic branching ratio” between the spin-orbit
edges [7]
Ic+
1
2
iso −
l
l − 1I
c− 1
2
iso =
2c 〈L · S〉
l 〈nl〉
(3.25)
However, we should note that these sum rules are based on the assumption
that the total angular momentum assigned to each spin-orbit edge is a good
quantum number, which may not hold when large core-valence electron inter-
actions are present in the intermediate state [10].
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3.3 Resonant X-ray scattering
Similar to the XAS, one can also deduce the polarization dependence of the
second-order REXS and RIXS processes (Eq. (3.10)). As it now involves two
polarizations (ε, ε′), it is more convenient to group them together by recoupling
the tensor operators [11]
Ffi(ε, ε′, ω) =
2∑
K=0
(−1)L{ε′∗ ⊗ ε}(K) · 〈f |{r† ⊗G(ω)r}(K)|i〉 (3.26)
with r†q = (−1)qrq and the Green’s function G(ω) = 1/(ℏω + Ei −H + iΓ/2).
The explicit site summation has been omitted here for brevity and can be
recovered by realizing r = ∑i eik·Riri. {A(k1) ⊗B(k2)}(K) denotes the K-th
rank tensor product of two tensors A and B of rank k1 and k2, respectively.
Its matrix element is given as [11]
{A(k1) ⊗B(k2)}(K)Q =
∑
q1q2
〈k1q1; k2q2|K(−Q)〉A(k1)q1 B(k2)q2 , (3.27)
where 〈·|·〉 is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. Two vectors a and b (i.e. first-
rank tensors) can recouple to tensors of rank 0, 1, and 2 (1 ⊗ 1 = 0 ⊕ 1 ⊕ 2).
In a more detailed form of Eq. (3.27), the zeroth-rank tensor is proportional
to the inner product, i.e. {a ⊗ b}(0)0 = − 1√3a · b; first-rank to outer product,
{a⊗b}(1)m = i√2 (a×b)m. The second-rank product has five components [11]
{a⊗ b}(2)2 = a1b1,
{a⊗ b}(2)1 =
1√
2
(a1b0 + a0b1),
{a⊗ b}(2)0 =
1√
6
(a1b−1 + 2a0b0 + a−1b1),
{a⊗ b}(2)−1 =
1√
2
(a−1b0 + a0b−1),
{a⊗ b}(2)−2 = a−1b−1.
(3.28)
We can define fundamental scattering amplitudes [6, 12] as
Fq′q = r
†
q′G(ω)rq, (3.29)
which are essentially a “basis set” of scattering amplitudes that can be linearly
combined as in Eq. (3.26) to produce all possible spectra. The scattering
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amplitude in spherical symmetry is simply given as
Ffi(ε, ε′, ω) = 〈f | 1
3
(ε′∗ · ε)F (1)0 −
i
2
(ε′∗ × ε) · z^F (1)0
+
1
6
(2ε′∗z εz − ε′∗x εx − ε′∗y εy)F (2)0 |i〉
(3.30)
with
F
(0)
0 =F11 + F00 + F−1−1 = Fxx + Fyy + Fzz,
F
(1)
0 =F11 − F−1−1, and
F
(2)
0 =2F00 − F11 − F−1−1 = 2Fzz − Fxx − Fyy.
(3.31)
z^ (q = 0) is the directional unit vector of a local quantization axis. We im-
mediately see that in a XAS process, the zeroth-rank scattering tensor F (0)0
generates the isotropic spectral function, the second term F (1)0 the XMCD, and
the third term F (2)0 the XMLD (see Eq. (3.21)). All XAS spectra in spherical
symmetry can thus be determined by only three diagonal fundamental spectral
functions. Non-zero off-diagonal terms in the scattering tensor (q′ ̸= q) can
appear for systems with lower symmetry [12], and there can be at most nine
independent fundamental spectra if no symmetry is present in the system for
the dipole transition.
Let us now look at the fundamental scattering amplitudes Fq′q in more
detail. For simplicity, we assume a “fast-collision” scenario [13] where the
inverse lifetime Γ of the intermediate state or the energy deviation from the
absorption edge ∆ℏω = En−E0−ℏω is large. In the first-order approximation,
the dependence of the propagator on the intermediate state energy can then
be removed by approximating G(ω) with G(ω) = 1/(ℏω + Ei − En + iΓ/2),
where En is the averaged edge energy. G(ω) is a constant for a chosen incident
photon energy and can thus be moved out of the matrix element, resulting in
F
(K)
Q = {r† ⊗G(ω)r}(K)Q ≈ G(ω){r† ⊗ r}(K)Q . (3.32)
The scattering amplitude is thus related to the properties of the tensor prod-
ucts of the dipole operators, which greatly simplifies the following analysis
because much can be adopted from the derivation of sum rules for the inte-
grated XAS in section 3.2.2.
To relate to the experiments in chapter 5, we consider here cases with large
spin-orbit coupling such as the L edges for late 3d transition metals. The 2p
spin-orbit coupling is significant in these materials which results in spin-orbit
edges L3 and L2 split by ∼ 10–20 eV for Ni or Cu. The core states should thus
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be expressed with the total and projected angular momentum |jmj〉, which is
related to the |mσ〉 basis as
|jmj〉 =
∑
mσ
|mσ〉〈mσ|jmj〉 =
∑
mσ
(−1)c− 12+mj [j] 12
(
c 1
2
j
m σ −mj
)
|mσ〉 .
(3.33)
Similar to Eq. (3.19), we then have
Fq′q ≈ P 2cl
∑
mjmlmcσ
m′lm
′
cσ
′
[j]lmlσl
†
m′
l
σ′
(
c 1 l
mc q −ml
)(
c 1
2
j
mc σ −mj
)
×
(
c 1 l
m′c q
′ −m′l
)(
c 1
2
j
m′c σ
′ −mj
) (3.34)
by setting G(ω) to unity. The four 3-j symbols give momentum conservation
ml = mc+ q, m′l = m′c+ q′, and mj = mc+σ = m′c+σ′. Eliminating mc and
m′c gives
Q = ∆ml +∆σ, (3.35)
where Q = q′ − q (c.f. Eq. (3.27)), ∆ml = m′l −ml, and ∆σ = σ′ − σ. For
REXS with |f〉 = |i〉, Q = ∆ml = ∆σ = 0, and we can see that the scattering
amplitude is related to the same ground state expectation values as XAS (see
Eq. (3.20) and (3.21)). For RIXS, on the other hand, different ml and σ values
are allowed for initial and final states, as long as Eq. (3.35) is satisfied. This
means that the RIXS can be used to probe spin and/or orbital excitations
in solids. Note that this does not contradict the selection rules of the dipole
transition. While spin-flip is forbidden within each dipole transition (|i〉 → |n〉
and |n〉 → |i〉), it can happen during the intermediate state when spin-orbit
coupling (L · s = 1
2
(L+s− + L−s+) + Lzsz) is present in either the valence or
core shell, as the case considered here. For simplicity and concreteness, let us
consider the L edge for cuprates with a single d hole in the x2 − y2 orbital.
The orbital degrees of freedom are projected out and we are left only with
possible spin excitations. To better see how the spin excitations couple to
different polarization channels, we evaluate the scattering tensor F±(ε, ε′) in
the fast-collision approximation by setting G(ω) to unity as above. Realizing
that the basis function transforms as dx2−y2σ = 1√2 (d2σ + d−2σ), a somewhat
lengthy derivation following Ref. [13] gives
F±(ε, ε
′) =
j± + 12
9
(ε′∗ · ε)± i
3
(ε′∗ × ε) · z^Sz − j± +
1
2
6
(ε′∗z εz − 1
3
ε′∗ · ε)
=
j± + 12
6
(ε′∗x εx + ε
′∗
y εy)± i
3
(ε′∗ × ε) · z^Sz,
(3.36)
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where the subscript ± denotes the L3 (j+ = 3/2) and L2 (j− = 1/2) edges,
respectively. The above expression is also given in a more general form in
Ref. [14].
Let us take a more detailed look at the physical implication of Eq. (3.36)
by considering an experimental geometry illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The scalar
and quadrupolar parts in the first line of Eq. (3.36) only contribute to elastic
scattering which scales with ε′∗ · ε. Since we are usually not concerned with
the elastic signal in a RIXS experiment, this tells us that we can minimize it
by measuring in a geometry where ε and ε′ is approximately perpendicular to
each other. This can be done, for example, by measuring with k perpendicular
to k′. In cases where the momentum dependence of the RIXS is of primary
interest that k ⊥ k′ can not always be satisfied, one can also measure with
specific polarization channels (e.g. pi−σ′ or σ−pi′) in experiments by employing
polarization analyzers . The spin term, on the other hand, couples to the z^
component of ε′∗ × ε. To maximize its contribution, one can measure with a
“normal-incident and grazing-exit” scattering geometry (as shown in Fig. 3.2)
with pi-polarized incident photons. This is actually the geometry often used
for measuring magnetic excitations with RIXS [15, 16].
A more general derivation of the polarization dependence of RIXS will be
presented in chapter 5, where we will also discuss in more detail how RIXS
couples to various spin and charge correlation functions.
3.4 Coulomb interactions and multiplets
We have so far discussed the selection and sum rules for the XAS as well as
the polarization dependence for the REXS/RIXS based mostly on symmetry
arguments. The Hamiltonian H and the resulting electronic states have re-
mained largely abstract in the above discussions, which however, are essential
for understanding the spectra measured in experiments. The Hamiltonian gov-
erning the electronic states comprises a one-particle and a two-particle part
(Eq. (1.2)). The one-particle part includes the kinetic, crystal-field, spin-orbit
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terms etc., which we have discussed previously. In this section, we will briefly
discuss the two-particle term of the many-body Hamiltonian—the Coulomb in-
teractions. The interactions between different electrons orbiting the same nu-
cleus lead to diverse initial, intermediate and final states in the spectroscopic
processes and are responsible for complex multiplet structures in measured
spectral functions.
The Coulomb potential Vee(r−r′) = 1|r−r′| can be expanded in the spherical
tensors as [4]
1
|r− r′| =
∞∑
k=0
rk<
rk+1>
k∑
q=−k
(−1)qC(k)−q (r^)C(k)q (r^′) (3.37)
with r< = min[r, r′] and r> = max[r, r′]. The interaction Hamiltonian Hint =
1
2
∑
ii′jj′ Uii′jj′c
†
i c
†
i′cj′cj (Eq. (1.2b)) is then
Uii′jj′ = 〈αiαi′ |Vee|αj′αj〉 = δσiσjδσi′σj′
∞∑
k=0
Rkii′jj′×
k∑
q=−k
(−1)qδq,mj−miδq,mi′−mj′ 〈limi|C(k)−q |ljmj〉 〈li′mi′ |C(k)q |lj′mj′〉 ,
(3.38)
where
Rkii′jj′ =
∫ ∞
0
dr r2
∫ ∞
0
dr′ r′2 r
k
<
rk+1>
Rnili(r)Rni′ li′ (r
′)Rnj lj (r)Rnj′ lj′ (r
′)
(3.39)
and αi = {ni, li,mi, σi} collect all quantum numbers. For the direct contribu-
tion of the Coulomb interaction with i = j and i′ = j′,
Uii′ii′ =
∞∑
k=0
F k(ii′) 〈limi|C(k)0 |limi〉 〈li′mi′ |C(k)0 |li′mi′〉 , (3.40)
with F k(ii′) = Rkii′ii′ . Similarly, for the exchange part with i = j′ and i′ = j,
Uijji = δσiσ′i
∞∑
k=0
Gk(ij)[ 〈limi|C(k)−q |ljmj〉]2, (3.41)
with Gk(ij) = Rkijji. The radial integrations F k and Gk are usually re-
ferred to as Slater integrals [4, 7]. The range of k is given by the triangu-
lar relations of the matrix elements as k = 0, 2, . . . , 2min[li, li′ ] for F k and
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nl = n′l′ nl ̸= n′l′
Uss = F
0 Uss′ = F
0 − 1
2
G0
Upp = F
0 − 2
25
F 2 Usp′ = F
0 − 1
6
G1
Udd = F
0 − 2
63
F 2 − 2
63
F 4 Usd′ = F
0 − 1
10
G2
Upp′ = F
0 − 1
6
G0 − 1
15
G2
Upd′ = F
0 − 1
15
G1 − 3
70
G3
Table 3.1 | Averaged Coulomb interaction for two-electrons in the same (left) or
different (right) atomic shells.
k = |li − lj |, |li − lj |+2, . . . , li+lj for Gk, respectively. It is evident from their
definition that for two electrons in the same shell, F k ≡ Gk. Note that in liter-
atures, simplified schemes of interactions are often used where the parameters
can be given by certain linear combinations of Slater integrals [17].
The angular part of U is given directly by the Wigner-Eckart theorem
(Eq. (3.16)), and the orthogonality relations of the 3-j symbols also allows
us to give the averaged interaction values for different shells by summing over
all possible electronic configurations (mlσ) [4, 7]. Table 3.1 lists the results
for the first few l values. The radial parts F k and Gk, on the other hand,
are usually given numerically by employing certain approximations. For an
isolated atom, their values can be calculated within the Hartree-Fock approx-
imation [4], and those for 3d and 4d transition metals are tabulated in the
appendix of Ref. [7]. For a solid, they can be calculated in a similar fashion by
using the localized Wannier orbitals as the basis functions [18]. We should note
that when comparing to experiments, these computed F k and Gk values are
subject to different renormalizations due to the screening effects in solids. The
monopole part F 0 is usually heavily renormalized as it corresponds to direct
density-density interactions which are effectively screened by non-local charge
responses (polarization). For instance, the atomic values for 3d elements are
on the order of 20 eV, while the experimentally determined ones are on the or-
der of a few electronvolts [19] (c.f. Fig. 2.6). The higher-order multipole parts,
on the other hand, are less affected as they originate from different spin and
orbital occupations which the non-local charge is less sensitive to. Empirically,
a scaling factor of about 0.8 is enough to reproduce experimental spectra for
transition metal compounds [20].
To see how the atomic states and the multiplet structure depend on the
Coulomb interaction, we consider here the example of a divalent Ni2+(3d8, or
equivalently 3d2) ion. For the ground state, there are C210 = 45 configurations
for the two holes in the d shell, which can be separated into five different
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multiplets by symmetry decomposition
2D ⊗ 2D = 1S ⊕ 3P ⊕ 1D ⊕ 3F ⊕ 1G, (3.42)
where we have used the notation 2S+1L for the angular-momentum states. This
is justified as the spin-orbit coupling is usually negligible for 3d elements. The
underline for the labels is omitted as the analysis here is equivalent for both
the hole and electron states. Note that some states are excluded here due to
the Pauli principle. The energies of each multiplet can then be obtained by
evaluating the matrix elements in Eq. (3.40) and (3.41), for which we get
E(1S) = F0 +
2
7
F2 +
2
7
F4
E(3P ) = F0 +
1
7
F2 − 4
21
F4
E(1D) = F0 − 3
49
F2 +
4
49
F4
E(3F ) = F0 − 8
49
F2 − 1
49
F4
E(1G) = F0 +
4
49
F2 +
1
441
F4
(3.43)
A comprehensive tabulation of multiplet energies for various electronic config-
urations can be found in Ref. [21]. As it is evident from its definition that
F k1 > F k2 > 0 with k1 < k2, we see that 3F is the ground state with the
wave-function |m1σ1;m2σ2〉 = |2 ↑; 2 ↑〉, which agrees with the Hund’s rule.
As discussed in chapter 2, the degeneracy of each energy level of these atomic
states will be lifted when subject to external perturbations such as the crystal
field where the spherical symmetry is replaced by the discrete point group
symmetry in solids. Figure 3.3 shows the (Tanabe-Sugano [22]) energy-level
diagram of the divalent Ni as a function of the octahedral crystal field splitting
10Dq. The Slater integrals are taken as the Hartree-Fock values [7] with
F 2 = 12.233 eV and F 4 = 7.597 eV. The exact value F 0 does not matter here as
it only contributes to an overall energy shift, which we set to F 0 = 2
63
(F 2+F 4)
(c.f. Table 3.1) such that the energy centroid of all multiplets locates at zero.
With increasing 10Dq, the orbital momentum L is not a good quantum number
anymore and the multiplets split further into irreducible representations of Oh
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Figure 3.3 | Energy diagram
of a divalent Ni (3d8) in an
octahedral (Oh) crystal field.
The centroid of the multiplet
energies is defined as zero.
which can be found by following the same procedure in section 2.1 as
1S = 1A1,
3P = 3T1,
1D = 1E⊕ 1T2,
3F = 3A2 ⊕ 3T1 ⊕ 3T2,
1G = 1A1 ⊕ 1E⊕ 1T1 ⊕ 1T2.
(3.44)
Let us now take a look at the final states of an L-edge XAS process with
the final-state configuration 2p53d9, or equivalently 2p13d1. If one neglects
the spin-orbit coupling of the 2p states, the multiplets can be found similarly
as P ⊗ D = P ⊕ D ⊕ F , with the spin part 1
2
⊗ 1
2
= 0 ⊕ 1. By applying
previously found selection rules, one finds that only the 3F and 1D final states
can be reached in XAS starting from the 3F ground state. However, the spin-
orbit coupling constant ζ2p in reality is about 10 eV, much larger than the
mulitplet splitting. As a result, more transitions are allowed as the multiplets
are “mixed”. In addition, the multiplet structure will split into two groups (L3
and L2 ) corresponding to the j = 32 and j = 12 core states.
To conclude this section, we show the calculated isotropic XAS spectra for
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the Ni2+ ion in Fig. 3.4 together with experimental data for NiO [23]. The
Slater integrals are scaled down to 85% of the Hartree-Fock values F 2dd =
12.233, F 4dd = 7.597 for the ground state and F 2dd = 13.005, F 4dd = 8.084,
F 2pd = 7.720, G1pd = 5.783, G3pd = 3.290 for the final states. The crystal field
10Dq = 1.1. The 2p spin-orbit coupling constant ζ2p = 11.5. ζ3d = 0.083
and 0.102 for the ground and final states, respectively [7]. An exchange field
of Hex = 0.162 is also included in the Hamiltonian considering the magnetic
ground state [23]. All parameters are in units of eV. We see that most of the
features in the experimental spectra are reproduced in calculation on a single
ion. This is not as surprising as it seems since the 3d states are relatively well
localized and “atomic-like” due to the strong Coulomb repulsion between them.
It is often the case that the core-level spectra for 3d transition metal oxides,
especially the multiplet structures within, can be well explained using calcula-
tions including a single transition metal ion or in addition their neighboring
ligand oxygens [19].
We should note that the above “crystal-field” or “ligand-field” calculations
only include a small number of discrete (quasi-) atomic or molecular states
that are mostly derived from Coulomb interactions, and employing these cal-
culations for a solid implicitly assumes that other energy scales such as the
bandwidth are much smaller than the Coulomb interactions. However, for
many transition metal oxides, this assumption does not hold as the bandwidth
can often be comparable to or even larger than the Coulomb interaction. Ef-
fects such as edge resonances and singularities arise from interactions with
these band continuum states, and more involved models such as the impurity
models [24–26] are required for their description. We will briefly discuss them
in the following section.
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Figure 3.5 | XAS spectra with different values of Udd and Upd (see also Ref. [26]).
The spectra highlighted in red correspond to parameters pertinent to transition metals
(Udd = Upd).
3.5 Effects of solids
To see how different energy scales affect the core-level spectra, we consider here
the L-edge XAS for a half-filled single 3d band. For simplicity we assume that
the spin-orbit coupling of the 2p core states is much larger than the Coulomb
interactions and bandwidth so that the two spin-orbit edges are well separated
in energy and do not interfere with each other.
Figure 3.5 shows the calculated XAS spectra at the L3 edge for different val-
ues of valence-valence interaction Udd and core-valence interaction Upd. The
single-particle (i.e. uncorrelated) bandwidth W of the d states is set to unity.
The ground state is solved within dynamical mean-field theory [27, 28], which
is a metal, correlated metal and paramagnetic Mott insulator for Udd = 0, 1.0,
and 2.0, respectively. Without core-valence interaction (Upd = 0), the XAS
spectra are exactly the replicas of the (imaginary part of the) one-particle
Green’s functions of the d states (c.f. Fig. 1.1), which is evident from Eq. (3.6).
We define its edge energy to be zero. Let us first examine the behavior of the un-
correlated metallic case. With increasing Upd, the spectral weight is “dragged”
by the core-valence interaction to lower energy with an edge resonance forming
at the low-energy end that results in an asymmetric spectral shape. Once Upd
exceeds a certain critical value, the spectra split into two peaks and the energy
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separation between them increases linearly with Upd. This can be understood
by examining the ground state, in which the local occupation of the d states is
either d0, d1, or d2 with probabilities of 1/4, 1/2, and 1/4, respectively. The
first two states can be excited in the XAS process into final states pd1 and
pd2, each with energy approximately −Upd and −2Upd by considering only
the local potential contribution. The spectra thus split into two peaks with
intensity ratio 1:2 if their energy difference Upd exceeds the half bandwidth.
The behavior is similar for the correlated metal with the difference that the
pd2 final state (or d1 ground state) contributes to most of the spectral weight
due to the finite Udd. For the case of a Mott insulator with increasing Upd,
a symmetric exciton peak splits from the broader band excitation and moves
further to lower energy. A similar but more detailed discussion of the XAS
and core-level photoemission can be found in Ref. [26].
In reality the values of Udd and Upd are material dependent and not arbitrary.
For transition metals, the Udd and Upd are usually comparable [29], and the
corresponding spectra in Fig. 3.5 are highlighted in red. For the uncorrelated
(or weakly correlated) case where the spectrum is essentially the unoccupied
density of states, we would then expect single-particle methods such as the
density-functional theory to give a satisfactory description. On the other hand,
the crystal-field or ligand-field calculations above will work well for the Mott
insulating case. For the intermediate case of a strongly correlated metal, one
should usually resort to more involved models (such as the impurity model
discussed here or a larger-size cluster as in chapter 5) to capture both the local
and itinerant features. Figure 3.6 shows an example of the XAS measured on a
metallic PrNiO3 thin film, together with the spectra calculated using a single
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NiO6 octahedron (ligand-field theory) or an impurity model including a Ni ion
coupled to the full oxygen band. We see that the inclusion of the oxygen band
is crucial for reproducing the asymmetry of the absorption peak as well as the
fine structures in the spectrum.
3.6 Experimental aspects
We have seen in Fig. 3.1 that an x-ray spectroscopy experiment can be de-
scribed in three “simple” steps: (i) shoot a photon onto a sample, (ii) wait
when it interacts with the sample, and (iii) analyze the properties of the emit-
ted photon (in a scattering experiment). Performing each of these steps in
experiments is, in fact, a highly non-trivial task, and the related instrumen-
tation has been in constant development during the past decades. In the last
section of this chapter, we briefly review these experimental aspects.
3.6.1 Synchrotron radiation
The x-ray spectroscopy experiments are usually performed at synchrotron fa-
cilities, which are capable of generating high-brilliance (the term “brilliance”
collectively describes the spatial and spectral distribution of the photon flux)
x-rays with tunable energy and polarization. Figure 3.7(a) shows the main
components of a typical modern synchrotron source. In a first step, electrons
emitted from an electron gun are accelerated in a linear accelerator and sub-
sequently in a booster ring until they reach a kinetic energy of a few GeVs.
The relativistic electrons are then injected periodically into a storage ring,
an evacuated structure consisting of arced and straight sections. Arrays of
dipole bending magnets [Fig. 3.7(b)] are placed at the arcs, which deflect the
electrons and maintain them in a closed path. The deflected relativistic elec-
trons emit highly collimated light with an angular distribution θ ∼ 1/γ within
their direction of movement, where γ is the Lorentz factor [30, 31]. In the
energy range of 1 to 10 GeV, γ is approximately the ratio between the ki-
netic energy and the rest energy of the electron E/mec2, which corresponds
to a θ value between 0.5 to 0.05 mrad, respectively. The spectrum of the
emitted radiation can be characteristically described by a critical frequency
ωc =
3
2
γ3ω0 ≈ 32γ3 cρ , which is defined as the frequency that divides the total
radiation power into two equal parts [30, 31]. As the radius ρ of the circular
movement of the electrons is related to the kinetic energy E and the field of
the bending magnets B, the critical energy can be conveniently expressed as
ℏωc[keV] = 0.665E2[GeV]B[T] [30]. We see that with a low (high) storage-ring
energy E , the synchrotron is, generally speaking, optimized for the soft (hard)
x-ray regime.
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Figure 3.7 | (a) A schematic of a synchrotron radiation source. The structures of the
bending magnet and insertion device are sketched in panels (b) and (c), respectively.
One characteristic feature of the modern (third-generation) synchrotrons is
the use of insertion devices, which are arrays of dipole magnets that produce
magnetic fields with alternating directions [Fig. 3.7(c)]. They are placed in
the straight sections of the storage ring, and force the electrons to follow an
oscillatory path. The insertion devices can be classified into two kinds by a
dimensionless parameter K = eB0λID/2pimec, where B0 is the maximum mag-
netic field, and λID is the period of the oscillations in the insertion devices [30].
For an insertion device with K ≫1, the electrons follow a path that has a
relatively large oscillation amplitude from the straight path, with an angular
excursion larger than the opening angle of the radiation 1/γ. The radiation
generated by such a device, or a wiggler, is then enhanced by a factor of 2N
compared to that by a single pair of bending magnets, with N the number of os-
cillation periods. For an undulator, which corresponds to K ⪅ 1, the electrons
follow a less modulated path such that the radiation from each oscillation pe-
riod can overlap and interfere. Radiation with certain energies (wavelengths)
can interfere constructively, and can thus be enhanced by a factor of N2 [30,
31]. The set of energies (harmonics) are given as [30]
En[keV] = 0.95 nE
2[GeV]
(1 +K2u/2)λu[cm]
, (3.45)
where Ku = 0.934λu[cm]B0[T]. The parameters for the undulator are specified
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Figure 3.8 | A schematic of a soft RIXS spectrometer. Following Ref. [34].
with a subscript u. By changing the gap between the magnet dipoles, the field
B0 can be modified and the energy En can be tuned to the energy range of
interest in an experiment. The (linear or circular) polarization of the radiation
can also be controlled by magnetic fields with different orientations, which are
created by lateral shifts of different sets of magnet poles [30, 32, 33].
The radiation generated by the bending magnets or insertion devices fur-
ther passes to “beamlines”, where we conduct experiments. The front end
of a beamline consists of a series of optical components for collimating and
focusing the x-ray. An important component of the beamline optics is the
monochromator, which selects out x-ray with desired wavelength by enforc-
ing certain diffraction condition. Depending on the energy range of the x-ray,
the monochromators can be gratings (soft x-ray) or crystals (hard x-ray) [30].
The highly-collimated x-ray with well-defined energy then enters different end
stations for performing various measurements.
3.6.2 A soft RIXS spectrometer
We have described in preceding sections the basics of XAS and REXS/RIXS
processes in a unified manner. In practice, while experimental setups designed
for different measurements may share certain similarities in terms of design
concepts and key instrument components, they usually differ substantially in
technical details. In the following section, as an example, we give a brief
introduction to a design of the soft RIXS spectrometers, which is behind the
RIXS spectrometers we will use in chapter 5.
Figure 3.8 shows the schematic layout of the SAXES spectrometer [34] at the
ADRESS beamline of Swiss Light Source. The photons emitted by the sample
enter the spectrometer via an input slit and hit a spherical variable line spacing
(VLS) grating. Photons with different energies are scattered with different exit
angles and refocused onto different positions of a charge coupled device (CCD)
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detector 2. A RIXS spectrum can then be obtained by integrating horizontally
the two-dimensional intensity distribution on the CCD, with the vertical axis
translated into energy loss.
In comparison to a plane grating, the VLS grating removes the necessity
of a concave collection mirror and thus minimizes the line-width broadening
due to high order optical aberrations. As the VLS grating is the only optical
element in the spectrometer, it largely defines the energy resolution of the
spectrometer. The resolving power is proportional to the groove density of the
grating [30], therefore one way to improve the energy resolution is to increases
the groove density (at the expense of the scattered intensity). Another way to
improve the resolution is to reduce the solid angle of each pixel on the CCD
with respect to the center of rotation of the grating, which is proportional to
(size of pixel)/(length of exit arm). The ERIXS spectrometer that has recently
become available at the ID32 beamline of the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility [35] has an unprecedented resolving power of E/∆E ∼ 30000 (i.e. ∼
30 meV at the Cu L edge), with an exit arm about 11 meters long.
The design of a soft REXS setup (a diffractometer) is conceptually simpler
in the sense that one does not need to resolve the energy of scattered pho-
tons. The full “source – sample – detector” beam path can be contained in a
scattering chamber, with the detector commonly being a photodiode. Typical
designs and related technical details can be found in references such as Ref. [36].
Spectrometers and diffractometers operating in the hard x-ray regime, which
are built around crystal optics, can be fundamentally different from the soft
x-ray ones, and detailed description of them can be found in e.g., Ref. [37] and
Ref. [38]. We only note here that compared to the soft x-ray instruments that
crucially depend on ultra high vacuum, hard x-ray instruments are usually
exposed in air and are thus more flexible in scattering geometries.
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Chapter4
Ordering phenomena in rare-earth
nickelates RNiO3
In this chapter, the ordering of charge, spin, and lattice degrees of freedom in
bulk RNiO3 (R = rare-earth ion; RNO) as well as their heterostructures are
discussed. After a brief introduction of the structural and electronic properties
of RNO in section 4.1, we continue in section 4.2 to present the results of a
combined study of Ni K-edge resonant elastic x-ray scattering (REXS) and
density functional theory (DFT) calculations to probe and distinguish elec-
tronically driven ordering and lattice distortions in nickelate heterostructures.
In section 4.3, we will further examine the charge and spin response functions
of the RNO within the random-phase approximation (RPA) and provide a
unified theoretical description of the experimentally observed results.
4.1 Properties of bulk RNiO3 and their heterostructures
4.1.1 Bulk phase diagram
The RNO compounds exhibit complex ordering phenomena that have been the
subject of intense investigation for more than two decades (for a review, see
e.g. Ref. [1] or [2]). The physical properties of RNO, such as the single-particle
bandwidth and the ordering temperatures, are largely controlled by the NiO6
octahedra tilts and distortions which depend on the radius of the rare-earth
ion R (or the tolerance factor t), as shown in the experimental phase diagram
in Fig. 4.1. For the largest R = La with t closest to 1, LaNiO3 remains metallic
and paramagnetic at all temperatures T with space-group symmetry R3c. For
smaller R, the octahedral tilts and rotations are more prominent, and RNO
undergoes a simultaneous bond-order and metal-insulator transition (MIT) at
TBO = TMI with ordering vector qBO = (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) (in pseudocubic re-
ciprocal lattice units), exhibiting alternating expanded and compressed NiO6
octahedra whereby the Pbnm orthorhombic symmetry lowers to a P21/n mon-
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Figure 4.1 | Experimental phase diagram of bulk RNO. Reproduced from Ref. [2].
oclinic one. For R smaller than Pr or Nd, an isostructural antiferromagnetic
phase follows below at TN with ordering vector qN = (1/4, 1/4, 1/4). TN in-
creases with increasing Ni-O-Ni bond angle and coincides with TBO for R =
Pr and Nd [3, 4].
The valence of the Ni ion in RNO is nominally 3+ which corresponds to an
electronic configuration of 3d7. The octahedral crystal field splitting 10Dq of ∼
1 eV gives rise to a low-spin state with the t2g orbitals fully occupied, leaving
the doubly degenerate eg orbitals singly occupied. In general, such orbital
degeneracy is unstable with respect to perturbations and is thus expected to
be lifted by e.g. coupling to the lattice (Jahn-Teller effect [5, 6]) and/or to the
spin (Kugel-Khomskii model [7]), resulting in an orbital-ordered ground state.
However, while an orbital superlattice was first speculated to be responsible
for the insulating and magnetic phase observed in RNO [8], further neutron
diffraction [9–11] and REXS [12–15] experiments have revealed no evidence for
the orbital order. It was subsequently proposed [16] that the orbital degeneracy
can be lifted by a charge order in the form of 2Ni3+(d7)→ Ni2+(d8)+Ni4+(d6)
accompanied by disproportionation of Ni-O bonds in adjacent NiO6 octahedra.
The proposed charge order may seem unlikely at first sight due to the large
onsite Coulomb repulsion between the d electrons. However, the Coulomb
U was argued to be strongly screened in the itinerant limit due to the large
bandwidth, especially considering the oxygen holes that exists in the case of
a negative charge-transfer gap [16]. The charge ordering can then occur as it
gains energy due to the (hardly screened) Hund’s coupling J .
The negative charge-transfer scenario was studied in more detail later in var-
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ious DFT+DMFT (dynamical mean-field) calculations [17] as well as model
studies [18–20] where both the Ni-d and O-p degrees of freedom were included
explicitly. The high-temperature ground state without bond disproportion-
ation was found as of predominantly d8L configuration due to the small or
negative charge-transfer gap. Once the bond disproportionation sets in, the
oxygen holes condense to half of the Ni sublattice with shorter Ni-O bond
length and create locally a predominant d8L2 configuration with spin S = 0,
leaving the other half of the sites with longer bonds predominantly (d8)S=1.
In the extreme case of a complete disproportionation, a pure d8 local state
corresponds to a Mott insulator while the d8L2 to a trivial band insulator—a
scenario termed as “site-selective Mott transition” [17]. Such a model was also
seen to well reproduce the experimentally observed XAS spectra [20]. A low-
energy model including only the eg manifold was also proposed in light of these
studies, and qualitatively similar results were found with proper renormaliza-
tion of the interaction parameters [21]. While the site-selective electronic
structure has yet to be confirmed experimentally, the associated bond-ordered
structure has been measured by neutron scattering [10, 11] for small R. For
R = Nd and Pr, the atomic displacements were too small to be detected by
neutron [9]. Here the Ni K-edge REXS [12–15] has been proven useful as it
is highly sensitive to the energy shifts of the Ni 1s and 4p states that are
associated with the bond disproportionation.
Following the MIT and bond order, the RNOs undergo a Neel transition at
a lower temperature (except for R = Nd and Pr with TMI = TBO) with an
unusual ordering vector qN = (1/4, 1/4, 1/4), or equivalently in the monoclinic
notation (1/2, 0, 1/2). While the wave vector was confirmed by various neu-
tron diffraction experiments [4, 11, 22], the exact magnetic configuration was
unclear largely due to the lack of available single crystal samples, and both
a collinear and a non-collinear structure were proposed. Recent magnetic
REXS experiments at the Ni L edge for NdNiO3 thin films [14, 23] revealed a
non-collinear (↑→↓←) magnetic structure, with adjacent moments along the
pseudocubic [111] direction rotated approximately pi/2 with respect to each
other. We note that such a non-collinear structure has not been reproduced
in microscopic calculations so far [16–18].
4.1.2 Ordering in heterostructures
Recent years have seen a burst of research activities on the oxide heterostruc-
tures where the physical properties of the constituent oxides are effectively
manipulated and various novel phenomena can be designed and created by
rational combination of e.g. epitaxial strain, dimensional confinement, and in-
terface charge transfer [24–26]. The proposal of realizing cuprate-like physics
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Figure 4.2 | (a) L3-edge magnetic REXS intensity around qN for different LNO-LAO
SLs. The label n//n denotes SLs with unit cell comprising n=2, 3, or 4 consecutive
pseudocubic LNO unit cells and equally thick LAO. The inset shows almost homoge-
neous distribution of the REXS intensity along L, indicating a quasi-two-dimensional
nature of the magnetic structure. (b) Temperature dependence of the magnetic Bragg
intensity and the conductance of different SLs. The 2//2 SLs remain metallic despite
the formation of magnetic order. Figure adapted from Ref. [23].
in two-dimensional LaNiO3/LaMO3 (with M a trivalent cation) superlattices
(SL) [27, 28] has galvanized tremendous efforts into studying heterostructures
based on the RNO. Studies over the past years have revealed various interesting
phenomena in these systems such as large orbital polarization induced by epi-
taxial strains [29] and/or spatial confinement [30, 31], suppressed or enhanced
MIT temperatures under compressive or tensile strain [32, 33], and crossover
from itinerant to localized regime in reduced dimensions for LaNiO3 [34–36].
A more comprehensive review on this topic can be found in Ref. [37].
An example of particular interest here is the aforementioned RNO based
SL. While the predicted single-band physics has not been confirmed experi-
mentally yet, recent experiments on LaNiO3/LaAlO3 (LNO-LAO) [23, 34]
and PrNiO3/PrAlO3 [38] (PNO-PAO) SLs have revealed that the hierarchy
of charge (or bond) and spin ordering parameters can be alternated. LNO is
reported to be metallic and paramagnetic at all temperatures in its bulk form
(see Fig. 4.1)1, however, when sandwiched between the isostructural band in-
sulator LAO, a quasi-two-dimensional magnetic structure was observed with
q2DN = (1/4, 1/4, L) in the 2//2 SL [Fig. 4.2(a)] [23]. In addition, contrary to
1We note that the phase diagram is based on data measured on powder samples. A
recent study shows that the bulk single-crystal LNO may exhibit a magnetic order
below ∼160 K [39], similar to other RNOs.
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the bulk RNO where the spin order occurs always inside the bond-ordered insu-
lating phase, the 2//2 SL retains its metallicity at all temperatures [Fig. 4.2(b)],
which suggests the realization of a pure spin-density-wave (SDW) state with-
out bond order. Similar conclusions were drawn for a compressively strained
4//4 PNO-PAO SL [38]. In the next section, we will present a method for
quantitative characterization of the bond order (or the lack thereof) in RNO
and their heterostructures.
4.2 Determining bond order in RNiO3 using REXS
In the following, we present a Ni K-edge REXS study of a NdNiO3 (NNO)
film and a LNO-LAO SL. As mentioned above, the SL has been studied in pre-
vious work [23] where a magnetically ordered ground state was revealed [23,
34]. The complementary study we discuss here addresses the bond-order pa-
rameter that has been at the center of recent theoretical discussion [17–21].
We analyzed the REXS spectra using ab initio DFT calculations which accu-
rately describe the weakly correlated 4p levels in the intermediate state of the
REXS process in analogy to previous bulk studies [40–43]. Aided by DFT
calculations, both the bond-order parameter and/or the octahedral tilt and
distortion pattern can be accurately extracted from the REXS data. The
content of this section has been published in item J5 in the appended List of
Publications (Ref. [44]).
4.2.1 Experimental and calculation details
The high-quality NNO film and LNO-LAO SL studied were grown by pulsed
laser deposition on (001)-oriented SrTiO3 (STO) substrates with a lattice con-
stant a = 3.905 Å. The LNO-LAO SL consists of 66 bilayers, each with two
consecutive pseudocubic unit cells of LNO and equally thick LAO, correspond-
ing to a total thickness of ∼ 100 nm. The bilayer-averaged in- and out-of-plane
lattice constants are ap = 3.85 Å and cp = 3.79 Å, respectively, as measured
by hard x-ray diffraction. The p denotes the pseudocubic perovskite unit cell
[Fig. 4.3(a)]. The NNO film is 40 nm thick with ap = 3.88 Å and cp = 3.77 Å.
The room-temperature structural space groups of the NNO film and LNO-
LAO SL were determined to be Pbnm and I2/c, respectively, by analyzing a
set of half-order reflections as described in Ref. [45]. Previous studies showed
that the magnetic order is robust against small structural variations and homo-
geneously stabilized along the growth direction, although both samples show
partial relaxation [23, 34].
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Figure 4.3 | Schematic of (a) a pseudocubic RNO unit cell and (b) the experimental
geometry. The momentum transfer q = kout−kin is parallel to the pseudocubic [111]
direction.
The REXS measurements were performed at beamline P09 at PETRA III
(DESY, Hamburg) [46] using a Si (111) monochromator with energy resolu-
tion of ∼ 1 eV. A Cu (222) crystal was used for polarization analysis. Our
REXS experiments focused on the pseudocubic qBO = (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) reflec-
tion [Fig. 4.3(b)], which corresponds to the modulation wave vector of bond
order in RNO.
DFT calculations were performed using the all-electron augmented plane
waves plus local orbitals method implemented in the wien2k code [47] with the
Perdue-Burke-Ernzerhof [48] exchange-correlation functional on a 11×8×11 k
mesh for NNO and on a 9×3×9 k mesh for LNO-LAO. The energy convergence
was set to 0.1 mRy. The atomic positions are relaxed until the forces on each
atom are smaller than 0.5 mRy/Bohr.
4.2.2 Results and discussion
We first discuss the data of the NNO film. Figure 4.4(a) shows the photon
energy (E) dependence of the intensity of the (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) reflection in the
vicinity of the Ni K-edge. The edge energy Eedge = 8346 eV was defined as
the maximum of the first derivative of the x-ray absorption spectrum. The
intensities were collected with σ-σ polarization at temperatures between 10
and 275 K during warming. A gradual decrease of the non-resonant pre-edge
intensity is observed with increasing temperature, which can be explained by
the Debye-Waller factor and a slight decrease of octahedral distortions [9]. At
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Figure 4.4 | Temperature dependence of the (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) reflection intensity of
the (a) NNO thin film and (b) LNO-LAO SL around the Ni K edge measured with
σ-σ polarization.
10 K, the energy dependence shows two maxima at 8345 and 8352 eV, simi-
lar to previously reported results which were interpreted as evidence of two
distinct Ni valence states [12]. The amplitude of this two-peak structure de-
creases with increasing temperature and remains constant above TBO ∼ 200K,
qualitatively consistent with the melting of the bond order [12]. However, con-
trary to the observations in Ref. [12] where the scattering intensity becomes
independent of the photon energy above TBO, the REXS intensity exhibits a
nontrivial E dependence up to room temperature.
To understand the remnant Ni resonant contribution above TBO, we exam-
ine in detail the scattering intensity I(q, E) = |F (q, E)|2, where the temper-
ature term and Lorenz factor are neglected. The structure factor is given
as F (q, E) = ∑j eiqrjfj(q, E), where fj(q, E) = fnrj (q) + f rj (E) is the scat-
tering factor of atom j at position rj , and q denotes the x-ray momentum
transfer. The summation runs over all atoms in the unit cell. fnrj (q) =
(ε∗o · εi)f0j (q) is the non-resonant part of the atomic scattering factor, where
f0j (q) is the energy-independent Thomson scattering factor. εi(o) denotes the
polarization of the incoming (outgoing) photons. The resonant contribution
f r(E) = f ′(E) + i f ′′(E) accounts for the energy dependence near the corre-
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sponding resonance edge, where ′ and ′′ denote the real and imaginary part,
respectively. In general, f r(E) ∝ ∑3α,β=1 ε∗o,αFαβεi,β , where F is the scatter-
ing tensor at each E with element
Fαβ =
∑
m
〈s|Tˆβ |pm〉〈pm|Tˆα|s〉
E − δEm + i Γ2
(4.1)
for the transition metal K edge (1s→4p) in the single particle approximation.
Tˆ = (xˆ, yˆ, zˆ) is the dipole operator when considering only the dominant dipole-
dipole contribution. |s〉 and |pm〉 denote the 1s and 4p states, respectively, and
δEm is their energy difference. Γ is the core-hole lifetime of ∼1 eV [49]. Con-
sidering the spherical symmetry of |s〉, one notices that ImF is proportional
to the 4p density matrix D = |p〉〈p| (with broadening) and
f ′′(E) ∝
3∑
α,β=1
ε∗o,αεi,βDαβ . (4.2)
Note that D is usually not diagonal, except for a few high symmetry cases.
For RNO, the structure factor of the (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) reflection is given as
F 1
2
1
2
1
2
(q, E) = ARO(q) + ∆f rNi(E), where ARO(q) is the non-resonant R and
O contribution. ∆f rNi(E) =
∑4
j=1(−1)jf rj (E) is the sum of resonant scattering
factors of the four Ni sites in the orthorhombic or monoclinic unit cell. The Ni
sites within one unit cell are not only related by a pure translation but with
an additional rotation, resulting in oppositely-signed off-diagonal elements of
F between different Ni sites, which give rise to a non-vanishing ∆f rNi(E) and
hence explain the remnant Ni resonant contribution observed in Fig. 4.4(a).
The real part of ∆f rNi(E) can be approximately calculated by ∆f ′Ni(E) ≈√
I(E)−√I(E<) from the measured spectra, with E< an off-resonance energy,
assuming A′RO ≫ [A′′RO, ∆f ′′Ni(E)]. The obtained result for E< = 8358 eV is
plotted in Fig. 4.5(a). Note that in the bond-ordered phase, the slope of
the spectra below Eedge only decreases slowly with decreasing energy. This
suggests that bond order modifies the REXS intensity in a wide range below
Eedge (more extended than the plotted range). In contrast, the spectral line
shape above Eedge is almost unaffected by the bond order, suggesting that it
mainly originates from the octahedral tilts.
In previous REXS studies of the nickel oxides, the off-diagonal terms in F
have been neglected, so that F could be effectively treated as a scalar for each
Ni site [12, 13]. The resonant form factor f r(E) is then directly obtained by
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Figure 4.5 | Temperature dependence of ∆f ′Ni(E) for the NNO thin film aroundthe Ni K edge.
fitting both the energy-dependent REXS and x-ray absorption spectra, which
are measures of the difference and sum of the form factors, respectively. In
general, however, the contribution of off-diagonal terms in F can be significant
and render the aforementioned fitting procedure inapplicable [40, 50]. In the
NNO film, in particular, the REXS intensity is modified by the off-diagonal
terms up to ∼20% at room temperature, as shown in Fig. 4.5(a). The accurate
description of the spectra and the quantitative determination of the bond-order
parameter thus require detailed knowledge of the full scattering tensor that
cannot be obtained solely from experiment.
To this end, DFT calculations were performed to obtain atomic positions
of the room-temperature structure within space group Pbnm with the exper-
imentally determined lattice constants. The low-temperature structure was
obtained by DFT+U relaxation in the magnetically ordered state with space
group P21/n, using U = 5 eV and J = 1 eV. This approach has proven to
yield structure parameters in good agreement with experimental results for
the RNOs in both the metallic and the insulating states [17, 51]. The ob-
tained atomic positions are summarized in Table 4.1 and 4.2 for the NNO
and LNO-LAO SL, respectively. The imaginary part of the scattering tensor,
ImF , was obtained by scaling the DFT Ni 4p density matrix to the tabulated
Ni form factor [52]. The real part, ReF , was calculated by Kramers-Kronig
transformation, with an example shown in Fig. 4.6 for the two Ni sites in the
P21/n NNO structure. The E-dependent REXS spectra were finally calcu-
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Table 4.1 | DFT(+U) atomic positions for NNO with lattice parameters
a=b=5.487Å, c=7.546Å.
x y z
Nd 0.488 0.058 0.750
Pbnm Ni 0.000 0.000 0.500
(DFT) O1 0.591 0.477 0.750
O2 0.207 0.294 0.547
Nd 0.489 0.056 0.750
Ni1 0.000 0.000 0.000
P21/n Ni2 0.000 0.000 0.500
(DFT+U) O1 0.595 0.475 0.755
O2 0.198 0.291 0.549
O3 0.211 0.198 0.452
Table 4.2 | DFT atomic positions for LNO-LAO SL with lattice parameters
a=b=5.438Å, c=15.156Å.
x y z
La1 0.997 0.500 0.875
La2 0.002 0.502 0.123
La3 0.998 0.500 0.375
Ni 0.501 0.500 0.000
Al 0.498 0.499 0.499
P21/c O1 0.438 0.500 0.875
O2 0.555 0.500 0.126
O3 0.451 0.500 0.375
O4 0.747 0.249 0.985
O5 0.253 0.753 0.015
O6 0.751 0.250 0.487
O7 0.249 0.749 0.513
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lated for the specific experimental geometry shown in Fig. 4.3(b) following the
formalism in Ref. [53]. Considering the grazing incidence/emission required
to reach the (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) reflection in the given thin film geometry, the cal-
culated spectra were multiplied by A(E) = 1
2µ(E)
(1 − e−lµ(E)) to account for
the absorption effect, where l is the beam path length inside the sample at the
corresponding reflection. Here µ(E) is the energy-dependent linear absorption
coefficient and can be obtained by fitting the experimental absorption spectra
to tabulated values [54].
Figure 4.7(a) shows both the measured and calculated intensities of the
(1/2, 1/2, 1/2)p reflection at 10 and 275 K for the σ-σ polarization channel,
and at 300 K for pi-pi polarization. The calculated spectra are scaled to match
the measured non-resonant intensities at the corresponding temperatures. The
drop of the non-resonant intensity across the Ni K edge can be attributed to
the absorption effect, as illustrated by comparing the calculated spectra be-
fore and after the absorption correction. The calculated features in the energy
dependence are in excellent agreement with the experimental data. We stress
that the ratio of resonant and non-resonant intensities is also quantitatively
reproduced, without adjustable parameters. The microscopic structural tran-
sition that leads to the REXS spectra line-shape change across TBO is depicted
in Fig. 4.7(c). Below TBO, the Ni-O bond disproportionation between neigh-
boring Ni sites that accompanies the bond order shifts the resonance energy
and contributes mostly to the intensity modulation around 8345 eV. For the
P21/n structure, the calculated edge shift is 1.3 eV, slightly larger than the
1.2 eV determined for the polycrystalline bulk NNO [55]. Upon warming,
the bond disproportionation decreases while the tilt pattern of the octahedra
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for comparison. (b) Temperature dependence of δ〈dNi-O〉 in the LNO-LAO SL (solid
symbols) and the SDW order parameter (open symbols) [23]. The gray areas indicate
the error bars of the fitting.
remains the same. This is evidenced by the weakly T -dependent lineshape
around 8352 eV.
The temperature dependence of the bond-order parameter, that is, the aver-
aged Ni-O bond disproportionation δ〈dNi-O〉, can be obtained by fitting the T -
dependent spectra using crystal structures interpolated between the DFT(+U)
calculated Pbnm and P21/n unit cells. The results obtained in this way are
plotted in Fig. 4.8(a). The bond disproportionation at the lowest temperature
is calculated as 0.077 Å, in close agreement with the value determined for a
polycrystalline NNO sample using x-ray powder diffraction [56]. Upon warm-
ing, the bond disproportionation decreases in an order-parameter-like manner
and vanishes above 200 K.
After demonstrating the quantitative accuracy of our methodology on the
NNO reference sample, we now turn to the LNO-LAO SL whose REXS spectra
at (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) exhibit no noticeable temperature dependence except for an
overall intensity decrease [Fig. 4.3(d)]. The calculated ∆f rNi(E) also remains
unchanged within the experimental error [Fig. 4.5(b)]. Figure 4.7(b) shows
that the spectra can be quantitatively reproduced by keeping all Ni sites in
the same Wyckoff position, such that δ〈dNi-O〉 = 0 [structure A in Fig. 4.7(d)].
To estimate the effect of bond order in the observed REXS spectra, structure
A was modified to incorporate various δ〈dNi-O〉 values while the rotation pat-
tern of NiO6 octahedra was kept the same [structure B in Fig. 4.7(d)]. The
calculated spectra shown in Fig. 4.9 were scaled such that the non-resonant
intensity as well as the line shape above 8355 eV match the experimental spec-
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trum. With increasing δ〈dNi-O〉, the intensity of the peak at ∼8346 eV (marked
by arrows) increases, in analogy to the case of NNO. For δ〈dNi-O〉 = 0.01Å the
calculation already deviates clearly from the experimental result. A rigorous
upper bound of δ〈dNi-O〉 < 0.01 Å [shaded area in Fig. 4.8(b)] can thus be
placed on the bond-order parameter. The absence of bond order together
with the previously reported magnetic order below 100 K [Fig. 4.8(b)] conclu-
sively confirms the prediction of a pure SDW phase in the nickelate SLs [57,
58].
4.2.3 Conclusion
In summary, we showed that REXS at the Ni K edge in conjunction with
ab initio density functional theory is an accurate, quantitative probe of bond
order in a NNO thin film and in a LNO-LAO superlattice. Whereas the bond-
order parameter determined for NNO is in quantitative agreement with data
on bulk NNO, the superlattice with atomically thin LNO layers shows no
bond order at any temperature. This finding, together with the previously
reported magnetic order below 100 K [Fig. 4.8(b)] conclusively confirms the
earlier theoretical prediction of a pure SDW ground state in low-dimensional
RNO systems [57, 58] (see the following section for more details). In addition,
our experiments revealed a significant Ni resonant contribution to the REXS
spectra independent of bond order in both systems. With the aid of DFT cal-
culations, we were able to attribute this contribution to octahedral distortions
and tilts, and to extract highly specific information on the distortion pattern
and amplitude from the experimental spectra. We emphasize that this infor-
mation was obtained from measurements at a single Bragg reflection. The
synergistic application of REXS and DFT therefore opens up unique perspec-
tives for the characterization of electronic order and lattice symmetry in thin
films and multilayers where only a few Bragg reflections are experimentally
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accessible due to geometric constraints.
4.3 Origins of bond and spin order in RNiO3 and their
heterostructures
The complex phase behavior of the nickelates and the apparent dichotomy be-
tween the bulk and heterostructures poses several theoretical challenges arche-
typical for transition metal oxides. The outstanding challenge is to understand
the relation between the structural and electronic transitions. As mentioned in
section 4.1.1, recent discussions considering a small or negative charge transfer
gap in RNO have shown that the bond order is indispensable for understanding
the MIT of the RNO. Constraining the system to the experimentally observed
bond-ordered state, an insulating ground state was found in small-cluster [19,
20], mean-field [18, 19], and dynamical mean-field [17, 21] calculations. How-
ever, the origin of the essential bond order, or its absence in low-dimensional
heterostructures, has remained obscure.
In this section, we address this crucial issue by examining, on equal footing,
the charge and spin response functions in the high-symmetry metallic phase
for the RNO series with multiorbital RPA [59, 60] in a two-band Hubbard
model constructed with the eg Wannier orbitals. We identify a dominating
charge response at qc = qBO originating from inter-orbital fluctuations in
the Ni-eg states, which can drive the system into the bond order via strong
electron-phonon coupling [61]. The instability increases with increasing Pbnm
(or R3c for R = La) distortion and naturally explains the R dependence of
the ordering temperature TBO in bulk RNO. The previously assumed primary
spin instability [57, 58], on the other hand, remains marginal in all bulk RNO.
This finding indicates that magnetic ordering in bulk (for R ̸= La) is not
driven by the spin fluctuation but should be instead explained as ordering of
localized moments. We further show that the charge fluctuation is suppressed
in spatially confined heterostructures below certain thickness, and a concomi-
tant increase in the spin response can give rise to the experimentally observed
SDW ground state without bond order [23, 38, 44], as discussed in the previ-
ous section. We proceed to provide predictions for future resonant inelastic
x-ray scattering (RIXS) experiment as an outlook, which could also serve as
a touchstone for the presented theory. Part of the content in this section has
appeared in item J2 in the appended List of Publications (Ref. [62]).
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4.3.1 Two-band Hamiltonian and multiorbital RPA
We consider an effective two-band model [63] for the Ni-eg orbitals
H =
∑
kσab
ϵkabc
†
kaσckbσ + U
∑
ia
nia↑nia↓ + U
′∑
i
nianib (4.3)
+ J
∑
iσσ′
c†iaσc
†
ibσ′ciaσ′cibσ + J
′∑
i
c†ia↑c
†
ia↓cib↓cib↑,
where c†iaσ (c†kaσ) creates an electron at site i (momentum k) in orbital a with
spin σ =↑, ↓. The orbital indices a, b ∈ {d3z2−1, dx2−y2} label the eg Wannier
functions. ϵkab is the hopping matrix including the chemical potential. The
number operators niaσ = c†iaσciaσ and nia = nia↑ + nia↓. The coupling con-
stants U , U ′ denote the strength of intra- and inter-orbital Coulomb repulsion,
and J , J ′ the intraorbital exchange and pair hopping. The interaction part
can be rewritten as
Hint =
1
4
∑
iaa′bb′
∑
σσ′ρρ′
Uˆaa′bb′c
†
iaσc
†
ibρcib′ρ′cia′σ′ (4.4a)
Uˆaa′bb′ =
1
2
Ucaa′bb′δσσ′δρρ′ − 12U
s
aa′bb′ τ⃗σσ′ · τ⃗ρρ′ (4.4b)
where Ucaa′bb′ = (U,−U ′ + 2J, 2U ′ − J, J ′, 0) and Usaa′bb′ = (U,U ′, J, J ′, 0)
when (a = a′ = b = b′, a = b′ ̸= a′ = b, a = a′ ̸= b = b′, a = b ̸= a′ = b′
and otherwise), which are the bare vertices coupling to charge- and spin-type
of fluctuations, respectively. τ⃗ is the Pauli vector. The RPA charge and spin
susceptibilities are then given as
χˆc/s = χˆ0(I± χˆ0Uc/s)−1 (4.5)
where the matrix elements of the bare susceptibility χˆ0 reads
χ0aa′bb′(q, iΩn) = − 1β
∑
km
G0ab′(k, iωm)G0ba′(k+ q, iω′m) (4.6)
with β = 1/T the inverse temperature and G0ab′ the bare Green’s function.
ωm and ω′m = ωm + Ωn are the fermionic Matsubara frequencies. The total
charge/spin susceptibility is then χc/s = 1
2
∑
ab[χ
c/s
abba].
While the interaction constants are often used as tuning parameters [59, 60],
it is favorable to take parameters specific to the materials at hand. Such effec-
tive parameters can be calculated from first principles using the constrained
RPA [64]. For LuNiO3 the values in the eg subspace are calculated by Seth
et al. [65] as U = 1.65 eV, J = 0.33 eV, U ′ = U − 2J and J ′ = J . These
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Figure 4.10 | The eg band structures of the RNO series along the high-symmetry
lines Γ(000)-M( 1
2
1
2
0)-R( 1
2
1
2
1
2
)-X( 1
2
00)-Γ(000) in the pseudocubic BZ for R = La, Nd,
Sm, and Lu. The unfolded x2 − y2 and 3z2 − 1 characters are highlighted in the
upper and lower panels, respectively. Note that the symmetry is R3¯c for LaNiO3,
and Pbnm for the other RNOs.
values are considerably smaller than the typical RNO bandwidth of ∼3 eV—a
parameter regime that RPA is well suited for. It is, however, important to note
that RPA ignores crucial vertex corrections and overestimates the instabilities
when using bare interaction parameters. Therefore we use the renormalized
values given by the particle-particle vertex equation Uˆ = Uˆ(I + Uˆ Γˆp)−1 with
Γpaa′bb′(q, iΩn) = 1β
∑
kmG
0
ab′(k, iωm)G0ba′(−k + q, iω′m). Such an approach
has shown to reproduce correctly the exact susceptibilities obtained by quan-
tum Monte Carlo methods in Hubbard models [66, 67]. We obtain static renor-
malized values at T = 300 K with U = 1.02 eV, U ′ = 0.70 eV, J¯ = 0.17 eV
and J¯ ′ = 0.13 eV by averaging over the RNO series. While the exact val-
ues of these parameters have a certain material and temperature dependence,
we have checked that the variation does not change the results substantially.
For simplicity we kept the interaction fixed for calculations presented in this
section, unless otherwise noted.
To study the structural dependence of charge and spin response functions,
we performed calculations for the experimentally determined RNO structures
in the Pbnm or R3¯c metallic phase [68]. The hopping matrices ϵkab are con-
structed using maximally localized Wannier orbitals [69] obtained from DFT
calculations [47]. In additional to the R3¯c structure, a hypothetical cubic
LaNiO3 with DFT-optimized lattice constants was also included as a refer-
ence system. To restrict the RPA calculation within a two-band model, the
bare Green’s functions are unfolded [70] to the pseudocubic Brillouin zone (BZ)
for the non-cubic cases. The band structures for R = La, Nd, Sm, and Lu are
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plotted in Fig. 4.10.
We start by discussing the static non-interacting χ0(q) for LaNiO3 con-
strained to cubic symmetry shown in Fig. 4.11(a). In agreement with previous
results [57, 58], two maxima are found at incommensurate wave vectors qs
around qN = (1/4, 1/4, 1/4). Their “lock-in” to the commensurate qN may
occur due to the spin-lattice coupling or simply by adopting hopping param-
eters better describing the experimentally measured Fermi surface [57], and
therefore we use qs interchangeably with qN hereafter. In a single-band RPA
description, the spin instability is expected to be dominating with repulsive
U as χ0 is positive and χs scales with (1− χ0U)−1, while the charge response
χc ∝ (1 + χ0U)−1 is always suppressed. In the multiorbital case, however,
this simple argument does not hold due to the matrix nature of Eq. (4.5).
An increase of the charge response at qc = qBO—which corresponds to a
minimum of χ0(q)—appears, once the inter-orbital interaction U ′ is included
[Fig. 4.11(b)-(d)]. Based on the observations that both χc(q) and χs(q) show
instabilities at the respective experimental wave vectors for bond and mag-
netic order, one naturally poses the question if the dependence of χs and χc
upon the Pbnm (or R3¯c for unconstrained LaNiO3) distortion can explain the
material trend of phase transitions in the RNO series.
The distortions affect the material dependent ϵkab in two distinctive aspects:
i) an overall reduction of bandwidth, and ii) broken “selection rules” for orbital
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transitions due to lower symmetry. The effect of i) on the response functions
is shown in Fig. 4.11(b) and (c). Both χs(q) and χc(q) show a noticeable
increase when the bandwidth of the cubic LaNiO3 (Fig. 4.11(b)) is reduced to
that of orthorhombic LuNiO3 [Fig. 4.11(c)]. Subsequently, we see the effect of
ii) when comparing the scaled cubic case to the actual calculation of LuNiO3
shown in Fig. 4.11(d). While χs(q) changes slightly its momentum dependence
without noteworthy increase of the overall response, χc(q) becomes dominant
and approaches divergence at qc below 600 K, which signals a phase transition
to an ordered state with ordering vector qc, in agreement with experiment.
4.3.2 Bulk phase diagram revisited
Figure 4.12 shows an overview of the calculated temperature dependence of
χc(qc) and χs(qs) for RNO with various distortions in addition to the extremal
case of LuNiO3. The charge response function χc(qc) dominates over the whole
RNO series and the boundary of its divergence follows closely the experimen-
tal TBO, including the absence of a divergence/transition for LaNiO3 down
to the lowest considered temperature. The spin response function χs(qs), on
the other hand, remains finite for all materials throughout the full considered
temperature range down to 10 K, which indicates a secondary role of the spin
fluctuation. We emphasize that this is also true for NdNiO3—with experimen-
tally equal TBO and TN—which first and foremost undergoes a charge driven
transition. A direct consequence is that the subsequent magnetic transition
should be understood starting from the insulating bond-ordered state (a more
apparent statement for compounds with smaller R). Hence, instead of an itin-
erant approach based on Fermi liquid theory [57, 58], the magnetic order in
RNO may be more appropriately studied using a localized spin model. Another
fact supporting this claim is the distortion dependence of the experimental TN
that increases with decreasing structural distortion (or increasing bandwidth),
while an opposite trend should be expected if it is driven by χs(qs). In fact, in
the part of the phase diagram where the transition to the bond ordered state
and the magnetic transition are separated, TN is proportional to the exchange
interaction Jex ∼W 2/∆ given by perturbation theory, with W the bandwidth
and ∆ the characteristic charge excitation gap in the insulating phase defined
by the Coulomb interaction and charge transfer energy. We further performed
DFT+U calculations to estimate the material dependent tendency towards the
antiferromagnetic order for the bulk RNO in the monoclinic P21/n phase. To
capture the magnetic order with qN, we define a supercell with lattice vectors
a′ = b, b′ = −a + c, and c′ = a + c, where a,b, c are the lattice vectors for
the original P21/n unit cell. The magnetic ordering vector is then q′N = (001)
in the new definition. For U ≥ 1 eV, an antiferromagnetic state in agreement
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comparison (see Fig. 4.1 and Ref. [2]).
with the experimental wave vector is stabilized. To obtain the relative energy
gain of the ordered state for each material, we further performed calculations
with constrained ferromagnetic configuration. The energy differences (per Ni)
between the two magnetic states calculated with different U values are plotted
in Fig. 4.13 together the experimental ordering temperature TN (converted to
energy). Although the stability of the antiferromagnetic phase depends on the
value of U , the relative energy gain follows the same material trend regardless
of different U values and is in agreement with that of the experimental TN
from R = Lu to Sm. The peculiar out-of-trend behavior of Ts for R = Nd
and Pr is naturally explained since the magnetic order can only occur in the
insulating bond-ordered state.
4.3.3 Effect of spatial confinement
After providing a unified description for the transitions in bulk RNO by iden-
tifying a dominating-bond-order picture, we are left with a puzzle as to how
this is applicable to low-dimensional heterostructures, where magnetic order
is observed without bond order [23, 38, 44] (see section 4.2). To understand
the dimensional effect we performed calculations for NNO slabs with different
thicknesses of NL layers (i.e., pseudocubic unit cells) in the [001] direction, as
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shown in Fig. 4.14. For a NL-layer slab (with each layer at rz = 1, . . . , NL),
the real-space fermionic operators can be defined as
c†r =
√
2
Nxy(NL + 1)
∑
k
c†kxykze
−ikxyrxy sin kzrz (4.7)
where we have separated the infinite in-plane (xy) and finite (z) parts, and
r = {rxy, rz} (k = {kxy, rz}). The orbital indices are left out here for brevity.
The kz has only discrete values kz = lpi/(NL + 1) with l taking integer values
from 1 to NL. For rz /∈ [1, NL], it is easy to check that c(†)r = 0, which
means that the wave-function vanishes outside of the slab. The total density
n = 1/N
∑
r c
†
rcr = 1/N
∑
k c
†
kck = 1/NL
∑
kz
(1/Nxy
∑
kxy c
†
kxy,kzckxy,kz ),
where N = NxyNL. This means that for the finite system, its total occupation
can be calculated by integrating the bulk density of states at different kz values.
Similarly, the response function is
χ0(q, iΩn) = − 1
βNL
∑
k,k′z ,m
αkz ,k′z ,qzG
0(k, iωm)G0({kxy + qxy, k′z}, i(ωm +Ωn))
(4.8a)
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with
αkz ,k′z ,qz = [(
∑
rz
sin kzrz sin k′zrz cos qzrz)2 + (
∑
rz
sin kzrz sin k′zrz sin qzrz)2].
(4.8b)
In the calculation, the lattice symmetry and hoppings were kept the same
as for the bulk, leaving the dimensionality as the only variable. Figure 4.15
shows the calculated χ0(q), χc(q), and χs(q) for NNO with different thick-
nesses. Considering the dimensional crossover, both q-paths along (111) and
(110) are plotted. Note that for NL = 1, qz is not relevant anymore, which is
evident from the fact that χ0/c/s(q) are identical along the two plotted paths.
A general trend of suppressed charge instability can be observed with decreas-
ing NL, and the divergence is removed for NL ≤ 2. The behavior of χs(q) is
more oscillatory with changing NL, as it is originated from intra-orbital nest-
ing and thus more sensitive to the detailed Fermi surface shape. The thickness
dependence of the maxima of χc(q) and χs(q) are shown in Fig. 4.16. Note
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that for consistency we plotted always the maxima of χc/s(q) around qc/s, al-
though for some cases a slightly larger value can be found elsewhere, e.g. close
to (000) for some cases of χs(q). This does not change the result qualitatively.
For NL ≥ 10, the details of χc/s(q) remain largely unaffected compared to
the bulk with their respective maxima at qc and qs closely reproducing the
bulk values. For NL below 5, deviations from the bulk are noticeable in the
details (Fig. 4.15), and a dimensional crossover can be observed between NL =
3 and 2, where χc(qc) is suppressed while χs(qs) becomes dominant and di-
verges with NL = 2. For NL = 1, the system becomes two-dimensional with
χc(q‖c) ( ‖ denotes the q projection in the layer plane) fully suppressed. In-
terestingly, while χs(q‖s) remains dominating in single layer as in the bilayer,
it does not diverge. The difference might be attributed to a better nesting
condition in the bilayer. Note that in principle larger interaction parameters
should be used for the two-dimensional case due to the less effective screening,
which may still push χs(qs) and/or χc(qc) to divergence. The seemingly con-
tradicting observations in heterostructures when compared to bulk are thus
explained by the suppression of χc(qc) and enhancement of χs(qs) in reduced
dimensions, although we note that the exact critical thickness NL may differ
for, e.g. different materials and/or epitaxial strains. These findings further
prove the validity of our analysis and in addition point to an itinerant origin
of the magnetism in heterostructures, qualitatively different from the bulk ma-
terials. The coincidence of the ordering vector in both the bulk materials and
heterostructures may be worthwhile for further study.
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4.3.4 Dynamics of the charge response
The divergence of static susceptibilities yields information about critical pa-
rameters and symmetry of the phase transition to an ordered state. The
frequency dependence of χc/s(ω,q), on the other hand, provides additional in-
formation about the evolution of the characteristic correlation time of a charge
or spin fluctuation when approaching the phase transition. Such quantities,
when experimentally accessible, can further strengthen or falsify our propos-
als. Figure 4.17 shows the real and imaginary part of χc(ω, qc) for LuNiO3
at two different temperatures above Tc. With decreasing temperature, the
spectral weight of the imaginary part shifts to lower frequencies with a con-
comitant increase of the Kramers-Kronig related real part at ω = 0. At 650 K,
a temperature close to TBO ≃ 600 K, the maximum of the peak is at 0.075 eV
corresponding to a timescale of ∼ 10−13 s. This timescale is slower than that
of core-level or optical spectroscopy which is on the order of a few to dozen
femtoseconds and should be detectable using such methods. Indeed, signs of
dynamic valence fluctuation of Ni associated to the bond order was observed in
LuNiO3 above Tc using x-ray absorption [55]. The charge fluctuation was also
indicated by the Fermi surface reconstruction with qc observed in metallic
LaNiO3 films using angle-resolved photoemission [71]. Future RIXS experi-
ments, which can measure the response functions directly in the frequency
domain, may help to gain more quantitative information about the dynamics
of the fluctuations and their relation to the phase transition.
4.3.5 Additional remarks
Orders of transition.— Experimentally, the MIT in bulk RNO is weakly first
order, and the magnetic transition is second order when separated from the
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first transition. Although the divergence of χc(q) is always an indication of a
second-order transition, the first-order nature of the transition at TBO = TMI
could be explained by considering its coupling to the lattice [61] and the result-
ing bond order. RIXS measurement as mentioned above can also give insight
into the order of the transition. A divergence of spectral weight and a collapse
in energy at qc should occur for a second-order transition when approaching
the transition temperature from the metallic phase. For the heterostructures,
the SDW transition was indicated to be likely second order [38], in agreement
with our study.
Itinerant vs localized.— A second remark is on the relation of our work to
earlier approaches starting from the local limit which include the O-p orbitals
explicitly [17–20]. In the negative charge transfer picture, the oxygens donate
one electron onto each Ni site in the metallic state. Upon bond order, the
oxygen holes condensate onto half of the NiO6 octahedra, which in the extreme
case gives rise to a local S = 0 singlet state while the other half of the Ni
sublattice develops into a Mott phase with S = 1. The bond-ordered (or
traditionally termed “charge-ordered”) phase therefore does not involve actual
charge redistribution on the Ni sites. Our current findings do not contradict
this local many-body picture. The Ni eg Wannier functions are composite
objects including hybridized Ni-d states and the neighboring O-p states. While
the divergence of χc(qc) in our calculation indicates a nearest neighbor rock-
salt type “charge order”, the extended tails of the Wannier functions on the
O sites ensure that large part of the charge density does not move in space.
4.3.6 Conclusion
In conclusion, we have presented in this section a study of charge and spin
response functions for the family of rare-earth nickelates RNO. Within multi-
orbital RPA approach on an effective Ni-eg model, we showed that the inter-
orbital fluctuation increases with Pbnm distortion and strongly contributes to
the charge response function χc(q) that is responsible for the observed bond
order in bulk RNO. The charge instability is suppressed in low-dimensional
heterostructures, leaving magnetism to prevail, in agreement with recent ex-
perimental observations. The frequency dependence of the calculated charge
response explains the dynamic charge fluctuation above the phase transition
observed in x-ray absorption and photoemission experiments, and stands as a
prediction for future experiments.
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Chapter5
Spin and charge excitations
in doped cuprates
The high-temperature (high-Tc) superconductivity—first discovered in the
copper oxide La2−xBaxCuO4 in 1986 [1]—has been one of the major scientific
discoveries of the last century. It has triggered enormous research activity over
the past thirty years, and much progress has been made through the diligent
efforts by numerous brilliant scientists in the understanding of the complex
phase diagram of the superconducting cuprates (Fig. 5.1). While a clear and
compelling theory of its underlying mechanism has yet to be identified, it is
widely believed that the high-Tc superconductivity in the cuprates emerges as
the result of strong electron-electron correlations in the CuO2 plane (for re-
views, see Ref. [2–5]). One of the leading candidates for the pairing “glue” in
high-Tc superconductors is the short range antiferromagnetic fluctuations [4–
7] that are a generic consequence of Coulomb interactions. In this chapter, we
probe and characterize the low-energy spin excitations using resonant inelas-
tic x-ray scattering (RIXS, see Ref. [8] for a review). Although this has been
studied extensively by inelastic neutron scattering (INS) measurements [9, 10],
RIXS complements the INS method in various aspects and, as well, offers a
few advantages, which we shall shortly discuss in section 5.1. We should note,
however, while the results of INS measurements can be directly communicated
as dynamical spin-spin correlation functions, the understanding of RIXS spec-
tra is less trivial, which is reflected by the various spin, charge, and orbital
degrees of freedom involved in the RIXS process (see chapter 3). Section 5.2
presents the RIXS results of hole-doped cuprates over a wide range of doping
levels, with the emphasis on addressing the nature of the measured RIXS sig-
nal, especially its relation to the spin correlation functions. After presenting
the experimental results, we further demonstrate in section 5.3 how a rigor-
ous connection can be established between RIXS and various spin and charge
response functions via an effective-operator approach.
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Figure 5.1 | Temperature-versus-doping phase diagram of the cuprates taken from
a review by Keimer et al. [5]. The subscript “onset” marks the temperature at which
the precursor order or fluctuations become apparent. TS,onset (dotted green line),
TC,onset and TSC,onset (dotted red line for both) refer to the onset temperatures of
spin-, charge and superconducting fluctuations. T∗ indicates the crossover tempera-
ture to the pseudogap regime. The blue and green regions indicate fully developed
antiferromagnetic order (AF) and d-wave superconducting order (d-SC) setting in
at the Néel and superconducting transition temperatures TN and Tc, respectively.
The red striped area indicates the presence of fully developed charge order setting in
at TCDW. TSDW represents the same for incommensurate spin density wave order.
Quantum critical points for superconductivity and charge order are indicated by the
arrows. Detailed information regarding how the phase boundaries are determined
can be found in Ref. [5] and references therein.
5.1 Probing spin excitations in cuprates
The INS has been the key method for measuring the momentum-dependent
structure of magnetic excitations in solids for the past decades. Its applica-
tion to hole-doped cuprates has revealed short-range antiferromagnetic fluc-
tuations [9, 10] that have motivated and lent support to the spin-fluctuation
paring scenario for high-Tc cuprates [4–7]. However, the relatively low flux
of neutron sources and small cross section of INS require large single-crystal
samples (usually a few grams or more [11, 12]) to obtain discernible signal,
which is often hard to come by in practice. Such a difficulty is further ex-
acerbated in doped samples where the magnetic excitations are damped by
incoherent electron–hole (Stoner) excitations and lose intensity. On the other
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Figure 5.2 | (a) Experimental geometry and corresponding momentum span in the
first BZ (red thick line). (b) The low-energy spectral features of the La2CuO4 spec-
trum at q‖ ≃ 0.6(pi, 0) assigned to (A) elastic, (B) single magnon, (C) multimagnons,
and (D) optical phonons. The inset shows the incident photon energy at the Cu L3
edge. (c) Single magnon dispersion determined by RIXS (dots) and INS (Ref. [12],
dashed line). Figure taken from Ref. [13].
hand, the combination of high photon flux available at modern synchrotron
sources and the large cross section at specific resonance edges eliminates the
need for large samples and makes RIXS an appealing alternative for probing
elementary excitations in solids, especially for the emerging community of ox-
ide thin films and heterostructures. In addition, the photon energy at the Cu
L3 edge ℏω ≈ 930 eV corresponds to a maximum momentum transfer of about
2|k|=2ω/c=0.94 Å−1, which is substantially larger than that offered by cold
or thermal neutron sources and covers a large part of the Brillouin zone (BZ)
of CuO2 planes in the cuprates with a typical in-plane lattice constant ∼ 4 Å.
One drawback of RIXS in its early development was the relatively low energy
resolution (∼ 1 eV at the Cu L edge [8]), which has limited the application of
RIXS to probing excitations with higher energy such as the d-d [14] or charge-
transfer [15] excitations. Recent instrumental advances have pushed the energy
resolution to around 140 meV [16] and beyond [17]. While still below the
state-of-the-art INS resolution of 1 meV, the improved resolution allowed for
the first measurement of single magnon dispersions in La2CuO4 (with energy
span up to 300 meV) using a 100 nm thick film a few years ago, as shown
in Fig. 5.2 [13]. The (quasi) two-dimensional nature of the cuprates allows
a relatively easy control of momentum transfer q‖ by changing the incident
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angle θ while keeping approximately k ⊥ k′ [Fig. 5.2(a)], which minimizes
the elastic contribution as we discussed in chapter 3. Several features are
observed in the low-energy part of the spectrum besides the single magnon
contribution, including the phonons and multimagnons at lower and higher
energies, respectively [Fig. 5.2(b)]. Comparison between the RIXS and INS
results shows a remarkable agreement on the single magnon dispersion, as
shown in Fig. 5.2(c).
Shortly after the above first measurement on the undoped antiferromag-
netic La2CuO4, Le Tacon et al. performed RIXS measurements on a series of
cuprates with different hole-doping levels p (0 ≲ p ≲ 0.19) ranging from un-
doped to lightly-overdoped [18]. Well-defined dispersing magnetic excitations
were observed at all doping levels with the same momentum dependence as the
magnon dispersion in the undoped compound. In addition, while the intrinsic
width of the magnetic excitations is broadened in energy due to their coupling
to the Stoner continuum in the doped cases, the integrated spectral weight
was only moderately reduced compared to the undoped one throughout the
whole measured momentum space. The observed magnetic excitations were
then termed as “paramagnons” and seen as indications of strong remnant anti-
ferromagnetic spin correlations over a large part of the cuprates phase diagram.
Similar observations were made in the highly-overdoped non-superconducting
part of the phase diagram [19, 20]. The interpretation of the observed RIXS
spectra as spin correlation functions was also supported by later numerical
calculations on a doped two-dimensional Hubbard cluster [21] where similar
structure between the RIXS spectral function and spin dynamical structure
factor was revealed. However, it is well documented that highly doped cuprates
exhibit canonical Fermi-liquid behavior [22, 23], and the notion of collective
magnetic excitation in a good metal may seem surprising or, for some, even
troubling. This was indeed challenged later on by theoretical work departing
from the Fermi-liquid theory [24], where calculations of incoherent spin-flip ex-
citations in a fully itinerant quasiparticle band yielded qualitatively the same
momentum-space structure as the one observed in experiments. The momen-
tum dependence of such incoherent excitations were found to be highly sen-
sitive to the underlying band structure and it was further argued that RIXS
can be employed as an effective probe for band structures above the Fermi
energy that are difficult to access using traditional methods such as the angle-
resolved photoemission spectroscopy [25]. Given the significance of magnetic
excitations in understanding the pairing mechanism in cuprates, it is thus of
primary importance to resolve this controversy.
One way to differentiate between the collective magnetic excitations and the
incoherent spin flips in RIXS is to examine the dependence of their respective
energy loss (∆ω = |ω − ω′|) features on the incident photon energy, as shown in
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Figure 5.3 | Schematic representation of Raman and fluorescence features in RIXS.
(a) The energy loss of Raman feature (blue) is independent of incident photon energy
ω while the fluorescence energy loss (magenta) increases with ω. (b) and (c) Raman
and fluorescence processes in RIXS, respectively (see text).
Fig. 5.3(a). For a collective mode, ∆ω in the RIXS process will be determined
by the energy of the mode and thus independent of ω, shown as a vertical line
in Fig. 5.3(a). This is analogous to the Stokes scattering in optical Raman
spectroscopy [Fig. 5.3(b)] and thus often referred to as Raman modes. On the
other hand, if the core hole is created by excitations into a band continuum
[Fig. 5.3(c)], it can be subsequently annihilated by occupied band states (or
a shallower core states). In this case the emitted photon energy ω′ will be
approximately constant, and the energy loss will increase approximately the
same amount with increasing ω.
5.2 Spin and charge excitations measured by detuned
RIXS
In this section, we present a systematic RIXS study of a large family of hole-
doped cuprates with different doping levels across the full phase diagram (Ta-
ble 5.1), and examine in detail the incident-photon-energy dependence of the
energy-loss features. The following content has appeared in part in item J1
in the appended List of Publications. Data for the YBCO samples have been
published previously in J6 (Minola et al., Ref. [26]), which are also reproduced
here for completeness.
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Samples Tc (K) p Notes
YBa2Cu3O6+δ
(YBCO6+δ)
AFM 0.014 δ = 0.10
20 0.062 δ = 0.35
61 0.114 δ = 0.55
80 0.142 δ = 0.79
90 0.189 δ = 0.99
75 0.21 Y0.85Ca0.15
(Bi,Pb)2(Sr,La)2CuO6+δ
(Bi2201)
33 0.16 OP33
14 0.24 OD14
0 0.27+ OD0
Tl2Ba2CuO6+δ
(Tl2201)
80 0.20 OD80
6 0.27 OD6
Table 5.1 | List of cuprates investigated using RIXS. More details of the YBCO
samples can be found in the supplemental materials of the original publication [26].
The hole numbers are determined following Ref. [27]. Details for the Bi2201 and
Tl2201 samples are given in Ref. [28] and [29], respectively. Their hole concentrations
are determined using using Tallon’s emprical formula [30].
5.2.1 Geometry and polarization
Before presenting the data, let us first take a detailed look at the experi-
mental geometry. We have shown in chapter 3 that the spin-flip excitation
in RIXS for a Cu2+ ion is detected in the cross-polarization channel with
ε′∗ ⊥ ε (c.f. Fig. 3.2), and the elastic or other non-spin-flip excitations in the
parallel-polarization channel. In experiments, while one can isolate the two dif-
ferent channels by applying polarization analysis of the scattered light that has
became feasible only recently [31], such measurements are extremely photon-
hungry and thus not applicable when the incident photon energy is detuned
far from the resonance and scattered intensity becomes too low. It is there-
fore essential to adopt an experimental geometry that, if possible, maximize
the cross-polarized scattering intensity while minimizing the parallel-polarized
one, to eliminate the need for the polarization analysis.
Figure 5.4 shows two possible geometries with grazing incident [q‖ < 0 in
our convenstion [18, 19], Fig. 5.4(a)] or scattered [q‖ > 0, Fig. 5.4(b)] pho-
tons, both of which correspond to large momentum transfer q‖ and probe the
high-energy part dispersion of the magnetic excitations that should be most
susceptible to doping induced changes. In the former case, the 2p →3dx2−y2
transition is dipole forbidden with pi incidence, and σ incidence will result in
almost equally mixed parallel (σσ′) and cross (σpi′) polarized scattering inten-
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Figure 5.4 | Schematic representation of RIXS geometry with grazing incident (a) or
scattered (b) photons. Polarization resolved RIXS intensity of underdoped YBCO6.35
and overdoped YBCO+Ca with grazing pi (σ) incident polarized light are shown in
(c) and (e) [(d) and (f)], respectively. Figure reproduced from Ref. [26].
sity. On the other hand, in the case of normal incidence, as the pi′ emission is
dipole forbidden, choosing pi incidence will result in almost exclusively cross-
polarized (piσ′) scattering intensity. Therefore, for our purpose, the (near)
normal incidence geometry [Fig. 5.4(b)] is preferred. To support the above
analysis, we show a few exemplary polarization-resolved spectra in Fig. 5.4(c)-
(f). These spectra were measured at European synchrotron radiation facility
(ESRF) using the AXES spectrometer [32, 33] with the newly developed po-
larimeter [31]. The incident angle was set at 20◦ away from the normal inci-
dence, and the scattering angle 2θ=130◦, close to the maximum allowed by the
instrument. The resulting momentum transfer is thus q = 0.37(2pi, 0), close to
the X point in the BZ. On the underdoped YBCO6.35, the scattered intensity
is mostly σ′ polarized with pi incidence, while the pipi′ intensity is vanishingly
small [Fig. 5.4(c)]. On the contrary, σ incidence results in dominating parallel-
polarized [Fig. 5.4(d)] spectral weight that originates mostly from the elastic
and phonon contributions. Theses observations hold as well for results of the
overdoped YBCO+Ca sample shown in Fig. 5.4(e) and 5.4(f), in spite of a
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Figure 5.5 | Raw RIXS spectra measured with pi-polarized incident light in the geom-
etry of Fig. 5.4(b). Panel (a) summarizes the XAS spectra at the Cu L3 edge, where
the vertical bars mark the incident photon energy for the RIXS measurements. Pan-
els (b) to (f) show the RIXS spectra for YBCO6.1, YBCO6.55, YBCO6.79, YBCO6.99,
and YBCO+Ca (see Table 5.1), respectively. The zero-energy-loss position was de-
termined by a non-resonant spectrum from polycrystalline graphite. All spectra were
obtained at temperature T = 15 K. Figure reproduced from Ref. [26].
small increase of the non-spin-flip pipi′ contribution observed in Fig. 5.4(e) due
to the increased metallicity.
5.2.2 Results of detuned RIXS
After establishing that the combination of normal incident geometry as in
Fig. 5.4(b) and the pi incident polarization is optimal for probing the spin-
flip excitations in cuprates, we proceed to present the data acquired for the
whole set of samples in Table 5.1. The following results were obtained at the
ADRESS beamline [34] of the Swiss Light Source (SLS) at the Paul Scherrer
Institut (PSI) using the SAXES spectrometer [16] with the above established
geometry and incident polarization. The data were collected over two sepa-
rate beamtimes with slightly different energy resolutions. Those collected on
YBCO samples were measured with resolution 160 meV and Bi2201/Tl2201
with 180 meV.
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Figure 5.6 | (a) Demonstration of fitting procedure for the spectra of YBCO6.55.
The black solid lines are the least-square fits of the experimental data (colored sym-
bols) including, from high to low energy, the tail of dd excitations, paramagnons, and
the quasi-elastic peaks. The spectral decomposition is shown for the spectra with
incident energy 931.725 eV. (b) and (c) Fitted paramagnon energy and width for all
YBCO samples as a function of incident photon energy. The theoretical prediction of
Benjamin et al. [24] is also shown for comparison. Figure reproduced from Ref. [26].
Up to optimal doping: persistent magnetic excitation [26]
We first present results for the YBCO samples with doping between p = 0.014
to 0.21. Figure 5.5 shows their RIXS spectra at the Cu L3 edge in the spin-flip-
dominant geometry with incident photon energy detuned in steps of 0.125 eV
above the L3 edge at about 931.35 eV, as indicated by the vertical bars on the
x-ray absorption spectra (XAS, measured in electron yield) in panel (a). For
the antiferromagnet YBCO6.1, in addition to a small elastic contribution, a
magnon feature can be observed at energy loss around 300 meV in Fig. 5.5(b).
Whilst all other samples with higher doping levels do not exhibit long range
antiferromagnetic order, a well-defined magnon-like feature, albeit broadened,
can be observed at comparable energies, confirming previously reported re-
sults [18, 19]. With the incident energy detuned away from the L3 edge, the
overall spectral weight decreases, as the intensity of elastic contribution is ex-
pected to follow approximately the isotropic XAS whereas spin flip one tracks
the fundamental magnetic linear dichroism (see chapter 3 and Ref. [35]). The
energy loss remains constant regardless of changing incident photon energy,
suggesting a dominant collective nature of the observed spin excitations at all
doping levels.
For a more quantitative assessment of the incident energy dependence of
the spin excitations, we fitted the measured RIXS spectra with the proce-
dure demonstrated in Fig. 5.6(a). After subtracting a Voigt background that
models the tail of dd excitations [36], the quasi-elastic peaks were fitted with
resolution-limited Gaussian functions and the spin excitations with antisym-
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metrized Voigt functions [18, 19]. We note that the quasi-elastic peaks are
centered around ∼40 meV energy loss as it includes both the elastic and low-
energy phonon contributions that are not resolved with current experimental
resolution. Figures 5.6(b) and 5.6(c) show the fitted peak energy and full width
at half maximum (FWHM) for the measured RIXS spectra as a function of
incident photon energy. We see that within error, both the energy loss and
the FWHM remain largely independent of increasing incident energy. There
may be a weak shift of the spin-excitation energy at large detuning energies
for the overdoped cases such as YBCO+Ca, which can be possibly explained
by a small contribution from incoherent spin flips. Nonetheless, these results
are in stark contrast to the theoretical results obtained by Benjamin et al. [24]
within the single-particle picture, where the energy loss and FWHM of the
incoherent spin-flip excitations increase noticeably with incident energy, as
shown in Fig. 5.6(b) and 5.6(c).
To summarize this part, our RIXS results on YBCO reaffirm the dominant
collective nature of the observed spin excitations that are originated from
remanent short-range antiferromagnetic correlations in high-Tc cuprates up
to optimal doping, and thus confirm the theoretical ground which a wide class
of models of unconventional superconductivity is based on. It is still interesting
though, to check if the increased contribution from incoherent spin flips seen in
the overdoped regime will become more significant or even dominant at higher
doping levels.
Beyond optimal doping: a crossover to incoherent spin flips
In this part, we present results of detuned RIXS on two different overdoped
cuprate systems Bi2201 and Tl2201 (see Table 5.1), for which it is easier to
obtain single crystals with higher doping levels. The combination of the two
systems cover a doping range from optimally doped with popt = 0.16 to highly
overdoped p > 0.27.
Figure 5.7 shows an overview of the low-energy part of the detuned RIXS
spectra for the Bi2201 and Tl2201 samples in a similar form as Fig. 5.5 for
the YBCO samples. A finer step (0.1 eV) of the detuning energy was adopted
compared to the previous one, in anticipation of a possible energy dependence
of the spectral functions at high doping values. For the clarity of presenta-
tion, the tail of the dd excitation as well as the elastic contribution was fitted
and subtracted. Several important features are apparent in the spectra. In
optimally doped Bi2201 [Fig. 5.7(b)], the excitation profile remains centered
around 0.3 eV, same as the energy of the zone-boundary magnon in undoped
antiferromagnetic cuprates [37], at all levels of detuning. Only a weak tail of
the profile extends up to higher energies. This dominant paramagnon nature
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Figure 5.7 | RIXS spectra measured with pi-polarized incident light in the geometry
of Fig. 5.4(b). Panel (a) summarizes the XAS spectra at the Cu L3 edge, where the
vertical bars mark the incident photon energy for the RIXS measurements. Panels
(b) to (f) show the RIXS spectra for the 2201 samples with increasing doping values,
as indicated by the captions of each panel. The naming conventions are explained in
Table 5.1. The zero-energy-loss position was determined by a non-resonant spectrum
from polycrystalline graphite. The elastic contribution and the tail of the dd excita-
tions have been fitted and subtracted from the spectra. All spectra were obtained at
temperature T = 15 K.
is in agreement with the data obtained on YBCO with comparable doping [c.f.
Fig. 5.5(d) and 5.5(e)]. The weak high-energy tail increases noticeably in in-
tensity with increasing doping. Its spectral weight seems to follow a different
incident energy dependence than the paramagnon signal at 0.3 eV, and the
two features become comparable in intensity at the highest values of detuning.
This results in an overall shift of the energy loss similar to a fluorescence be-
havior, but the lineshape of the RIXS spectra and their dependence on photon
energy are more complex than predicted by independent-electron models [24].
Moreover, the spectra of two distinctly different cuprate systems are closely
similar, so that it is difficult to attribute the complex lineshape to specific fea-
tures of the band structure of individual compounds as proposed in Ref. [25].
The data rather suggest that the spin excitation spectra are controlled by
factors that are generic to the cuprates.
The possible multi-component contribution to the spectral weight compli-
cates a fitting procedure as performed for the spin-excitation profile of YBCO
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data. To guide the data analysis and interpretation, we therefore performed
exact-diagonalization (ED) calculation for the RIXS spectra for a two-dimen-
sional single-band Hubbard model on a 12-site [(4, 0)×(1, 3)] square lattice
using the many-body package Quanty [38–40]. The Hamiltonian reads
Hd = −t
∑
〈i,j〉,σ
d†i,σdj,σ − t′
∑
〈〈i,j〉〉,σ
d†i,σdj,σ + U
∑
i
ni↑ni↓, (5.1)
with i, j the site indices and σ the spin. The 〈, 〉 and 〈〈, 〉〉 denote nearest and
next-nearest neighbors, respectively. The hoppings are set as t = 0.4 eV and
t′ = −0.2t, and the on-site Coulomb repulsion U = 9t. The 2p-3d core-valence
interaction reads
Hch =
∑
i,mj
(εd − εp)(1− nimj )− Uc
∑
i,σ,mj
ndiσ(1− npimj ), (5.2)
where only the terms from the j = 3/2 subspace of the 2p states are kept, as
the j = 1/2 terms are 3/2λ ≈ 20 eV off-resonance from the L3 edge with the
spin-orbit coupling constant λ ≈ 13 eV. The value of εd − εp was tuned to ex-
periment such that the calculated XAS maximum at the Cu L3 edge is around
931 eV. The XAS and RIXS spectra were calculated using Eq. 3.6 and 3.10.
The core-valence interaction Uc = 7t and inverse core-hole life time Γ = t were
determined by fitting the calculated XAS spectra to the experimental ones.
The RIXS spectra were obtained with Γ′ = 0.005 eV followed by a Gaussian
broadening with FWHM=0.18 eV to reflect the instrumental resolution. In
order to reduce the finite size effects, we employed twisted boundary condi-
tions [41, 42] by applying a local gauge transformation at each site rj = ax^+by^
of the form dj → ei θjdj , with the phase θj given as θj = aφa + bφb. The final
spectra are averaged over 64 configurations with φa(b) = npi/4 (n = 0 . . . 7).
Figure 5.8 shows the calculated RIXS spectra for doping p=0, 0.17, and 0.33
at momentum transfer q‖ = 1/3(2pi, 0), a value close to the experimental one
0.37(2pi, 0). The RIXS spectra are presented as the sum of the piσ′ scattering
channel and pipi′ contribution calculated using the experimental geometry and
pi-incident polarization. Note that the simple sum of the calculated piσ′ and pipi′
scattering channels is an approximation of the actual experimental RIXS signal
without taking the interference effects into account. The deviation, however,
should be small considering the negligible intensity of the pipi′ channel. We
see that the agreement between experimental and numerical data is excellent.
The calculations for the undoped case (p = 0) in Fig. 5.8(a) reproduce the
experimental trend observed in undoped and underdoped YBCO (see Fig. 5.5).
The computed RIXS signals for p = 0.17 and 0.33, on the other hand, are
remarkably similar to the experimental spectra for moderately [p = 0.20 and
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Figure 5.8 | Calculated RIXS spectra as sum of the piσ′ and the pipi′ channels (see
text) at q‖ = 1/3(2pi, 0), for p = 0, 0.17, and 0.33 as a function of detuning. The
orange lines depict the portion of the spectra contributed by the pipi′ channel. The
calculated spectra were broadened by a Gaussian with FWHM=0.18 eV to reflect the
instrumental resolution.
0.24; Fig. 5.7(c) and (d)] and highly [p = 0.27 and p > 0.27; Fig. 5.7(e) and (f)]
overdoped cuprates, respectively. Specifically, they exhibit two components
with a different detuning dependence: a paramagnon feature with a peak
energy that is independent of detuning and cannot be described within a non-
local band-structure approach [24], and a tail that moves progressively to
higher energy with increasing detuning [arrows in Fig. 5.8(b) and (c)]. The
detuning-induced spectral-weight shift from the former to the latter feature
also agrees closely with the experimental data. We add that the observed
behavior is robust against choice of parameters within a realistic range. The
main uncertainty of the parameters is the ratio |t′/t| and the core-valence
interaction Uc. For the 2201 compounds, the ratio |t′/t| was found in angle-
resolved photoemission (ARPES) experiments to be between 0.2 ∼ 0.4 [43,
44]. For a reasonable agreement between the experimental and calculated
XAS, variations of Uc should not exceed the range 6t ≤ Uc ≤ 9t. Calculations
using different combinations of parameters within theses ranges resulted in
qualitatively the same results. The only significant discrepancies between data
and calculations are an overall broadening of the experimental spectra and
the doping-induced softening of the paramagnon energy, which is present in
our ED calculations (and other similar calculations such as in Ref. [21] and
[45]) but not observed in the experiment. Future work will have to explore
whether these effects could be a consequence of the finite size of the numerical
simulation.
The ED calculations have important implications for the possible interpre-
tation of the RIXS data, even though they do not exclude other possible
approaches discussed below. First, they demonstrate that spin excitations in
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a simple Hubbard model with realistic parameters generate a RIXS lineshape
with fluorescence-like and Raman-like components, similarly to the experimen-
tal observations. Whereas the fluorescence-like feature resembles the predic-
tion for the continuum of incoherent particle-hole excitations in independent-
electron models, the Raman feature evolves smoothly into the magnon exci-
tations for p = 0 [18, 26] and can hence be attributed to correlation effects.
Since the Hubbard model applies to all cuprates with only minor variations
of the model parameters, the calculations also yield a natural explanation for
the observation of nearly identical RIXS spectra in different cuprate families
(Fig. 5.5 and 5.7). The agreement of experimental (Fig. 5.7) and calculated
(Fig. 5.8) spectra provides confidence in the capability of the numerical cal-
culations to describe the salient features of the RIXS cross section. We have
therefore used these calculations to estimate the contribution of charge exci-
tations to the pipi′ scattering channel as function of detuning. Currently this
quantity can not be measured experimentally, because the combination of
polarimetry and detuning results in a prohibitively low count rate. The cal-
culations show that the charge contribution in the experimental geometry is
negligible for undoped and underdoped cuprates, whereas it accounts for up
to ∼25% of the intensity at excitation energy 0.7 eV for p = 0.17. This is
in very good agreement with previous polarimetric measurements on slightly
overdoped YBCO, which yielded an estimate of ∼20% for the polarization
leakage on resonance (Fig. 5.4). The maximal leakage occurs at the highest
doping (p = 0.33), where about 40–50% of the spectral weight arises from
charge excitations. However, the polarization leakage depends only weakly on
detuning, so that the intensity ratio of particle-hole-like and paramagnon-like
spectral features (to be discussed below) is only weakly affected.
We now turn to the doping dependence of the spin excitations, and consider
explicitly the energies of the collective and continuum components of the RIXS
lineshape identified with the aid of the calculation. Based on Figs. 5.7 and 5.8,
we take 0.3 eV and 0.7 eV as the characteristic excitation energies of the two
components. Figure 5.9 displays the ratio R = I(0.7eV )/[I(0.7eV )+I(0.3eV )]
of the measured intensities at these energies as function of detuning [panels
(a) and (b)] and doping [panel (c)]. To provide a comprehensive picture from
the undoped antiferromagnet (p = 0) to the highly overoped regime (p ∼
0.3), we have combined the data set on the overdoped Bi2201 and Tl2201
with the data on undoped and underdoped YBCO. Figure 5.9 shows that
the detuning dependence of the spin excitation spectra changes rapidly in a
narrow range around the crossover doping level pc ∼ popt ∼ 0.16. For p <
pc, the spectral weight is dominated by the detuning-independent, collective
paramagnon mode at 0.3 eV and R is thus small. As p is tuned across pc, the
spectral weight of the high-energy component arising from the particle-hole
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Figure 5.9 | Ratio of RIXS intensities at 0.7 and 0.3 eV energy loss as a function of
detuning [(a) and (b)] and doping (c) for YBCO, Bi2201 and Tl2201.
continuum shows a marked increase. For p > pc, R saturates quickly, and the
spectra evolve weakly with p in the overdoped regime. While the data indeed
show a fluorescence-like behavior as one would anticipate for a Fermi liquid
in the highly overdoped regime, a seemingly residual paramagnon component
with Raman-like detuning dependence prevents the magnetic RIXS signal from
having a fully fluorescent behavior (i.e. R ≈ 1) upon detuning.
In summary, the combined RIXS results on the YBCO and (Bi,Tl)2201 com-
pounds spanning the complete phase diagram of the cuprate superconductors
reveal a rapid rise of spin excitation continuum close to optimal doping, on
top of a paramagnon mode that persists throughout the phase diagram. This
behavior is observed in multiple cuprate compounds with very different Tc,
chemical disorder (higher in Bi2201) and phenomenology of competing phases
such as charge order (ubiquitous in hole doped cuprates, but stronger in YBCO
than in Bi2201), suggesting that it is generic for the cuprates. The crossover
from the collective spin dynamics characteristic of strongly correlated electrons
to a regime more closely resembling the particle-hole continuum of a weakly
correlated electron system is strikingly analogous to the results of recent exper-
iments that indicate a major reconstruction of the electronic structure around
optimal doping. Specifically, above p ∼ 0.15, ARPES has for instance reported
a recovery of the nodal quasiparticle spectral weight ZN to the Fermi liquid
expected value 2p/(p+1) [46] and recent measurements of the Hall coefficient
in high magnetic fields [47] indicate a quantum phase transition associated
with a change in carrier density n from n = p to n = 1+ p for p between 0.16
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and 0.19, consistent with the crossover doping level pc found in our RIXS ex-
periment. While the origin of this transition is still a matter of intense debate,
it is tempting to associate the spin fluctuation continuum revealed by RIXS
with the additional carriers found in the Hall effect measurements. It will be
interesting to explore whether the relative loss of paramagnon spectral weight
observed by RIXS weakens the spin fluctuation mediated pairing interaction
enough to explain the decrease of the superconducting transition temperature
in the overdoped regime. Based on the spectroscopic data we have presented,
this question can now be addressed in a systematic fashion.
5.3 Anatomy of RIXS in doped Hubbard model
The previous section has shown the non-trivial nature of the RIXS cross sec-
tion, especially regarding its connection to intrinsic spin and charge correlation
functions. Motivated by the complications in the analysis and interpretation
of experimental RIXS spectra, we present in this section an effective-operator
approach for calculating the RIXS cross section and discuss in detail its con-
nection to various low-energy charge and spin excitations in the context of
a single-band Hubbard model. We note that such connections have been es-
tablished in certain limits [48, 49], although it may not be universally valid
as suggested by a more recent numerical study using parameters relevant to
cuprates [50]. The method presented here takes into account the intermediate
states of the RIXS process without limitations on the core-valence interaction
and core-hole life time. The RIXS operator is asymptotically expanded into a
polynomial series of local and non-local spin, density, and current operators,
and good convergence to the exact solution can be reached within the first few
orders. This approach provides an unbiased survey of all possible low-energy
excitations that couple to the RIXS process with explicit considerations of
light polarizations and incident photon energy. In addition, it quantitatively
connects the RIXS cross section to various correlation functions. The con-
tent of this section has been summarized in item P1 in the appended List of
Publications.
5.3.1 Effective RIXS operators
We start by reviewing the physical process of RIXS. For ease of reference, we
reproduce the RIXS intensity Eq. (3.10) here
I(ωi,q, ω) = − 1
pi
Im 〈0|Rεiεoωi,q†
1
ω + E0 −H + i 0+R
εiεo
ωi,q |0〉 , (5.3)
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where |0〉 denotes the initial state of the system with energy E0 determined
by the Hamiltonian H. q = qi − qo and ω = ωi − ωf are the momentum
and energy transfer between the incoming (i) and outgoing (o) photons with
polarizations εi and εo, respectively. The q-dependent RIXS operator Rεiεoωi,q
is obtained by a Fourier transform Rεiεoωi,q =
∑
j e
iq·rjRεiεoωi,j with the local
operator
Rεiεoωi,j = T
εo
j
† 1
ωi −H + iΓT
εi
j , (5.4)
which describes the RIXS process where a core hole is created at site j by a
dipole transition operator T ϵij and subsequently annihilated locally by T ϵoj †
after some life time 1/Γ. As in chapter 3, a generally valid assumption is im-
posed here that the core hole is non-dispersive, as the overlap of core-electron
wave-functions is usually negligible between different sites.
To understand what excitations can be probed by RIXS, it is favorable to
express Rεiεoωi,j as a sum of low-energy effective operators that will consequently
turn Eq. (5.3) into a measure of a series of correlation functions. Let us first
consider the expansion of an operator P in the form
P =
∑
m,n
αm,nO
m,n, (5.5)
where the operator Om,n = |m〉〈n| brings a state |n〉 to |m〉. In cases where
|m〉 and |n〉 are states in a complete orthonormal Hilbert space, the expansion
is trivial and αm,n is readily given as αm,n = 〈m|P |n〉. However, expansion
over a complete basis set is not practical due to the exponentially large size of
the Hilbert space. We want to expand on operators that couple exponentially
many states sharing property n to exponentially many states having property
m in common. Two sufficient conditions to be able to derive the expansion
coefficients in Eq. (5.5) for such operators are:
Om,n† = On,m ,
Os,tOm,n = δt,mO
s,n,
(5.6)
Using these relations we obtain αm,n for any given wave function |ψ〉 by mul-
tiplying Eq. (5.5) on the right by Ou,v |ψ〉 and left by 〈ψ|Ot,s,
〈ψ|Ot,sPOu,v|ψ〉 =
∑
m,n
αm,n 〈ψ|Ot,sOm,nOu,v|ψ〉
= αs,u 〈ψ|Ot,v|ψ〉 ,
(5.7)
from which it follows that
αs,u =
〈ψ|Os,sPOu,u|ψ〉
〈ψ|Os,u|ψ〉 , (5.8)
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where we used the freedom to choose t = s, and v = u. Note that αs,u is not
a constant but retains all internal degrees of freedom of P such as the energy
and polarization dependence of Rϵiϵoωi .
For RIXS (or any core-level spectroscopy in general), one should bear in
mind its local nature due to the immobile core hole and its short lifetime1,
which means that Rϵiϵoωi,j can be approximated by expanding over operators
that only act in the proximity of the core-hole site j. Let us define the Fock
space of a subsystem LL = ⊗l∈[L]Hl, where [L] denotes the core-hole site
(L = 0) or its up to L-th-nearest neighbors (L ≥ 1). Hl is the single-site
Fock space at site l. Operators satisfying Eq. (5.6) can then be defined as
Om,nL ≡ |m˜L〉〈n˜L| ⊗ 1R, where |m˜L〉 and |n˜L〉 are orthonormal basis states of
LL and 1R is the identity operator acting on RL = ⊗l/∈[L]Hl.
In the following we first discuss how the proposed expansion can be achieved
within the concrete example of the single-band Hubbard model, although we
note the generalization to multi-orbital case is straightforward. The single-
site Fock space in this case is spanned by states with zero, single and double
occupations {|∅〉, |↓〉, |↑〉, |↑↓〉}. In the zeroth order (L = 0) expansion, there
are in total 4 × 4 = 16 operators Om,n0 , among which only
∑2
n=0
(
2
n
)2
= 6
particle-number-conserving ones couple to the RIXS process, namely
O0,0 = n(0), O3,3 = n(2),
O1,1 =
1
2
n(1) − Sz, O1,2 = Sx − iSy, (5.9)
O2,2 =
1
2
n(1) + Sz, O
2,1 = Sx + iSy,
which are nothing else than linear combinations of the local spin operators Sx,
Sy, Sz and density operators n(0) = (1 − n↑)(1 − n↓), n(1) =
∑
σ nσ(1 − nσ¯),
and n(2) = n↑n↓ defining the complete set of on-site excitations. Among
the other 10 operators, 8 (2) change the particle number by 1 (2). While
they do not appear directly in the local expansion, they can combine with
operators on neighboring sites to form number-conserving ones in higher-order
expansions. An expansion including two (three) sites generates in total 256
(4096) operators, and 70 (924) of them are number conserving 2. Although this
is an rapidly growing series, the hope is that the expansion converges in the
1The Fermi velocity is vF ∼ 106 m/s in a metal, thus the distance an electron can travel
in the intermediate state is vF /Γ ∼ 10 Å, corresponding to only a few lattice spacings.
See also Ref. [51]
2We note that effective operators for multi-site expansion can be efficiently generated by
selecting the number-conserving products of the single-site operators of each site. An
orthonormal linear combination can usually be achieved afterwards using e.g. Gram-
Schmidt or Löwdin method.
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first few orders. In addition, the number of operators can be further reduced by
considering the local symmetry and light polarizations. For systems with local
inversion symmetry, only Sz has non-zero coefficient in the L = 0 expansion
for the cross-polarization channel (ϵi · ϵ∗o = 0 and assuming ϵi× ϵ∗o ‖ z), or n(0)
and n(1) for the parallel-polarization (ϵi · ϵ∗o = 1) one. For the latter case n(2)
drops out not by symmetry restrictions but rather because that T ϵi cannot
excite core electrons into a doubly-occupied site.
We proceed to present numerical results of single-band Hubbard models of
the general form
H =− t
∑
〈i,j〉,σ
d†i,σdj,σ − t′
∑
〈〈i,j〉〉,σ
d†i,σdj,σ + U
∑
i
ndi↑n
d
i↓
+ Uc
∑
i,σ,l,σ′
ndiσn
c
ilσ′ + ζ
c
∑
i
Lci · Sci .
(5.10)
defined on a one-dimensional (1D) chain and a two-dimensional (2D) square
lattice. The first line of Eq. (5.10) describes the hoppings of the “d”-electrons
between nearest (〈, 〉) and next-nearest (〈〈, 〉〉) neighboring sites with local
Coulomb interaction U , and the second line accounts for the repulsion Uc
between the d states and the core states “c” with spin-orbit coupling ζc. The
numerical results will be evaluated with parameters most relevant to the Cu
L edge in cuprates, with t = 0.4 eV, t′ = −0.2t, Uc = 1.2U and ζc = 13.5 eV.
The Coulomb repulsion is defined as U = 2zt, with z = 2 the coordination
number for 1D and z = 4 for 2D. This on one hand defines the same magnetic
energy scale for both the 1D and 2D cases with zJ = 2zt2/U = t, and on the
other hand gives a commonly used value U = 8t for 2D. The inverse core-hole
life time is chosen as Γ = t for the intermediate states. For both 1D and 2D
the calculation is performed on 12-site clusters with periodic boundary con-
ditions using exact diagonalization implemented in the many-body package
Quanty [38–40].
5.3.2 RIXS in a one-dimensional Hubbard model
Figure 5.10 shows the calculated XAS spectra for three different doping levels
with occupation n = 0.83 (hole-doped), 1.00 (half-filled), and 1.17 (electron-
doped). The exact q-integrated RIXS cross sections for two different inci-
dent energies in the parallel-polarization channel are plotted in Fig. 5.11(a)-
(f). Their approximated counterparts are plotted in the lower halves of each
panel, with the effective operators OLm expanded up to next-nearest neighbors
(L ≤ 2). The incident photon energy ωi is tuned to the L3-resonance (maxi-
mum of the XAS spectra) for Fig. 5.11(a)-(c) and also slightly “detuned” at
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Figure 5.10 | XAS spectra for
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t = 0.4 eV higher for Fig. 5.11(d)-(f). The top, middle, and bottom panels cor-
respond to the hole-doped, half-filled, and electron-doped cases, respectively.
All spectra are broadened by a Lorentzian function with FWHM of 0.05t for
plotting.
Within the L = 0 expansion, regardless of doping and incident photon
energy, the approximated cross sections only resemble the exact ones on the
higher energy end, while the low-energy spectral weight is largely suppressed.
This highlights the importance of non-local charge fluctuations as pointed
out by earlier studies [24, 50]. However, the missing spectral weight can be
largely restored by including the nearest neighbors in the expansion, and the
approximation reproduces almost fully the exact solution once the next-nearest
neighbors are taken into account. The quality of convergence can be better
evaluated by comparing the spectral moments µn =
∫
ωnA(ω)dω between the
exact and approximated RIXS cross sections. As shown in Fig. 5.12, a good
convergence of the spectral weight µ0 and its center of mass µ1/µ0 is reached
for L ≥ 1 with different ωi values both before and after the resonance. The fast
convergence in L confirms the assumption that the most important excitations
happen within a few lattice spacings around the core-hole site.
To address the relation between RIXS and the charge response function, the
(weighted) charge dynamical structure factorN(ω) is also shown in Fig. 5.11(a)-
(f) for comparison, as obtained by a partial expansion in the L = 0 subspace
using only the density operator n = n1 + 2n2 and neglecting the n0 contribu-
tion. The large discrepancy between the RIXS cross section and N(ω) suggests
that a direct association between the two should be discouraged. Their fun-
damental difference is not difficult to understand. Take the half-filled case
[Fig. 5.11(b) and (e)] for example, the charge response is suppressed below the
Mott gap, while large in-gap RIXS spectral weight remains. The additional ef-
fective operators that appear in the parallel-polarization RIXS process include
among others S0 ·S1 and c0†0,σc21,σ + c0†0,σ¯c21,σ¯ when expanded up to L = 1. The
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Figure 5.11 | (a)-(f) Exact and approximated q-integrated RIXS cross section for 1D
Hubbard model in the parallel-polarization channel after subtracting the elastic peak.
The incident photon energy is tuned to L3-resonance for (a)-(c) and at t = 0.4 eV
higher for (e)-(f). Left, middle, and right panels show results for n = 0.83, 1.00,
and 1.17, respectively. The weighted charge dynamical structure factor N(ω) is also
plotted for comparison (see text).
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Figure 5.12 | Comparison of the zeroth moment µ0 and normalized first moment
µ1/µ0 of the exact and approximated cross sections for 1D Hubbard model in the
parallel-polarization for different ωi.
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subscript 0 denotes the core-hole site and 1 the bonding linear combination
of the two neighboring sites. The non-bonding combination drops out in all
RIXS processes. c0 and c2 are shorthand for projected operators cn0 and cn2,
respectively. The first term S0 · S1 corresponds to a two-spin excitation and
the second represents the hopping between a doubly occupied neighboring site
and an empty core-hole site, both of which are allowed below the gap.
Figure 5.13 shows the 1D exact and approximated RIXS cross sections in
the cross-polarization channel. Similar to the parallel-polarization results, an
overall improvement of the approximation can be achieved by extending the
expansion range. However, we note that contrary to the former case where
the inclusion of non-local charge fluctuation and spin exchange is essential, the
majority of the spectral weight is already captured here at all dopings by a
local expansion where only Sz couples to the cross-polarization. This obser-
vation indicates that the RIXS spectrum consists mainly of spin dynamical
structure factor not only in undoped magnetic insulators [35] but also up to
a high doping range. This seemingly surprising result can be explained by
examining the relevant non-local effective operators. The cross-polarization
channel couples to those operators that break inversion symmetry such as
c†0,σc1,σ − c†0,σ¯c1,σ¯, which corresponds to a spin-pair exchange between the
neighboring sites. Such processes should be strongly prohibited compared to
a local spin excitation when large local repulsion U is present. Nonetheless,
these non-local contributions can give rise to a nontrivial ωi dependence of
the RIXS spectra. As already discussed above, while the energy of collective
magnetic excitations is ωi independent, as shown by the constant µ1/µ0 values
of L = 0 spectra in Fig. 5.14, the incoherent non-local spin-flip process will
move to higher energy with increasing ωi, which is qualitatively similar to the
results presented in the previous section.
Figure 5.15 shows the coefficient α(ωi) for the local spin operator Sz and
j⊥Szs for n = 0.83, where j⊥Szs denotes the spin excitation of the form js =
c†0,σc1,σ−c†0,σ¯c1,σ¯−h.c. after subtracting the overlap with the local part. While
the resonant energy of the local spin excitation coincides with the XAS, that
of the non-local process is located at ∼ 0.3 eV above the XAS resonance,
which means by detuning the incident photon to higher energies, RIXS probes
more the non-local excitations than the local ones. Although the dominant
spectral weight in the cross-polarization channel originates from the collective
spin excitations at moderate doping levels, the relative increase of non-local
spin excitations at high detuning energies will give rise to a fluorescence-like
behavior seen in experiment (c.f. Fig. 5.7). Therefore one should be extremely
careful when interpreting the ωi dependence of experimental data, especially
in the highly overdoped regime where both local and non-local processes are
expected to be important.
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Figure 5.13 | (a)-(f) Exact and approximated q-integrated RIXS cross section for
1D Hubbard model in the cross-polarization channel after subtracting the elastic peak.
The incident photon energy is tuned to L3-resonance for (a)-(c) and at t = 0.4 eV
higher for (e)-(f). Left, middle, and right panels show results for n = 0.83, 1.00, and
1.17, respectively.
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5.3.3 RIXS in a two-dimensional Hubbard model
After demonstrating the basic ideas of the effective-operator approach and its
effectiveness in capturing the full RIXS cross section within expansion of the
lowest few orders, we address the relation between the cross-polarization RIXS
and the spin dynamical structure factor S(ω) in the hole doped 2D Hubbard
model using the presented method. Figure 5.16 shows the q-integrated and
q = (2pi/3, 0) RIXS cross sections together with S(ω) obtained by L = 0
expansion. For the half-filled case shown in Fig. 5.16(c) and (f), the cross-
polarization RIXS probes dominantly the local spin excitations at low energy,
as evidenced by their almost identical spectral weight and line shape. While
it is expected that the discrepancy between the two should increase upon
hole doping due to growing non-local charge and spin fluctuations, the RIXS
spectral weight remains largely originated from local excitations. Even for the
highly overdoped n = 0.67 case, which was deemed to be fully describable by
Fermi liquid theory [24], the local excitations still constitute about 60% of the
total spectral weight. This finding shows that considerations based purely on
quasiparticles cannot account for the full spectral weight, and supports the
“paramagnon” interpretations of the low-energy feature in cross-polarization
RIXS on doped cuprates in earlier studies [18, 19] as well as our detuning
results presented in the previous section (and Ref. [26]).
In summary, we presented in this section an effective-operator approach
that approximates the RIXS operator by a series expansion of spin, density,
and current operators. The approximation builds on the local nature of the
RIXS process and its accuracy can be controlled by progressively including
excitations in the proximity of the site where core hole is created. The coef-
ficients of the effective operators encode the energy dependence of RIXS and
help to identify the major excitations contributing to the RIXS spectral weight.
A quantitative connection between the RIXS cross section and intrinsic cor-
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relation functions is also naturally provided. Using realistic models tailored
to specific materials may help to resolve confusions in the understanding of
current measurements and guide future experimental works.
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Chapter6
Control of metal-insulator
transition in VO2
In the previous chapters, we have seen examples of how the phase behavior
of transition metal oxides (TMOs) can be controlled by lattice structure or
by doping of charge carriers. The latter is probably one of the most often
employed methods to modify the physical properties (and create new ones) in
condensed matter. Typically, the doping is achieved chemically by adding, re-
moving, or substituting certain elements in the sample during its preparation.
Such approaches, although proved widely successful, have few disadvantages
and limitations. One is that chemical doping is usually not tunable after the
sample is made, and new ones have to be synthesized for different doping levels
(as we have seen in chapter 5). The other is that chemical doping introduces
chemical and structural disorder, which complicates the understanding of dop-
ing induced effects and may be detrimental for achieving targeted effects [1].
Recently, tuning the carrier density in TMOs using external electric field in a
field-effect-transistor geometry has emerged as a versatile alternative as it, in
principle, allows for doping in a controlled and reversible manner [2]. In this
chapter, we show how the metal-insulator transition (MIT) can be controlled
and suppressed in epitaxial VO2 thin films by applying electrolyte gating, and
discuss in detail the microscopic mechanism that causes the suppression of
the MIT. The content of this chapter has been summarized in item P2 in the
appended List of Publications.
6.1 Metal-insulator transition in VO2
VO2 is an archetypical correlated material with 3d1 configuration which ex-
hibits a temperature-driven MIT with an abrupt change in resistivity of sev-
eral orders of magnitude around room temperature (TMIT = 340 K in bulk
material [3]). The driving mechanism of the MIT is still debated and has been
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Figure 6.1 | (a) Crystal structure of VO2 in the rutile phase (solid cell, three unit
cells) and its transition to monoclinic (dashed cell). The a, b and c axes are defined
with respect to the rutile structure. The arrows indicate the displacements of the
vanadium atoms across the rutile–monoclinic phase transition. (b) Vanadium 3d
t2g orbitals with direct V-V overlap (d‖) and with V-O overlap (pi∗). (c) and (d):
Schematic of the VO2 band structure in the rutile (c) and monoclinic (d) phase.
explained in terms of electron correlations and/or electron-lattice coupling [4–
11]. Microscopically, the MIT is accompanied by a concomitant structural
transition from the high-temperature rutile structure to a monoclinic structure
at low temperature. The distortions below the phase transition are character-
ized by the dimerization of the vanadium chains along the rutile c axis and
the antiferroelectric displacement of the vanadium atoms perpendicular to the
c axis, i.e., towards the apical O atoms as depicted in Fig. 6.1(a). It has been
pointed out [7, 10, 12, 13] that the vanadium 3d t2g derived orbitals can be
categorized into two groups: a d‖ orbital formed by direct V-V overlap along
the vanadium chains and two pi∗ orbitals due to the V-O overlap [Fig. 6.1(b)].
In the rutile structure, these bands overlap, which leads to a metallic phase
where the single electron in the d orbital occupies nearly isotropically the three
orbitals [Fig. 6.1(c)]. Across the MIT, the overlap between vanadium and api-
cal oxygen atoms increases due to the shortened bond-length, which pushes
the pi∗ orbitals above the Fermi energy and leave only the d‖ orbital occupied.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.2 | Electrolyte-gating suppression of MIT in VO2. (a) Temperature de-
pendence of the sheet resistance (Rs) for a 10-nm strained VO2 film with different
gate voltages (VG). The gate-tuned phase diagram is shown as inset. (b) Mechanism
proposed by Nakano et al. for the suppression of the MIT. The accumulated charge
at the surface reverses the monoclinic structural transition and thereby releases the
localized charge carriers. Panels (a) and (b) are adopted from Figs. 2 and 1 in
Ref. [14], respectively.
The dimerization at low temperature breaks the translational symmetry and
opens a gap by splitting the d‖ band into fully occupied bonding and empty
antibonding states, resulting in an insulating ground state [Fig. 6.1(d)].
Although a fundamental understanding remains elusive, there have been sub-
stantial efforts to control the MIT in VO2 [13–16], partly motivated by its high
transition temperature TMIT which is relevant for room-temperature applica-
tions. Recently, Nakano et al. [14] have reported that by applying ionic liquid
electrolyte gating, the MIT in VO2 thin films can be gradually suppressed
with increasing gate voltage (VG), and a metallic phase can be stabilized with
VG ∼ 1 V [Fig. 6.2(a)]. The observed low-temperature metallicity was at-
tributed to the gate-induced electrostatic charge accumulation at the surface,
which reverses the monoclinic structure below TMIT into the rutile one and
creates a collective charge delocalization, as schematically shown in Fig. 6.2(b).
In such a scenario, an electronic structure identical to that of the rutile phase
is expected in the gated low-temperature metallic state. Shortly after the first
discovery, Jeong et al. [16] reported similar findings. However, the authors of
this study proposed that instead of an electrostatic release of charge carriers,
the oxygen vacancies induced during the gating process are responsible for the
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Figure 6.4 | Temperature de-
pendent resistance of the pris-
tine and gated regions of the
VO2 film. The increase in re-
sistance across the MIT upon
cooling is strongly suppressed
in the gated film compared to
the pristine film.
gate-induced low-temperature metallic phase in the VO2 film. One strong ev-
idence supporting this claim is the fact that the gated VO2 channel remained
metallic after the removal of the ionic liquid. The oxygen-vacancy scenario was
further backed by x-ray photoemission spectroscopy study of the V valence and
by the dependence of the sample conductivity when gated under different oxy-
gen atmosphere [16]. In addition, the photoemission data pointed to a distinct
electronic structure different than both the high-temperature rutile phase and
the low-temperature monoclinic phase [16, 17]. A quantitative determination
of the electronic structure of the gated phase and more specifically the orbital
occupancies and their depth dependence are therefore of vital importance to
provide insights into the nature of the low-temperature metallicity.
6.2 Suppressed orbital polarization in gated VO2 thin
film
In the following, we present a systematic study of gated and pristine (not
gated) VO2 thin films at temperatures both above and below TMIT, using
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Figure 6.5 | Polarization dependent XAS of the (a) pristine and (b) gated films
measured for the high (dashed) and low (solid) temperature phases. The high-
temperature data are shifted vertically in each panel for clarity. The dichroic signals
E ‖ c− E ⊥ c are also plotted below.
x-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and resonant x-ray reflectivity (RXR).
The epitaxial VO2 (001) films of thickness ∼10 nm were grown on single-
crystalline TiO2 (001) substrates using pulsed laser deposition. The XAS and
RXR measurements were performed at the UE56/2-PGM1 soft-x-ray beamline
of BESSY II (Helmholtz-Zentrum Berlin, Germany) using an advanced three-
axis ultrahigh-vacuum reflectometer [18].
Figure 6.3 shows schematically the device and experimental geometry. A
portion of the VO2 film was gated using an ionic liquid (DEME-TFSI) while
the rest remains in the pristine state. Probing the pristine and gated state on
the same sample ensures uniform film properties. The gating was performed by
applying a gate voltage (VG) of 3 V for approximately two hours. Figure 6.4
shows the resistance of the pristine and the gated VO2 films as a function of
temperature measured at a source drain voltage (VSD) of 100 mV. A clear
MIT can be observed for the pristine film at TMIT comparable to bulk with a
change of resistance about four orders of magnitude, while the gated VO2 film
remains metallic far below the room temperature.
To probe the change of orbital occupation (or the lack thereof) that is as-
sociated to the MIT, we further performed XAS measurement on the pristine
and gated films at temperatures both above and below the TMIT. Note that
the ionic liquid was removed and the sample was cleaned before the measure-
ments. Figure 6.5 shows the polarization dependent XAS spectra collected in
total electron yield mode around the V L2,3 resonances for the pristine (left
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panel) and gated (right panel) films with the electric field vector E parallel
or perpendicular to the c-axis. While IE⊥c can be directly measured using
σ polarized light (see Fig. 6.3), IE‖c is obtained after a geometric correction
IE‖c = (Ipi − sin2 θIσ)/ cos2 θ, with θ being the photon incident angle. The
corresponding dichroic signals IE‖c− IE⊥c are also plotted in each panel. The
XAS for the pristine film were measured in the rutile (310 K, top) and mono-
clinic (260 K, bottom) phase, and for the gated film in the room (295 K, top)
and low temperature (200 K, bottom) metallic state. We note that the pristine
film was slightly heated above room-temperature in order to be clearly above
the MIT. In general, the energy integrated intensity of the XAS spectra is
related to the unoccupied density of states of different orbitals by strongly po-
larization dependent matrix elements (see chapter 3 and Ref. [7]), thus making
polarized XAS a robust tool for probing the occupation of orbitals of different
symmetry. At high temperature, both spectra of the pristine and the gated
film show a weak polarization dependence, indicating an isotropic orbital oc-
cupation as expected for the metallic phase [7, 13]. The peak of the L3 edge is
at 518.3 eV for the pristine film, in good agreement with a previous reported
value on single-crystalline bulk VO2 [7], highlighting the high quality of the
thin films studied in this work. For the gated film the maximum is at 518.1 eV,
about 0.2 eV lower than the pristine value. This difference in photon energy for
the two films is consistent with previous core-level photoemission studies [16,
17], indicating a reduced oxidation state of vanadium from V4+ to V3+ after
gating [19]. Below the TMIT a strong polarization dependence develops in the
monoclinic state of the pristine film, as shown by the increased amplitude of
the dichroic signal. A clear kink structure emerges in the energy range from
514 to 518 eV as a signature of the redistribution of the orbital occupation.
For the gated film, although it retains its metallicity at low temperature, the
XAS shows a clear dichroism similar to that of the pristine film with a reduced
amplitude. We note that the reduced yet finite orbital polarization may be ex-
plained by a partial recovery of the oxygen vacancies during the spectroscopic
measurements, which was indicated by transport measurement performed af-
terwards. This is also in agreement with previous transport measurement on a
VO2 film that was gated via a similar procedure [17], which shows a partial re-
covery towards the pristine state seven days after the ionic liquid was removed.
We stress here that despite the possible recovery of the gated state, the fact
that the gated sample remains metallic after the ionic liquid was removed can
already rule out the possibility of an electrostatic origin of the gating-induced
metallic phase.
To extract quantitative information from the XAS spectra and determine the
orbital occupation of each state, we performed full configuration interaction
calculations [7, 20] with density-functional-theory derived parameters using
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Figure 6.6 | Calculated polarization dependent XAS of the (a) pristine and (b) gated
films for different phases. For the pristine film, R and M denote the fits to the XAS
measured for the rutile and monoclinic phases. For the gated film, HT and LT denote
the fits to the high- and low-temperature metallic phases, respectively.
a recently introduced impurity solver [21]. The atomic-like 2p63d1 → 2p53d2
spectra for d‖ and pi∗ orbitals were calculated for a VO6 cluster with both light
polarizations E ‖ c and E ⊥ c. The calculated orbital-specific spectra were
then linearly combined with normalized prefactors to fit the experimental data.
The resulting XAS spectra well reproduce the line shape of the measured data,
as plotted in Fig. 6.6. Note that the main features of the dichroic spectra for
both films are fully captured in the calculation, including the reduction of the
kink structure in the gated one. For the pristine film, the best fit results show
a ground state consisting of 0.35 d‖ and 0.65pi∗ orbital character in the rutile
phase, with each t2g orbital being occupied by approximately one third. Across
the MIT, the orbital occupation switches when entering the monoclinic phase
with 0.84 d‖ and 0.16pi∗ character. The orbital occupations in both phases are
comparable to previous results obtained for single-crystalline bulk VO2 [7]. In
the gated film, the high-temperature phase is composed of 0.36 d‖ and 0.64pi∗,
with negligible difference compared to the pristine film. However, the low-
temperature metallic phase has 0.72 d‖ and 0.28pi∗. The orbital polarization
is less pronounced compared to the pristine film, which can be explained by a
reduced d‖ band splitting caused by oxygen vacancy [17].
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Figure 6.7 | Measured (grey) and simulated (red and blue) reflectivity at the V L3
(518.1 eV) and L2 (524.6 eV) resonances for (a) pristine and (b) gated VO2 films at
temperatures above and below TMIT. The vertical lines mark the qz values picked
for the energy scans in Fig. 6.8.
6.3 Depth profile of the orbital polarization
The XAS results unambiguously reveal a difference between the low-tempera-
ture metallic state in the gated film and the normal rutile phase (despite the
possible partial recovery as discussed above), but does not allow us to draw
conclusions regarding the homogeneity of the electronic structure. To further
obtain the depth-resolved information, RXR measurements were performed on
both pristine and gated films. RXR is a well-proven non-destructive technique
for depth profiling and has been successfully applied to thin films and su-
perlattices to obtain the layer-resolved chemical composition [22] and orbital
polarization [23, 24] with high sensitivity and atomic-scale resolution. The
measurements in this study were performed in specular geometry where the
momentum transfer was perpendicular to the sample surface, as depicted in
Fig. 6.3.
Figure 6.7 shows the measured reflectivity as a function of momentum trans-
fer qz at energies corresponding to V L2,3 resonances at 524.6 eV and 518.1 eV
for both films. The data were collected at the same temperatures as the XAS
measurements.
We first consider the pristine film. A structural model for the film incorporat-
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ing the total thickness and interface roughness was obtained by fitting the qz-
dependent reflectivity data using the reflectivity simulation tool ReMagX [25].
A uniform dielectric tensor of tetragonal symmetry with only complex diago-
nal entries εii (i = a, b, c) was adopted for the simulation. To account for the
realistic line shape of in-plane (i = a, b) and out-of-plane (i = c) components
of the optical constants across the V L2,3 resonances, the measured E ‖ c and
E ⊥ c XAS data were scaled and fitted to the theoretical values [26]. As the
surface of vanadium oxides tends to be over-oxidized when exposed in air [27],
a possible surface layer with higher oxidation state was also included in the
model. The obtained structure contains an amorphous over-oxidized surface
layer of 3 Å with mixed V 4+ and V 5+ character, and the bulk VO2 of thick-
ness 76 Å characterized uniformly by the obtained XAS spectra. The resulting
model gives an excellent description for the full set of data measured at all
photon energies, as exemplified in Fig. 6.7 for photon energies at the V L2,3
resonances. To test the accuracy of the fitting, the energy dependent dichroic
spectra at a few fixed qz values were also simulated with the same structural
model and optical constants. Figure 6.8(a) and 6.8(b) show the measured
spectra for the rutile and monoclinic phases of the pristine film together with
the simulated results. The corresponding qz values are marked in Fig. 6.7(a)
with vertical lines. For both cases, the overall intensity and line shape are
well reproduced by the simulation, as one can also see from the dichroic signal.
This confirms the homogeneity in the bulk of the pristine film in both phases.
Let us now turn to the gated film, for which a homogeneous model similar
to the pristine one does not yield a proper description of the data. To account
for possible depth variation of the electronic structure due to electrolyte gat-
ing [28], the model was modified such that the whole film of thickness about
80 Å was divided into thin layers perpendicular to c, each of thickness ∼ 4 Å.
Each layer was then assigned with optical constants with different orbital po-
larization determined by a trial depth distribution function p(z). The obtained
qz and energy dependent reflectivity simulations are plotted in Fig. 6.7(b) and
panels (c) and (d) of Fig. 6.8, both show exceptional agreement with the mea-
sured data. Figure 6.9 illustrates the corresponding depth dependence of the
electronic structure as represented by the vanadium orbital polarization. The
thickness of the top amorphous layer is increased to 7 Å compared to the
pristine one, which could be attributed to electrochemical reactions during
the gating process. For the low-temperature metallic phase, the orbital oc-
cupation shows weak depth dependence in the bulk, with the occupation of
d‖ increasing from 0.69 in the topmost layer to 0.75 at the substrate. The
depth-averaged orbital occupation is 0.72 d‖ and 0.28 pi∗, in perfect agreement
with the values obtained from XAS measurement. For the room-temperature
(295 K) measurement, the orbital occupation is nearly homogeneous through-
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Figure 6.8 | Measured (solid) and simulated (dashed) constant-qz scans for the
pristine film at (a) 310 K with qz = 0.109 Å−1 and (b) 260 K with qz = 0.117 Å−1,
and for the gated film at (c) 295 K with qz = 0.258 Å−1 and (d) 200 K with qz =
0.220 Å−1.. The spectra are shifted vertically for clarity.
out the whole film with negligible depth dependence. The averaged orbital
occupation is 0.38 d‖ and 0.62 pi∗, again in good agreement with the XAS
results. One interesting observation is that the bottom layers show a substan-
tial orbital polarization, with the d‖ occupied by ∼0.55 to 0.74. One possible
explanation for such a thin layer of high orbital polarization could be that
at room-temperature the system is on the verge of the MIT thus monoclinic
domains are forming at the interface, as hinted by the similar orbital occupa-
tion compared to the low-temperature measurement. The sensitivity to such
a thin layer of different orbital occupation, on the other hand, demonstrates
the robustness of the RXR method and thus verifies the above concluded and
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also formerly reported [17] homogeneity of the electronic structure in the bulk
of the gated film at high and low temperatures.
6.4 Conclusion and outlook
In summary, the depth-resolved electronic structure and the orbital occupation
of pristine and gated VO2 films was determined quantitatively using combined
XAS and RXR measurements. The XAS of the gated VO2 film reveals a re-
duction of the oxidation states of the vanadium, indicating the formation of
oxygen vacancies after gating. While the gated film remains metallic at low
temperature, its redistribution of orbital occupation clearly indicates a phase
transition below TMIT. Compared with the pristine film, the orbital polariza-
tion is reduced in the gated low-temperature phase, which can be attributed
to a reduced dimerization due to the oxygen vacancies. The vacancies are
distributed over the whole film thickness, as evidenced by the homogeneous
depth profile of the electronic structure obtained from RXR measurement. Our
study differentiates the gate-induced low-temperature metallic states from the
normal rutile phase, and ties the metallicity to an electrochemical origin.
Due to the current technical difficulties in performing in situ XAS and RXR
measurements of gated samples in the soft x-ray regime, the sample measured
in this study was prepared gated prior to the x-ray measurement. Exposure of
the gated sample in air during its transfer to the measurement chamber and
subsequently to high-flux synchrotron radiations over the course of a few days
during the measurement without maintaining an external gate voltage may be
responsible for the possible recovery of the gating observed in our measurement.
Although we do not expect a qualitative change of the interpretation of the
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obtained data, a more quantitative assessment of the gating induced oxygen
vacancy and associated orbital-polarization change will benefit from further
(ongoing) instrumental development which will allow in situ measurements in
the near future.
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Summary
This thesis presented a systematic study of 3d transition metal oxides (TMOs)
using a wide range of x-ray spectroscopic techniques including x-ray absorption
(XAS), resonant x-ray elastic/inelastic scattering (REXS/RIXS), and resonant
x-ray reflectivity (RXR). The experimental techniques were synergically com-
bined with theoretical calculations in all the presented studies, which allowed
us to gain significant insights into the fundamental mechanisms that underlie
the collective ordering as well as excitation of charge, spin, and/or lattice de-
grees of freedom in a few exemplary oxide compounds, and further to address
the key questions that are at the center of several ongoing debates. Here I
recapitulate the main results and conclusions of each part in a more general
context.
The TMOs exhibit complex phase diagrams due to the interplay and cou-
pling of their various internal degrees of freedom. The first example we en-
countered in this thesis is the perovskite rare-earth nickelates (RNOs), which
undergo a concomitant temperature-driven metal-insulator and bond-dispro-
portionation transition (except for R = La which is metallic at all tempera-
tures). For RNOs with a large tolerance factor (R = Nd and Pr), the charge
localization and lattice reordering are further accompanied by a simultane-
ous antiferromagnetic transition. Characterizing these strongly intertwined
ordering parameters and identifying the primary mechanism determining the
complex phase behavior is a major challenge—in both experiment and theory—
archetypal to many TMOs. By performing a REXS study at the Ni K edge in
conjunction with ab initio density functional theory (DFT), we demonstrated
how the bond-order parameter in a NdNiO3 thin film can be accurately de-
termined by measurement of only a few Bragg reflexes. Such a method has
the advantage over traditional refinement techniques which are not always ap-
plicable for thin films due to small sample sizes and/or geometric constraints.
The established method was then further applied to characterize the bond
order of a LaNiO3/LaAlO3 superlattice, which was shown previously to be
magnetically ordered, whereas its bulk counterpart is paramagnetic at all tem-
peratures. Contrary to the bulk phase diagram where the antiferromagnetic
order is always accompanied by the bond order, the superlattice was found
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to be free of bond order, and its magnetic ground state was interpreted as a
pure spin density wave (SDW). To understand the phase behavior of the bulk
RNOs and how the strength of different ordering parameters can be altered in
heterostructures, we further analyzed the spin- and charge-response function
of RNOs using a two-band Hubbard model constructed from DFT-projected
eg Wannier orbitals. Accounting for the strongly renormalized Coulomb inter-
actions in such a low-energy subspace, the analysis was performed within the
weak-coupling limit using the random-phase approximation (RPA). A leading
charge instability originating from the inter-orbital fluctuation was identified
over the full bulk RNO phase diagram, which gives rise to the experimentally
observed bond order (and the resulting insulating phase) via strong electron-
phonon coupling. We further concluded that the magnetic order in bulk RNOs
should accordingly be considered as a consequence of the ordering of localized
moments in the bond-disproportionated insulating phase, which is supported
by constrained DFT+U calculations were the trend of the ordering energy scale
was found to be the same as the experimental one. The spatial confinement
in two-dimensional heterostructures strongly reduces the inter-orbital fluctu-
ation, which leads to a suppressed charge instability. A concurrent increase
of the spin instability due to the improved nesting conditions eventually leads
to a SDW ground state below certain critical thickness, as observed in the
LaNiO3/LaAlO3 superlattice. This combined experimental and theoretical
study yielded new important insights to the targeted control of different or-
dering parameters in complex oxide heterostructures, which is key for realizing
future functional devices.
In addition to the static ordering, the collective excitation of different de-
grees of freedom encodes important information of the energy scales of different
interactions in the system and may hold keys to understanding some of the
most fascinating phenomena observed in TMOs such as the high-temperature
superconductivity in the layered cuprates. The short-range antiferromagnetic
spin fluctuations, as one of the leading candidates for the pairing “glue” in
these systems, have been extensively studied by inelastic neutron scattering
(INS). However, the INS studies have been limited to a relatively narrow
range of the phase diagram, partially due to the comparatively low flux of
neutron sources and the difficulty of assembling large-quantity single crystals.
Within the scope of this thesis, a complementary method to INS, namely
resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) at the Cu L edge was used to
probe the low-energy spin and charge excitations in hole-doped cuprates with
a wide range of doping levels. In agreement with previous study, a persis-
tent low-energy spin excitation mode was observed at doping levels across the
full phase diagram of several cuprate systems including the YBa2Cu3O6+δ,
(Bi,Pb)2(Sr,La)2CuO6+δ, and Tl2Ba2CuO6+δ. Due to the lack of understand-
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ing of the complex structure of the RIXS operator, the nature of this low-energy
spin excitation has been previously interpreted either as a collective magnetic
excitation arising from the remnant antiferromagnetic correlation, or as inco-
herent superposition of spin flips of itinerant quasiparticles. Taking advantage
of the distinctively different dependence on the incident photon energy, we
carefully investigated photon-energy dependence the observed spin-excitation
spectral function, and reaffirmed its dominant collective nature. This finding
has broad implications for the research of cuprates as it confirms the validity of
a large class of models of unconventional superconductivity that are based on
the presence of short-range antiferromagnetic correlations. To understand the
connection between RIXS spectral functions and various intrinsic correlation
functions of the studied material, we further performed a theoretical study
and proposed a scheme for expanding the RIXS operator into more fundamen-
tal density, spin, and current operators. Such an expansion decomposes the
RIXS spectral functions into a series of intrinsic correlation functions, and the
contribution of each can be quantitatively determined. In a two-dimensional
Hubbard model with parameters pertaining to the cuprates, we confirmed
a dominant contribution from the dynamic spin structure factor to the RIXS
cross section, in agreement with our interpretation of the experimental results.
In the last part of the thesis, we studied how the electronic structure and
metal-insulator transition (MIT) of a thin VO2 film can be tuned by elec-
trolyte gating through an ionic liquid at the surface. In comparison to the
above examples of nickelates and cuprates whose physical properties are deter-
mined in situ during the sample preparation by changing the dimensionality
or chemical doping, the possibility of tuning materials’ phase behavior via an
external gate voltage is an appealing option for potential application in future
electronic devices. It was reported previously that the temperature-driven
MIT in VO2 can be suppressed by applying an external gate voltage. Two dif-
ferent mechanisms underlying the suppression of the insulating phase at low
temperature were mainly debated in the literature. One explanation is based
on the electrostatic charging at the sample surface due to the application of
gate voltage which triggers a collective delocalization of the charge carriers in
the bulk, and the other explains the effect by the electric-field-induced migra-
tion of oxygen into the ionic liquid on the surface. In the presented study, we
used XAS and RXR at the V L edge to characterize the electronic structure
of a gated VO2 film at temperatures both above and below the bulk transi-
tion temperature. The XAS of the gated film shows a shift of 0.2 eV to the
low-energy end when compared to that of a pristine reference film, which is an
indication of oxygen-vacancy formation. Ligand-field simulation of the XAS
spectra on a local VO6 cluster revealed that the occupation polarization be-
tween the d‖ and pi∗ orbitals—signature of monoclinic structural transition
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concurrent to the MIT—increases at low temperature in the gated film. This
is remarkably different than the high-temperature metallic phase observed in
pristine VO2, where the structural distortion is absent and orbitals equally
occupied. Further analysis and simulation of RXR spectra showed that while
the orbital occupation of the pristine film remains homogeneous throughout
the whole film thickness in both the metallic and insulating states, that of the
gated film shows a clear depth gradient. The observation of inhomogeneity
of charge distribution in the gated film supports the oxygen-vacancy scenario,
and rules out the earlier explanation based on an electrostatic effect.
In summary, we have studied three oxide systems with various x-ray spectro-
scopic techniques. Depending on the electron itinerancy of the given system,
different theoretical calculations were performed to help interpret and extract
key information from the obtained experimental results. Through the pre-
sented examples, we have also demonstrate the strength of (resonant) x-ray
spectroscopy, including its chemical selectivity, its high sensitivity to small
amount of sample quantity, and its versatility in probing the static and dy-
namic properties of essentially all internal degrees of freedom in a given system.
Future experimental development, combined with advances in the theoretical
description of spectroscopy, will open up new perspectives for many branches
of condensed-matter research, especially for the fast emerging field of oxide
interfaces and heterostructures.
AppendixA
The Lanczos method
The application of Lanczos method [1] in solving a (Hermitian) many-body
Hamiltonian H is usually twofold. On one hand, it gives the ground state
or several low-lying states via an iteration process. On the other hand, it
transforms H into a tridiagonal representation, from which the dynamical
properties of the ground state can be directly obtained.
The Method
The Lanczos process starts with a normalized trial vector |φ0〉, which is usually
generated randomly. To obtain the ground-state energy using this method, it
is necessary for |φ0〉 to have a finite overlap with the ground-state state. Once
|φ0〉 is chosen, a new vector |φ1〉 is generated by applying H to it
|φ1〉 = H |φ0〉 − a0 |φ0〉 , (A.1)
which is orthogonalized to |φ0〉 with a0 = 〈φ0|H|φ0〉. More states can be
generated by repeating this procedure,
|φn〉 = H |vn−1〉 − an |vn−1〉 − bn |vn−2〉 (A.2)
where we define the normalized vector |vn〉 = |φn〉 / 〈φn|φn〉. The orthogonal-
ization requirement 〈vn|vn−1〉 = 〈vn|vn−2〉 = 0 gives
an = 〈vn|H|vn〉 and b2n = 〈φn|φn〉 . (A.3)
It can be easily shown that 〈vn|vn′〉 = δnn′ . The Hamiltonian can then be
expressed as
HL =

a0 b1 0 0 · · ·
b1 a1 b2 0 · · ·
0 b2 a2 b3 · · ·
0 0 b3 a3 · · ·
...
...
...
... . . .
 . (A.4)
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in the basis of Lanczos vectors VL = {|vn〉 , n = 0 . . . , L}. If the iteration is
run L = N − 1 steps with N the size of Hilbert space, the Lanczos process
essentially performs a unitary transformation of the original Hamiltonian. For
most many-body Hamiltonians, it is unfeasible considering the large memory
cost in practical computation. For a half-filled 16 site single-band Hubbard
model, the size N ∼ 109, which requires 1GB memory for storing a single
many-body wave function. Therefore a truncation at L < 102 ≪ N is usually
required by setting bL+1 = 0, and the (L+1)× (L+1) Hamiltonian (A.4) can
be seen as a projection of H. The projected Hamiltonian HL can be easily
diagonalized and an approximate ground state can be found for H. The new
wave-function can be used as |v0〉 for a new Lanczos process to further improve
the convergency. It should be noted that since L≪ N , one cannot expect the
results to be reliable except for the few extreme states.
An additional practical concern is that the iteration is subject to roundoff
errors which may become server for large L values, represented by loss of
orthogonality of the Lanczos vectors. A reorthogonalization process should
usually be performed.
Dynamics
The dynamical properties can be directly obtained on the real frequency axis
using the Lanczos method. Assuming a retarded spectral function
A(ω) ∼ − Im 〈ψ0|O† 1
ω −H + i ηO|ψ0〉 (A.5)
where |ψ0〉 is the ground-state of the Hamiltonian H, obtained by a previous
Lanczos run. The operator O corresponds to the experimental technique of
interest. η = 0+ is a infinitesimal positive number. This requires solving for
the resolvent (z −H)−1 with z = ω + i η. Perform the Lanczos method with
the normalized vector O |φ0〉, a new tridiagonal representation of H can be
obtained. Using the identity (z − H)(z − H)−1 = I, i.e., ∑k(z − H)jk(z −
H)−1kl = δjl one gets ∑
k
(z −H)xk = δk0, (A.6)
with the matrix element xk = (z−H)−1k0 . Applying Cramer’s rule one obtains
x0 =
detB0
det(z −H) (A.7)
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where
z −H =

z − a0 b1 0 0 · · ·
b1 z − a1 b2 0 · · ·
0 b2 z − a2 b3 · · ·
0 0 b3 z − a3 · · ·
...
...
...
... . . .
 , (A.8)
and
B0 =

1 b1 0 0 · · ·
b1 a1 b2 0 · · ·
0 b2 a2 b3 · · ·
0 0 b3 a3 · · ·
...
...
...
... . . .
 . (A.9)
By expanding the determinants in Eq. (A.7) we obtain
x0 =
1
z − a0 − b21
detB1
detA1
, (A.10)
where A1 is the submatrix of z −H starting with index 1 and B1 is a matrix
formed by replacing the first column of A1 with (1, 0, 0 . . .). By iteratively
expanding the determinants of Ai and Bi, we obtain Eq. (A.5) in the continued-
fraction form
A(ω) ∼ − Im

〈ψ0|O†O|ψ0〉
z − a0 − b21
1
z − a1 − b22
1
z − a2 − b23
1
· · ·

. (A.11)
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AppendixB
TheWigner 3n-j symbols
The Wigner 3-j symbols are essentially the closed-form expressions for the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. It contains 6 arguments [1, 2](
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)
≡ δm1+m2+m3,0(−1)j1−j2−m3
×△(j1j2j3)
[∏
i
(ji −mi)!(ji +mi)!
]1/2
(B.1)
×
∑
k
(−1)k
k!(j1+j2−j3−k)!(j1−m1−k)!(j2+m2−k)!(j3−j2+m1+k)!(j3−j1−m2+k)! ,
where
△(j1j2j3) =
[∏
i(g − 2ji)!
(g + 1)!
]1/2
(B.2)
with g = j1 + j2 + j3. Its relation to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients is given
as (
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)
=
(−1)j1−j2−m3√
[j3]
〈j1m1; j2m2|j3(−m3)〉 , (B.3)
where [j] is a shorthand for 2j + 1.
The definition of this function poses several restrictions to its arguments.
The Dirac delta function requires m1 +m2 +m3 = 0, and the arguments of
the factorials (g−ji)! have to be non-negative integers, which gives the triangle
relations
j1 + j2 ≥ j3 andj2 + j3 ≥ j1 andj3 + j1 ≥ j2. (B.4)
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Symmetry properties
From the definition Eq. (B.1) it is clear that the 3-j symbols are invariant
under even permutation and gain a phase factor (−1)j1+j2+j3 under odd:(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)
=
(
j2 j3 j1
m2 m3 m1
)
= (−1)j1+j2+j3
(
j3 j2 j1
m3 m2 m1
)
.
(B.5)
It can be also seen that changing the sign of all mi is equivalent to a permu-
tation (123)→ (213), which gives(
j1 j2 j3
−m1 −m2 −m3
)
= (−1)j1+j2+j3
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)
. (B.6)
It immediately follows that for all mi = 0, the 3-j symbol is zero unless
j1 + j2 + J3 is even.
Orthogonality relations
The completeness and orthogonality of the 3-j symbols are evident from its
connection to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients Eq. (B.3). They constitute an
orthonormal matrix which unitarily transforms the states labeled by {m1,m2}
to the coupled states {j3,m3}. It follows that∑
j3
∑
m3
[j3]
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)(
j1 j2 j3
m′1 m
′
2 m3
)
= δm1m′1δm2m′2 , (B.7a)
and∑
m1
∑
m2
[j3]
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)(
j1 j2 j
′
3
m1 m2 m
′
3
)
= δj3j′3δm3m′3δ{j1j2j3},
(B.7b)
where δ{j1j2j3} denotes the triangle relations (B.4).
The 6-j and 9-j symbols
The 6-j symbol can be expressed as summation of the product of four 3-j
symbols as [2]{
j1 j2 j3
j4 j5 j6
}
=
∑
all m
(−1)S
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)(
j1 j5 j6
m1 m5 −m6
)
×(
j4 j2 j6
−m4 m2 m6
)(
j4 j5 j3
m4 −m5 m3
)
,
(B.8)
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with S =∑i ji, and the 9-j symbol as sum of 6-j or 3-j ones as [2]
j1 j2 j3
j4 j5 j6
j7 j8 j9
 =∑
j
(−1)j
{
j1 j4 j7
j8 j9 j
}
×
{
j2 j5 j8
j4 j j6
}{
j3 j6 j9
j j1 j2
}
=
∑
all m
(
j1 j2 j3
m1 m2 m3
)(
j4 j5 j6
m4 m5 m6
)
×(
j7 j8 j9
m7 m8 m9
)(
j1 j4 j7
m1 m4 m7
)
×(
j2 j5 j8
m2 m5 m8
)(
j3 j6 j9
m3 m6 m9
)
.
(B.9)
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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Doktorarbeit befaßt sich mit der systematischen Studie von
3d Übergangsmetaloxiden (TMOs) mittels röntgenspektroskopischer Techni-
ken, wie Röntgenabsorption (XAS), elastischer/inelastischer resonanter Rönt-
genstreuung (REXS/RIXS) und resonanter Röntgenreflektometrie (RXR). In
den vorliegenden Untersuchungen exemplarischer Oxidverbindungen konnten
durch die synergetische Kombination von experimentellen Techniken mit theo-
retischen Berechnungen wichtige Einblicke in die fundamentalen Mechanismen
gewonnen werden, die den kollektiven Ordnungsphänomenen und Anregun-
gen von Ladung-, Spin- und/oder Gitterfreiheitsgraden zugrunde liegen. Ins-
besondere wurden zentrale Schlüsselfragen behandelt, die aktuell kontrovers
diskutiert werden. Im Folgenden werden die Hauptergebnisse und Schlussfol-
gerungen der einzelnen Kapitel in einem generelleren Zusammenhang kurz
dargestellt.
Durch das Zusammenspiel und die Kopplung vielfältiger interner Freiheits-
grade, zeigen TMOs komplexe Phasendiagramme. Das erste Beispiel, das in die-
ser Doktorarbeit behandelt wurde, sind die Seltenerd-Nickelate mit Perowskit-
Struktur (RNOs) welche einen temperaturgetriebenen Metal-Isolator-Übergang
(MIT) durchlaufen, der von Bindungsdisproportionierung begleitet wird (aus-
genommen für R = La das metallisch bei allen Temperaturen ist). Für RNOs
mit großem Toleranzfaktor (R = Nd oder Pr), wird die Ladungslokalisierung
und die Änderung der Gitterordnung von einer parallel einsetzenden antiferro-
magnetischen Ordnung begleitet. Die größte Herausforderung—experimentell
wie auch theoretisch—ist diese stark verknüpften Ordnungsparameter, die ar-
chetypisch für viele TMOs sind, zu charakterisieren und die primären Mecha-
nismen zu identifizieren, die das komplexe Phasenverhalten bestimmen. Durch
eine Kombination von REXS an der Ni K-Absorptionskante und ab-initio
Dichtefunktionaltheorie (DFT), konnten wir zeigen wie die Bindungsdispro-
portionierung in einem NdNiO3 Dünnfilm durch die Messung von nur wenigen
Bragg Reflexen akkurat bestimmt werden kann. Eine solche Methode hat einen
klaren Vorteil gegenüber traditionellen Verfeinerungstechniken, welche wegen
der geringer Größe und/oder geometrischen Beschränkungen nicht immer auf
Dünnfilme anwendbar sind. Die so etablierte Methode wurde dann verwendet,
um die Bindungsdisproportionierung in einem LaNiO3/LaAlO3 Übergitter zu
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charakterisieren, für welches zuvor gezeigt wurde, dass es magnetisch ordnet,
obwohl sich das Bulk bei allen Temperaturen paramagnetisch verhält. Im Ge-
gensatz zum Bulk-Phasendiagramm, wo die antiferromagnetische Ordnung im-
mer von Bindungsdisproportionierung begleitet wird, liegt im Übergitter kei-
ne Bindungsdisproportionierung vor und der magnetische Grundzustand kann
als reine Spindichtewelle (SDW) interpretiert werden. Um zu verstehen wie
das Phasenverhalten der Bulk-RNOs und die relative Stärke der unterschiedli-
chen Ordnungsparameter in Heterostrukturen beeinflusst werden kann, haben
wir die Spin- und Ladungsresponsefunktionen der RNOs im Rahmen eines
Zwei-Band-Hubbardmodells, das aus DFT projizierten eg Wannier-Orbitalen
konstruiert wurde, weiter analysiert. Begründet durch die stark renormalisier-
ten Coulomb Wechselwirkungen in einem solchen niederenergetischem Unter-
raum, wurde die Analyse auf den Fall der schwachen Kopplung beschränkt
und mittels „random-phase approximation“ (RPA) durchgeführt. Es konnte
eine für das gesamte RNO Phasendiagramm dominierende Ladungsinstabili-
tät, die von interorbitalen Fluktuationen herrührt, identifiziert werden. Die-
se führt wiederum durch die starke Elektron-Phonon-Kopplung zu der expe-
rimentell beobachteten Bindungsdisproportionierung (und der resultierenden
isolierenden Phase). Des Weiteren konnten wir schlussfolgern, dass die magne-
tische Ordnung in Bulk RNOs aus der Ordnung von lokalisierten Momenten in
der bindungsdisproportionierten, isolierenden Phase hervorgeht. Diese Folge-
rung wird durch „constrained“ DFT+U Berechnungen gestützt, da diese den
gleichen Trend in der Ordnungsenergieskala zeigen wie das Experiment. Die
räumliche Eingrenzung in zwei-dimensionalen Heterostrukturen reduziert die
interorbitalen Fluktuationen erheblich und führt zu einer Unterdrückung der
Ladungsordungsinstabilität. Ein entsprechender Anstieg der Spininstabilität
durch verstärkte „Nesting“-Bedingungen kann zu einem SDW Grundzustand
unterhalb einer gewissen kritischen Schichtdicke, wie in LaNiO3/LaAlO3 Über-
gittern beobachtet, führen. Diese kombinierte experimentelle und theoretische
Studie gibt neue wichtige Erkenntnisse für die gezielte Kontrolle verschiedener
Ordnungsparameter in komplexen Oxidheterostrukturen, die entscheidend für
die Realisierung von zukünftigen funktionalen Geräten sind.
Zusätzlich zur statischen Ordnung, bergen die kollektiven Anregungen der
verschiedenen Freiheitsgrade wichtige Informationen über die Energieskalen
der unterschiedlichen Wechselwirkungen im System und sind gegebenenfalls
der Schlüssel zum Verständnis der in TMOs beobachteten, faszinierenden Phä-
nomene, wie z.B. die Hochtemperatursupraleitung in Kupratschichtstrukturen.
Die kurzreichweitigen antiferromagnetischen Spin-Fluktuationen, die als füh-
rende Kandidaten für den „Paarungsklebstoff“ in diesen Systemen betrachtet
werden, sind intensiv mittels inelastischer Neutronenstreuung (INS) untersucht
worden. Die INS Studien begrenzen sich jedoch auf einen relativ schmalen
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Bereich des Phasendiagramms, teilweise resultierend aus dem vergleichsweise
geringen Fluß der Neutronenquellen und wegen der Schwierigkeit eine große
Anzahl von Einkristallen zusammenzustellen. Im Rahmen dieser Doktorarbeit
wurde eine zu INS komplementäre Methode, die resonante inelastische Rönt-
genstreuung (RIXS) an der Cu L-Kante benutzt, um die niederenergetischen
Spin- und Ladungsanregungen in lochdotierten Kupraten in einem großen Do-
tierungsbereich zu untersuchen. In Übereinstimmung mit einer vorhergehen-
den Studie wurde eine beständige, niederenergetische Spin-Anregungsmode für
Dotierungen die das gesamte Phasendiagramm von verschiedensten Kupratsys-
temen, einschließlich YBa2Cu3O6+δ, (Bi,Pb)2(Sr,La)2CuO6+δ, und Tl2Ba2Cu-
O6+δ, aufspannen, beobachtet. Aufgrund des fehlenden Verständnisses der
komplexen Struktur des RIXS Operators, wurde diese niedrigenergetische Spin-
Anregung zuvor entweder als kollektive, magnetische Anregung die von den
remanenten antiferromagnetischen Korrelationen herrührt, oder als inkohä-
rente Überlagerung von Spinflips der beweglichen Quasiteilchen interpretiert.
Da verschiedenen Anregungsprozesse un ter schied lich von der Photoenener-
gie beeinflusst werden, haben wir die Energieabhängigkeit der beobachteten
Spinanregungsspektralfunktion sorgfältig untersucht und deren dominant kol-
lektive Natur bestätigen können. Diese Beobachtung hat einen großen Einfluß
auf die Forschung an Kupraten, da sie die Gültigkeit einer Vielzahl von Mo-
dellen zur unkonventionellen Supraleitung verifiziert, welche auf der Existenz
von kurzreichweitigen antiferromagnetischen Korrelationen beruhen. Um die
Verbindung der RIXS Spektralfunktion und verschiederen intrinsischen Korre-
lationsfunktionen der studierten Materialien zu verstehen, haben wir weitere
theoretische Untersuchungen durchgeführt und eine Zerlegung des RIXS Ope-
rators in vorwiegend fundamentale Dichte-, Spin- und Stromoperatoren vorge-
schlagen. Im Einklang mit unserer Interpretation der experimentellen Ergeb-
nisse, konnten wir im Rahmen eines zweidimensionalen Hubbard-Modells mit
Parametern die den Kupraten angepaßt wurden, einen dominierenden Beitrag
vom dynamischen Spinstrukturfaktor zum RIXS-Streuquerschnitt bestätigen.
Im letzten Teil dieser Arbeit, haben wir untersucht, wie die elektronische
Struktur und der MIT in einem VO2 Dünnfilm durch Spannungsanlegung an
einem auf der Oberfläche aufgebrachten flüssigen Elektrolyt beeinflusst wer-
den kann. Im Vergleich zu den oben diskutierten Beispielen von Nickelaten
und Kupraten deren physikalische Eigenschaften während der Probenherstel-
lung, entweder durch Änderung der Dimensionalität oder die chemische Dotie-
rung festgelegt werden, ist die Steuerung des Phasenverhaltens eines Materials
mittels einer äußeren Gate-Spannung eine attraktive Möglichkeit für Anwen-
dungen in zukünftigen elektronischen Geräten. Zuvor wurde berichtet, dass
der temperaturgetriebene MIT in VO2 durch eine von außen angelegte Gate-
Spannung unterdrückt werden kann. In der Literatur wurden hauptsächlich
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zwei Mechanismen die die Unterdrückung der isolierenden Phase diskutiert. Ei-
ne Erklärung geht davon aus, dass das Anlegen einer äußeren Gate-Spannung
eine elektrostatische Aufladung der Probenoberfläche zur Folge hat, die wie-
derum eine kollektive Delokalisierung der Ladungsträger im Bulk verursacht.
Eine andere erklärt den Effekt durch eine vom elektrischen Feld induzierte
Migration von Sauerstoff in die ionische Flüssigkeit auf der Oberfläche. In der
vorliegenden Studie haben wir XAS und RXR an der V L-Kante verwendet,
um die elektronische Struktur eines gegateten VO2 Films bei Temperaturen
über und unterhalb der Bulk-Übergangstemperatur zu charakterisieren. Im
Vergleich zum unbehandelten Referenzfilm, zeigen die XAS Spektren des gega-
teten Films eine Verschiebung von 0.2 eV zu niedrigeren Energien, ein Hinweis
auf die Bildung von Sauerstoffleerstellen. Die mittels einer Ligandenfeldrech-
nung für einen lokalen VO6 Komplex simulierten XAS Spektren machen deut-
lich, dass die Besetzungspolarisation zwischen dem d‖ und pi∗ Orbital—eine
Signatur des den MIT begleitenden monoklinen Phasenübergangs—im gegate-
ten Film bei tiefen Temperaturen ansteigt. Dies ist ein bemerkenswerter Un-
terschied zur metallischen Hochtemperaturphase, die im unbehandelten VO2
beobachtet wurde, in der keine strukturellen Verzerrungen vorhanden und die
Orbitale gleich besetzt sind. Eine weitergehende Analyse und Simulation der
RXR Spektren zeigt, dass obwohl die orbitale Besetzung des unbehandelten
Films sowohl in der metallischen wie auch die isolierende Phase homogen über
die gesamte Filmdicke ist, die des gegateten Films einen deutlichen Tiefen-
gradient in der orbitalen Besetzung aufweist. Die Beobachtung der Inhomo-
genität der Ladungsverteilung im gegateten Film bestärkt das Szenario der
Sauerstoffleerstellenbildung und schließt die frühere Erklärung basierend auf
einem elektrostatischen Effekt aus.
Zusammenfassend haben wir drei unterschiedliche Oxidsyteme mit verschie-
denen röntgenspektroskopischen Techniken untersucht. Anhängig von der Lo-
kalisation der Ladungsträger im entsprechenden System, haben wir verschie-
dene theoretische Rechnungen durchgeführt, die zur Interpretation und Ex-
traktion von Schlüsselinformationen aus den experimentellen Ergebnissen ent-
scheidend beigetragen haben. Des Weiteren demonstrieren die präsentierten
Beispiele die Stärke und Vielfältigkeit der (resonanten) Röntgenspektroskopie,
bezüglich der chemischen Unterscheidung, der hohen Sensitivität auf kleinste
Mengen von Probenmaterial und der Möglichkeit, statische und dynamische
Eigenschaften von prinzipiell allen internen Freiheitsgraden in einen bestimm-
ten System untersuchen zu können. Basierend auf zukünftigen experimentellen
Weiterentwicklungen in Verbindung mit Fortschritten in der theoretischen Be-
schreibung der Spektroskopie, werden sich neue Perspektiven für viele Bereiche
der Festkörperforschung eröffnen, ganz besonders im sich schnell entwickelnden
Gebiet der Oxidgrenzflächen und Heterostrukturen.
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